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INTRODUCTION 
§(0.l) The Euclidean algorithm 
An algebraic nwriber field is a finite extension of the field of 
rational numbers ~- One of the subjects of algebraic number theory is to 
generalize classical number theory, which deals with the ring ;z of ordi-
nary integers, to subrings of algebraic number fields K. Of particular 
interest is the ring of integers 0 = O(K) of the field K. This ring a 
is the integral closure of ;z in K, i.e. it consists of those a E K 
for which there exists a manic polynomial f E ;z[X] with f(a) = 0. 
The ring 0 has much in common with ;z, but there are differences. 
For instance, the ring ;z has unique factorization, which does not hold 
in general for rings of integers of algebraic number fields. However there 
are fields for which the ring 0 does have unique factorization. 
The proof that ;z has unique factorization depends on an algorithm 
given by Euclid (~ 300 B.C.) [Eu] book VII pro.p. 1,2. This algorithm cal-
culates the greatest common divisor gcd(a,b) of two elements a,b E ;z, 
It consists of repeatedly using division with remainder: 
(0. l) For any a,b E ;z with b f 0 there exist 
a= qb + r and lrl < lbl • 
q,r E ;z such that 
In general if in a ring 0 we have division with remainder, analo-
gously to (O.l), we can construct an algorithm to compute the greatest com-
mon divisor of two elements of 0. This algorithm is called a Euclidean 
algorithm. If a ring has a Euclidean algorithm we can prove that it has 
unique factorization. 
In order to generalize (O.I) we define a generalization of the abso-
lute value: the norm N(a) of an element a E 0 is defined by 
(0. 2) N(a) #0/aO if a f O; N(O) 0, 
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where # denotes the cardinality. If K = CQ, then 0 = Zl , and the norm 
is equal to the usual absolute value. By multiplicativity we extend the 
norm to all of K. 
We call 0 a Euclidean ring (for the norm) if the following condi-
tion is satisfied. 
(0.3) For any a,b E 0, with b f 0, there exist 
that a= qb + r and N(r) < N(b). 
From (O.I) we see that Zl is a Euclidean ring. 
q,r E 0 such 
The first rings that were proven to be Euclidean were among the cy-
clotomic rings. These rings are the rings of integers 0 = Zl[l;n] of 
the fields (Q(i;n~. Here t;n is a primitive n-th root of unity, i.e. 
n 
1;1 ,; ;:;n = 1 and 1 for 0 n < i < n. For example by taking n = we 
recover the ring Zl. Cyclotornic rings were encountered in the 19-th cen-
tury in the study of higher degree reciprocity laws. 
Gauss was the first who proved that certain cyclotomic rings differ-
ent from Zl are Euclidean. In 1832 he published a paper on biquadratic 
reciprocity in which he proved that Zl[ i J is Euclidean ([G3] §§41-45)' 
where i = /-1 
= s4· He also proved that Zl[r;3] is Euclidean, c.f. Gauss' 
Nachlass fG2], where s3 = H-1 + /-3). In 1844 Kummer [K] proved that 
Zl[I; 5J and Zl[t; 7J are Euclidean. We refer to section (0. 6) for more de-
tails about the determination of Euclidean cyclotomic rings. 
§(0.2) Euclidean rings of integers in quadratic, cubic and quartic fields 
Apart from cyclotomic rings, other rings of integers were investi-
gated as well. In particular attention was paid to the rings of integers 
of quadratic fields. The study of these fields was a natural development 
in the investigation of binary quadratic forms. 
Any quadratic number field is of the form K = il1 (Iii) for some 
l'1 E Zl. This l'1 is uniquely determined by K if we require that 
6 - O,l mod 4, that 6 is not divisible by the square of an integer > 2, 
and that 6 = 8, 12 mod 16 if 6 is even. The unique 6 that satisfies 
these restrictions is called the discriminant of the field. In section 
(3.1) we will give the precise connection between quadratic fields and 
binary quadratic forms of the same discriminant 6, in the case that 
l'1 < 0. 
The ring of integers of the quadratic field of discriminant L is 
equal to 0 = 7l[i(L +In)]. If L is positive we can embed K = <Q(ln) 
into R. In this case K is called a real quadratic field. If L is 
negative K = <Q(ln) is called an irr.aginaru quadratic field. 
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The determination of Euclidean rings of integers of imaginary qua-
dratic fields is easy. In particular the rings with L = -3 or L = -4, 
which are equal to the cyclotomic rings 7l[ i;3J and 7l[ i;4], are Euclidean 
as we have seen in section (O.I). In a supplement to the book of Dirichlet, 
Dedekind showed that 7l[!(n +In)] is Euclidean for LE {-3,-4,-7,-8,-ll, 
5,8,12,13}, cf. [D3] supp. XI §159. In fact he gives the proof only for 
L = -4 and states that for the other rings the proof is analogous. He 
also asserts that the ring of integers of <Q(l-19) is not Euclidean but 
that it does have unique factorization. In 1927 Dickson proved that the 
only Euclidean rings of integers of imaginary quadratic fields are those 
that Dedekind listed, i.e. n E {-3,-4,-7 ,-8,-1 I}, cf. [Di] Kap. VIII §93 Satz 7. 
We will now turn our attention to real quadratic fields. Also in this case 
all Euclidean rings of integers have been determined but it was much harder 
to establish this. In section (0.6) we describe the steps that led to this 
determination. Finally in 1948 Chatland and Davenport [CD] proved that for 
positive n the ring 7l[ ! (6 +In)] is Euclidean if and only if n assumes 
one of the following values: 
5,8,!2,13,17,21,24,28,29,33,37,4!,44,57,73,76. 
In fact they stated that 7l[~(97 + 197)] is also Euclidean, following an 
erroneous statement by Redei [Re3]. The error was later corrected by 
Barnes and Swinnerton-Dyer [BSD!]. 
Davenport showed that the method of Chatland and himself could also 
be applied to certain classes of cubic and quartic fields [Da2; Da3; Da4; 
DaS], namely, the cubic fields with exactly one embedding in lR and the 
quartic fields with no embedding in JR. Davenport proved that there are, 
up to isomorphism, only finitely many such fields for which the ring of 
integers is Euclidean. 
The d1'.veriminant n (K) of an algebraic number field K will be 
defined in section (3.2). It is an important invariant of the field, 
which generalizes the discriminant of a quadratic number field. In general 
the field K is not uniquely determined by n(K) and the degree, as it is 
for quadratic fields. However, there are only finitely many fields with a 
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given discriminant, even if the degree is not specified. Davenport establish-
ed an upper bound for the absolute value of the discriminant of a cubic or 
quartic field of one of the types mentioned above that has a Euclidean ring 
of integers. 
Using a different method, Cassels [CJ] obtained in 1951 an improve-
ment of Davenport results. This implied a drastic reduction of the amount 
of work needed to determine all Euclidean rings of integers of real quadra-
tic fields. Also the discriminant bounds for the special classes of cubic 
and quartic fields were improved. However in these cases the bounds are 
still too large to allow a complete determination of all Euclidean rings. 
A description of Cassels' method is given in section (5.3). 
§(0.3) Euclidean rings of functions 
It has often been observed that function fields of curves defined 
over finite fields are in many ways analogous to algebraic number fields. 
The role of the ring of integers is played by certain subrings of these 
function fields. In 1957 Armitage [Ar!] showed that Davenport's results can 
be generalized to several rings of this type. 
Armitage considered the integral closure 0 of the polynomial ring 
F [ t] in certain quadratic and cubic extensions of lF (t), with p an odd p p 
prime number. For quadratic extensions he determined in which cases the 
ring 0 is Euclidean. For cubic extensions he derived partial results. 
There is a more natural way to describe these function fields and 
their subrings. This is also the description that Armitage used in his 
later work [Ar2]. We give this description here. 
The fields Armitage considered are examples of function fields in 
one variable with a finite field JFq as field of constants. A function 
field in one variable with JFq as field of constants is a finitely gene-
rated field of transcendence degree 1 over lF q, having IF q as it largest 
finite subfield. For most assertions in this section about function fields in one 
variable we refer to [Cv;De], for the connection between function fields in 
one variable and curves we refer to [Ha] eh I §6 and for the definition of 
curves over arbitrary fields we refer to [Se] eh VI§!; [We2] eh VII§!; 
[We3] p. 3. 
Let K be a function field in one variable with JF q as field of 
constants. The field K is the function field of a non-·sin8ular projec-
tive curve c defined over JF q• For an extension field F of Fq we 
denote by C(F) the set of points of C defined over F. Each element 
of K can be regarded as a function: C(F) + F u {=}. 
We give two examples to illustrate this. First, the field lFq(t) 
is the function field of the projective line JP 1 over JF q' For each ex-
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tension field F over JF q the curve JP 1 (F) is equal to F u {=}. Next 
we consider the (elliptic) function field JF2 (t,u) with u 2 +u = t 3 +t+ I. 
For an extension field F of F 2 the curve C (F) is equal to 
2 2 2 3 2 3 { (u: t: z) E JP (F) : u z + uz = t + tz + z }. In particular C(JF2) con-· 
sists only of the point (I : 0 : 0). 
Let K be a function field in one variable with constant field lF q 
corresponding to the curve C. Let i q be the algebraic closure of lF q 
and let G be the Galois group of JF q over JF q" The prime of K cor-
responding to an element P of C (JF q) is the set p = {ap : a E G}. The 
cardinality of a prime p is called the degree of p, notation: deg(p). 
It is equal to the minimal positive integer n, such that PE C(JF n). 
Let f 
lF q· We regard 
a prime of K 
be an element of K and let F be an extension 
f as a function I -f : C(F) + 1P (F) = F u {=}. 
and suppose that all elements of p are in F. 
q 
field of 
Let p 
We say 
be 
that f has a zero or a pole of order n in p if it has such a zero or 
pole in some element of p. Because O, 00 E JP 1 (F) are already defined over 
Fq this definition does not depend on the choice of the element in p. 
Let S be a non-empty set of primes of K. We define a ring AS by 
(0.4) AS= {f EK: f has no poles in p for p ~ S}. 
For example, if K = JF (t) and S = {oo} we get A = F [t] · if 
-l q s q , 
we get 
2 
u + u 
AS = JFq [t,t ]. For another example we take K = JF 2 (t,u), 
t 3 + t + 1 . Above we have seen that the corresponding curve 
s = {0,=} 
with 
has only one point. Hence K has a unique prime oo of degree !. We have 
A{=} = JF it, u]. Let a. be a generator of JF 4 over JF 2 . There are 4 
points in C(JF4 ) - C(IF2): (a: 0: I), (a.+l: 0: I), (a.: l: I) and 
(a.+ I : I : l). They give rise to two primes of degree 2 in K: 
p = {(a. : 0 : I), (a.+ I : 0 : l)} and q = {(a. : I : I) , (a.+ I : I : l)}. It can be 
shown that the elements of JF2 [t,u] c K that have a zero at p form the 
-I ideal generated by t. This can be used to show that A{=,p}=JF2[t,u,t ]. 
In section (l.4) we return to this example. 
The rings Armitage considered are all of the form A8, with 
#s :<: 2. A quadratic or cubic extension of JF (t) is a function field of p 
6 
a curve that is a double or triple covering of the projective line JP 1• For 
the rings that Armitage considered the set S always consists of all primes 
lying over oo E lP 1 (lF ) • p 
The genus g(K) of a function field K is an invariant that is anal-
ogous to the discriminant of a number field. It will be defined in section 
(3.2). It can be shown that a function field K with finite field of con-
stants lF has genus equal to 0 if and only if K"" lF (t), cf. [De] §39. q q 
We may use Hurwitz' theorem [Ha] eh.IV §2 cor.2.4 to compute the genus 
of extension fields of lFP(t). This computation tells us that the rings AS 
that Armitage considered are Euclidean only in the cases that g(K) = 0 and 
gcd(deg(p): p E S) = I. Thus Armitage's results are consequences of the 
following theorem that will be proven in this thesis, cf. theorems (O. 18) 
and (O. 19). 
THEOREM (0.5). Let K be a function field in one variable with finite 
field of constants. Let s be a set of or 2 primes of K. Then AS 
is Euclidean if and only if g(K) 0 and gcd(deg(p) : /J E S) = I. 
The proof will be given in sections ( 4. I) and (5.4). In the case that 
#s all Euclidean rings are isomorphic to lF [t] as we will see below. q 
If the ring AS 
cf. [S] prop.16, 
has unique factorization we have gcd(deg(p) : p E S) = I, 
hence the condition in (0.5) is a natural one. 
#s z 
nus 
In section (I . 4) we show that we cannot expect 
3: whether or not a ring is Euclidean does not 
and the degrees of the primes in s. 
In the case that g(K) = 0 we give an explicit 
As we remarked above we have K "" IF (t). q 
a theorem as (0.5) for 
only depend on the ge-
description of the 
We show that there 
is a natural I - I correspondence: 
Let p 
{primes of K} +-+ {monic irreducible polynomials in 
be a prime of K not equal to 
lF [t]}u{oo}. 
q 
{oo}. We have to construct a monic 
is the function field of JP 1 and irreducible fp in 1Fq[t]. Because K 
JP 1 (JF ) = IF u {oo} we may regard as a conjugacy class under Gal(IF /1F ) q q p q q 
of elements of IFq For fp we take the minimal polynomial of some element 
of p. This does not depend on the choice of this element. We have deg(p) 
= deg(fp). The correspondence between primes f {oo} and monic irreducible 
polynomials is bijective. 
Let p be a prime of K and let a E Fq (t). First suppose that 
p if and only if a can be written as 
and fp I g. The element a has a pole 
with deg(h) > deg(g). Thus, by using 
p + {co}. Then a has a pole in 
h with h,g E lFq[t], f f h 
g p h 
at {co} if and only if a = -g 
(0.4) we get the following description of 
(O. 6) (a) A = {~ g,h E ]Fq [tJ, g = n f n(p) for some s g pES-{oo} p 
n(p) E 7l;;>:O} 
if {oo} E S; 
(b) h Fq [ t], deg (h) !> deg (g) AS ={- g,h E and g 
g = n f n(p) for· some n(p) E 7l;;>:O} 
pES p 
if {co} I. s. 
As promised after (0.5) we show that for #s = I in (0.5) we have 
Fq[t]. If S ={{co}} we have AS= Fq[t] by (0.6)(a). If S 
with p + {co} we have f = t-a for some a E lF . Then AS p q 
lF [-1-J<>< lF [t] by (0.6)(b). q t-a q 
As is common usage we will call a function field with lF q 
of constants a function field over 
§(0.4) Valuations 
A "' s 
{p} 
as field 
7 
In this section we describe the analogy between the rings of integers 
of algebraic number fields and the rings AS given by (0.4). We state 
this analogy in terms of valuations. For the proofs of the assertions 
about valuations given in this section we refer to the standard books on 
algebraic number theory, e.g. [BS; CF; HI; Iy; La2; W]. 
Let K be a field. A valuation on K is a function ~ K + ~O 
satisfying the following conditions. 
(0. 7) ~(a) = 0 - a = O; 
~(aS) = ~(a)~(S) for a,S E K; 
there exists a constant C E 1l such that 
~(a) !> I ~> Q(l+a) !> C. 
By taking C = 2 we find that the ordinary absolute value is a valuation 
on every subfield of ~. 
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If we can take C = in (0.7) the valuation is called non-archime-
dean. The other valuations are called archimedean. 
Every positive power of a valuation is again a valuation. Two valua-
tions c.p1 and <-Pz are called equivalent if there exists an r E JR>O with 
<Pr 
l 
Each valuation <.p renders K into a topological field, with 
{{a E K : c.p(a) < d : E: E Ji\0} as a basis for the neighbourhoods of 0. 
Two valuations are equivalent if and only if they give rise to the same topo-
logy on K. Every field has a trivial valuation, given by <.p(a) = 
ever a f O. This endows K with the discrete topology. 
when-
An equivalence class of non-trivial valuations is called a prime 
of K. Two equivalent valuations are both archimedean or both non-archime-
dean. Accordingly we may call a prime archimedean or non-archimedean. Below 
we will see that the non-archimedean primes of ~ are in J-1 correspondence 
to prime numbers. The only archimedean prime of ~ is the equivalence class 
of the usual absolute value. Also we will see that the primes as defined 
here are in 1-1 correspondence to the primes as defined in section (0.3). 
Let p be a non-archimedean prime of K, and let <.p E p be a valu-
at ion. We define the valuation ring Op of p by 
(0.8) {x E K <.p(x) $ J}. 
This is a subring of K that does not depend on the choice of tp E p. The 
ring Op has exactly one maximal ideal, which we also denote by p: 
(0.9) {x E K c.p(x) < 1}. 
Let K be a function field in one variable with finite field of con-
stants. Let p be a prime of K as defined in section (0.3). It gives rise 
to a valuation lD of K, as follows. Choose y E E. with 0 < y < I. If 
* f E K we define 
c.p(f) yn if f has a zero of order n at p; 
c.p(f) Y-n if f has a pole of order n at p; 
c.p(f) if f has no zero or pole at p; 
c.p(O) 0. 
The function c.p 
= lF ( t) and p q 
is a non-archimedean valuation of K. For example if K = 
{oo} then c.p(f) = ieg(f) for all f E lF [t] - {0}. A dif-q 
ferent choice of y gives an equivalent valuation. All non-trivial valua-
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tions of K are of this form and different primes give rise to non-equiva-
lent valuations, cf. [ZS] eh.VII §4bis; [Lal] eh.II §I ex.2. Hence we may 
identify both notions of primes of K. 
Using (0.8) we get a new description of the rings AS defined in 
(0.4), as follows: 
(0. 10) 
For example if K =:IF (t), S = {{=}} q 
f E K that have no poles outside {=}, i.e. 
to (0.6) (a). 
then AS consists of those 
AS= Fq[t], accordingly 
Because S consists of the primes where the elements of AS may 
have poles we call S the set of primes at infinity of AS. 
Now we consider the primes of an algebraic number field K. Such 
a field admits archimedean valuations, in contrast to function fields with 
a finite field of constants. 
As we remarked above every embedding of K in ~ gives rise to an 
archimedean valuation induced by the ordinary absolute value on ~. Two 
different embeddings give rise to the same prime if and only if they are 
complex conjugate. Each archimedean prime is derived from an embedding of 
K in ~. cf. [W] 1-8. The set of archimedean primes of K will be deno-
ted by s 00 • If a prime in s 
00 
corresponds to an embedding with image in 
1R we call it a real prime. The other archimedean primes are called com-
plex primes. Let r be the number of real primes and let s be the number 
of complex primes of K. If the degree [K : (Q] equals n there are exact-
ly n embeddings of K into ~, hence r + 2s = n and !n oS; #s00 oS; n. 
The non-archimedean primes of K correspond to non-zero prime ideals 
of 0 as follows. Let p be a prime ideal of 0 and let y E R be fixed 
such that 
such that 
extend \j) 
O < y < I. For a E 0 - {0} there exists a unique n E 2Z20 
n n+I n 
a E p - p We take \j)(a) y • By multiplicativity we 
and we take \P(O) = 0. Then \j) is a non-archimedean to * K 
valuation of K. A different choice of y gives an equivalent valuation. 
In this way we get a bijection between the set of non-zero prime ideals of 
0 and the set of non-archimedean primes of K, cf. [La2] eh.II § l. 
When no confusion arises we denote the prime ideals of 0 and the corres-
ponding primes of K by the same letter. 
(O. JI) 
Using the valuation of K we get a characterization of 0 by 
0 n o . 
pds P 
00 
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Notice the similarity with (0.10). 
By a global field we mean either an algebraic number field or a 
function field in one variable with finite field of constants. The set 
of archimedean primes of a global field K will be denoted by s . 
00 
The 
set S00 is empty if and only if K is a function field. The similarity 
between (0.10) and (0.11) suggests the following definition. Let S ~ S00 
be a non-empty set of primes of the global field K. We define a subring 
As of K by 
(O. 12) 
We will call s the set of primes at infinity for AS. Rings of integers 
of algebraic number fields are examples of rings of this form. In this 
case the set of primes at infinity is equal to s 
00 
If K is a number field and s 1' s we encounter rings that we 00 
did not consider before. For example if K = <11 there is one archimedean 
prime, denoted by ""· If we take S = {2,oo} we get 
{~ E <I! : a E :u'., n E 21: Q}. 2n ~ 
Let p be a non-archimedean prime of the global field K. The 
residue.class field Op/p is a finite field. Its cardinality is called 
the norm of p: 
(O. l 3) Np = #0 /p. p 
If the prime p is not in S it corresponds to a prime ideal 
p n AS of AS. We will denote this prime ideal by p too if no confusion 
arises. Every prime ideal 1' 0 of AS is of this form and different 
primes correspond to different prime ideals. We have #AS/p = Np. 
The norm of an AS-ideal a is defined by 
(0. 14) 
This definition agrees with the definition of the norm of a prime p i S. 
The norm of an element a E A5 is given by 
(0. 15) N(a) 
N(O) 
N(aAS) if a f O; 
o. 
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This agrees with (0.2). By multiplicativity we can extend the norm to all 
of K. Notice that for different choices of S we get different norm 
functions. Because we usually deal with only one set S this will not 
lead to confusion. 
We give some examples. If K = ~ and S = S"" we have AS = ~. 
In this case the norm function is equal to the ordinary absolute value. If 
we take S = {oo, 2} we get AS = 7l[ !J. Each element of * ~ can be written 
as .'.':2 r wi" th a b r E 7l and 
b ' ' a,b odd. For 
S = {oo,2} we have 
= I~[. 
If K = lF (t) q and S = {oo} deg(f) q 
we have AS = JFq[t]. 
if f E JF [t]. 
In this case 
the norm is given by N(f) 
Finally suppose that K = JF (t,u) q 
consists of the unique prime of degree 1 
tion (0. 3). Let f f 0 be an element of 
q 2 
with u + u 
we have 
t 3 +t+I. If s 
JF [t,u], cf. sec-q 
We may write f = g + u·h. 
with g,h E JF [t]. the norm of f q is equal to { 
2deg(g) 3+2deg(h)} 
max q , q ' 
where we take deg(O) to be -oo. 
§(0.5) The main theorems 
We consider a ring AS as defined by (0.12). It is called Euclidean 
if the following condition holds. cf. (0.1), (0.3): 
(0. 16) For any a,b E A5 , 
that a = qb + r and 
with b f O, 
N(r) < N(b). 
there exist such 
In the determination of Euclidean subrings of global fields we may restrict 
our attention to rings of the form AS. In fact other subrings with the 
same quotient field cannot be Euclidean, cf. [W] 4-1-1. 
The rings that were considered by Davenport and Armitage, cf. sections 
(0.2) and (0.3), all have #s s 2. In this book we consider all rings 
with #s s 2. We distinguish the different cases with #s s 2 according 
to the set S00 of archimedean primes in S. This gives the following 
complete list: 
I 2 
(0. 17) If #s = 1: 
(F) K is a function field, s {p}; 
(#J) K = II!' s = s . oo' (#2) K = II! C It::,) with /'::, < 0, s s 
00 
If #s = 2: 
(F) K is a function field, s = {p,q}; 
(#!) K II!' s = {oo,p}; (#2 +) K II! (It::,) with /'::, > 0, s s consists of two real primes; co (#2-) K 01 (It::,) with /'::, < 0, s {oo,p}; 
(#3) [K QI] 3, s s consists of one real and one complex prime; 00 (#4) [K QI] 4, s s consists of two complex primes. 00 
Throughout this book we will use the symbols at the left to distin-
guish between the different cases. In (0.17) the letters p and q always 
denote non-archimedean primes. If S00 consists of one prime we denote it 
by °"· 
In this book we investigate whether a given ring of the form AS, 
with #s ~ 2, is Euclidean. The following two theorems state what we shall 
prove. 
THEOREM (0.18). Suppose that #s = ! . Then the ring As is Euclidean if 
and only if we are in one of the following cases: 
(F) K has genus O and s = {p}, with p a prime of degree 1; 
(#!) K =QI; 
if 
K = Q!(lt::,) with t::, E {-3,-4,-7,-8,-11}. 
For the case (F) we have 
A ""lF [t]. The 'if' part of s q 
g(K) = 0 and deg(p) = l if and only 
(F) can be found in [vdW] §17. The 
'only if' part will be proven in section (4.J). The results about the 
cases (#I) : AS = Zl and (#2) : AS = Zl[ ! (!::, + / t::,)] were already proven by 
Euclid, Dedekind and Dickson, cf. sections (O.l) and (0.2). 
THEOREM (0.19). Suppose that #s = 2. Then the ring As is Euclidean if 
and only if we are in one of the following cases: 
(#3) 
(#4) 
13 
K rta.s genus 0 and S {p,q} with gcd(deg(p), deg(q)) I· 
' 
K = <Q; 
K = <Q(I~) with ~ E {5,8,12,13,17,21,24,28,29,33,37,41,44,57, 
73,76}; 
K = <Q(I~), S = {co,p} with ~ E {-3,-4,-7,-8,-11} and any non-
archimedean p, or ~ E {-15,-20} and any non-archimedean p 
that is non-principal as an 0(K)-ideal3 or (~,Np) is one of 
the 38 pairs listed in table 1; 
K is contained in a finite list of fields 3 all of which have 
discriminant 0 > ~(K) ~ -170520; 
K is contained in a finite list of fields 3 all of which have 
discriminant 0 < ~(K) ~ 230202117. 
TABLE I. Euclidean rings AS in imaginary quadratic number fields ~(I~), 
with S = S00 U {p}. 
Np ~ Np 
-19 4 -39 2 
-23 2, 3, 13. 29 • 31 • 41 • -40 2 
47, 71, 73, 127, 131, -47 2, 3 
163, 193, 233, 239' -55 2 
257, 353, 443, 481 -71 2, 3 
-24 2, 5, 29 -79 2 
-31 2, 5, 7 -87 2 
-35 5, 7 -111 2 
The proof of (0.19) occupies the greater part of this book. In section 
(1.3) we state two theorems (1.9) and (I.JO) that are supplements to (0.18) 
and (0.19). In that section we also mention where the proofs of the dif-
ferent parts of (0.19) are to be found. 
§(0.6) History of the determination of Euclidean rings 
Euclid proved that 7l is Euclidean. The next ring that was proven 
to be Euclidean was ll[X]. The proof was given by Simon Stevin in probleme 
L III of [ Sv]. After this the first rings that were proven to be Euclidean 
were cyclotomic rings. Gauss was the first who proved that two of these 
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rings, viz. 7l[r; 3J and ?l[i] = ZZ[r; 4J, are Euclidean, cf. [G3] §§41-45; 
[G2]. In his paper on quadratic forms over ?l[ i] of 1842 Dirichlet also 
gave a proof that 7l[i] is Euclidean, [DI] §2. In 1844, in two letters 
to Kronecker [K], Kunnner proved that 7l[r; 5J is Euclidean and stated that this 
method would apply to 7l[r; 7J as well. Sixty-five years later, before these let-
ters were published, Ouspensky [OJ also proved that 7l[r; 5J is Euclidean. 
A proof that 7l[r;8 J is Euclidean was given in 1850 by Eisenstein [Ei]. 
Since for odd n we have LZ[r;n] = ZZ[r; 2nJ 
Euclidean for all n 5 8. 
this shows that LZ[r; ] 
n 
is 
Until 197 5 no other cyclotomic rings were proven to be Euclidean. In 
that year Masley [Ml] proved that LZ[r; 12J is Euclidean. This was the last 
cyclotomic ring with degree [~(r;n) : ~] 5 4 to be treated. In the same 
yearLenstra[L2] proved that Zl[t;n] is Euclidean for n E {7,9,ll,15,20}. 
The last two cyclotomic rings that are proven to be Euclidean are Zl[ r; 16 ] 
an 7l[r; 24 J. The proof for 7l[r; 16 J was given by Ojala [Oj] in 1977 and the 
proof for 7l[r; 24 J was given by Lenstra [14] in 1978. These results show 
that :U:[t;n] is Euclidean whenever the degree [~(t;n) : ~] is at most 10. 
There are however more cyclotomic rings that have unique factoriza-
tion. In fact Masley and Montgomerey [MM] proved in 1976 that for 
n 'f. 2 mod 4 the ring ::z[;;; n] has unique factorization if and only if 
[~(l:;n) : ~] 5 20 or n E {35,45,84}. Among these there are possibly more 
rings that can be proven to be Euclidean. In chapter JO we give a list 
of all cyclotomic rings that may be Euclidean, cf. (10.5). 
Now we will turn our attention to rings of integers of quadratic 
fields. These rings are mentioned in (0.18)(#2) and (0.19)(#2+). Several 
methods for determining the Euclidean rings among them are important for 
the rest of this thesis. In section (0.2) we mentioned that the Euclidean 
rings of integers of imaginary quadratic fields were determined by Dede-
kind and Dickson ([D3] sup XI §159; [Di] Kap. VIII §93 satz 7). For the 
rest of this section we only consider real quadratic fields. 
The proof that the rings asserted to be Euclidean are in fact 
Euclidean constituted the easiest part of the work. The proof given by 
Hardy and Wright in [HW] §14.8 are models for most other proofs. Hardy 
and Wright's arguments are essentially those of Oppenheim [Op]. Remak [Rl; 
R2] supplies pictures illustrating the method. In section (5.5) two proofs 
of this sort are given. 
The first values of to for which a proof was given that LZ[ ! (lo +Ito)] 
is Euclidean are 5,8,12 and 13. This was done by Dedekind [D3] Sup XI 
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§159, as we have seen in section (0.2). In 1933 Perron [P] proved that we 
may enlarge this list of 6's with 17,21,24,28,29 and 44. Oppenheim 
[Op] and Remak [R2] proved independently in 1934 that also 33,37 and 41 
are values of 6 for which the ring is Euclidean. The proof that the 
ring is Euclidean for 6 = 57 was supplied by Hofreiter [Ho] and for 
6 = 76 by Berg [Be]. These proofs were given in 1935. A more detailed 
proof for 6 = 76 was given by Behrbohm and Redei [BR]. The list of (0.19) 
(#2+) was completed by Redei [Re3] who proved in 1942 that also for 6 = 73 
the ring is Euclidean. In the same paper Redei stated, without proof, that 
for 6 = 97 the ring is Euclidean as well. Later Barnes and Swinnerton-
Dyer [BSD!] showed that this statement is false: the ring is not Euclidean. 
The proof that the other rings are not Euclidean was much harder. 
It proceeded in several stages. Using the theory of genera of Gauss, 
cf. [GI] §§230-287; [D3] sup IV; [HJ] eh. 26 §8, Behrbohm andRedei [BR] 
showed that Z':[ 4 (6+16)] has unique factorization only if 6 has at most 
two different prime factors. In particular this restriction on 6 must 
hold for Euclidean rings. 
The first proofs that rings are not Euclidean are of an arithmetical 
kind. As we will see below these proofs were not as successful as the 
geometrical proofs that were supplied later. 
The arithmetical proofs all run as follows. Let 6 be a discrim-
inant for which it is to be proved that 0 = tz[!(6+16)] is not Euclidean. 
For the special choice of b = 16 E 0 the existence of a E 0 such that 
the division of (O. 3) is impossible is proven. In many cases this element 
a is constructed from quadratic residues mod 6 with special properties. 
Prime and composite 6 and 6 in different residue classes mod 24 have 
to be treated seperately. The existence of the quadratic residues with the 
required properties is proven for large 6 with analytic methods. For 
certain small 6 they are explicitly constructed. The proof, given by 
Hardy and Wright in [HW] §14.9 thm. 249 for 6 t l mod 4 is of this form. 
They used the proof of Berg [Be]. 
Oppenheim [Op] used in 1934 the arithmetical method to show that for 
6 E {53,92, 124} the ring is not Euclidean. Independently in 1935 Fox 
Keston [FJ and Berg [Be] proved that for even 6 the Euclidean rings are 
those that are listed in (0.19)(#2+). In the same year Hofreiter [Ho] 
showed that there does not exist a Euclidean ring with (composite) 
6 = 21 mod 24 and 6 > 21. Also for 6 = 77 he proved that the ring is 
not Euclidean. The rings with composite discriminant 6 = 5,13 mod 24 were 
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treated by Behrbohm and Redei [BR]. They showed that there are no Euclidean 
rings in this case. Also they showed that for prime 6 = 5 mod 24 the only 
Euclidean rings occur for 6 = 5 and 6 = 29. 
In 1938 Erdos and Chao Ko [ECK] proved that there exists an upper 
bound on 6 for Euclidean rings with prime 6 = 13 mod 24. In the same 
year Heilbronn [He] proved the existence of an upper bound on 6 for all 
Euclidean rings 7l[ ~ (Mll)]. These upper bounds were not explicitly com-
puted, but at least it followed that there are only finitely many rings 
of this form. Schuster [Sc] computed such upper bounds for the remaning 
cases with composite 6, except for 6 s I mod 24. He proved that for 
composite odd 6 the ring can be Euclidean only if 6 = 33, 6 = 57, or 
6 = I mod 24 and 6 > 10000. 
Using the method of Erdos and Chao Ko, Brauer [Br] computed an upper 
bound equal to 3300000 for prime 6 s 13 mod 24. If in addition 5, 7, 11 
or 13 is a quadratic residue mod 6 he got better bounds. With the help of 
his mother and his wife he computed for the remaining 6 s 13 mod 24 with 
I 09 < 6 < 3300000 that the ring 7l[ ! (6+16) J is not Euclidean. So in 
this case only 6 = 61 and 6 = 109 remained uncertain. 
From now on also geometrical methods were used. In the long run they 
were more effective than the arithmetical methods. A geometrical proof may 
be described as follows. In most proofs that rings are Euclidean one uses 
geometrical methods to show that (0.3) holds for pairs (a,b) in several 
sets, which are described in geometrical terms. Because these sets cover 
all pairs (a,b) the rings is Euclidean, cf. section (5.5). Suppose that 
for a given ring there remain sets of (a,b) for which this proof of (0.3) 
does not work, even when it is refined. Then by a limiting process we may 
find a pair (a,b) for which the division in (0.3) is impossible. Proofs of 
this kind will be used in chapter 5. The application of this method suggests 
us to look whether there exists a E 0 such that the division in (0.3) is 
impossible for b = n±l, where n is a fundamental unit of 0, cf. 
sections (I. I), (5.1), (7.1). 
Redei was the first who used a geometrical method. He proved in 
1941 that for 6 = 61 and 6 = 109 the ring is not Euclidean. Also for 
composite 6 s mod 24 and prime 6 s 17 mod 41, 6 > 41 he showed that 
the rings are not Euclidean, cf. [Re1; Re2; Re3]. 
Using the arithmetical method Hua [Hu] managed in 1944 to prove 
that there exists an absolute upper bound equal to e 250 for the discrim-
inant of Euclidean rings. Independently of Redei he proved, together with 
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Min [HH] that for prime 6 = 17 mod 24, 6 > 137 the ring is not Euclidean. 
Together with Shih [HS] he proved that the ring is not Euclidean for 6 = 61. 
In 1947 Inkeri [In] used a geometrical method to prove that the only 
unknown Euclidean rings must have 6 > 5000. Davenport [Dai, DaS] used in 
1948 a geometrical method to show that all Euclidean rings have 6 < 16384. 
Apparently unaware of Inkeri's work Chatland [Ch] used Davenport's results 
to show that a Euclidean ring must have 6 s 601. In a joint paper with 
Davenport [CD] he finished the determination, not using Inkeri's results. 
As we have seen above the geometrical method was more successful in 
supplying upper bounds and finishing the proof than the arithmetical approach 
was. In fact most authors using the geometrical method proved many results 
already known with less effort. For example in the papers of Cassels [CJ] 
and Ennola [E] we find a proof not relying on restrictions obtained by 
arithmetical means. The fact that the geometrical and the arithmetical 
methods are of a different nature can be illustrated as follows. If we 
generalize the methods for higher degree number fields it turns out that the 
arithmetical methods are applicable for extensions of ~ in which at least 
one prime is totally ramified, cf. [Ci], and the geometrical methods apply 
for fields with #s s 2. 
= 
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CHAPTER l EUCLIDEAN IDEAL CLASSES 
§(I.I) Elementary properties of the ring AS. 
In this chapter we study the subrings AS of global fields K defined 
in (0.12). Usually we only deal with one ring of this form. In this case we 
will denote AS by A. 
A finitely generated, non-zero A-submodule of K is called a frac-
tional ideal of A. Any non-zero A-ideal is a fractional ideal, and con-
versely for any fractional ideal a of A there exists * C! E K such that 
aa is a non-zero A-ideal. From now on we will call the non-zero A-ideals 
the integral A-ideals, reserving the word 'ideal' for fractional ideals. 
It can be shown that the set I of fractional A-ideals forms a group with 
respect to the usual ideal product. The unit element of I equals A and 
the inverse of a fractional ideal a equals a-I = {a E K aa c A}. The 
ideal group I is freely generated by the set of non-zero prime ideals of 
A, cf. [La2] eh. I §6, thm. 2. 
A fractional ideal of the form aA for some * C! E K is called a 
principal ideal. The set P of all principal ideals is a subgroup of I. 
The quotient group Cl(A) = I/P is called the class group of A. It is a 
finite eroup, cf. [W] 5-3-1 I. The order h(A) of Cl(A) is called the 
class number of A. The residue classes of I mod P are called the ideal 
classes of A. The ideal class of a will be denoted by [a]. 
If K is a number field and S = Sro, i.e. A= 0, then Cl(A) and 
h(A) are equal to the class group Cl (K) and the class number h (K) of K 
respectively. 
Let p be a prime of a global field K. The field K is not com-
plete in the topology determined by p, cf. section (0.4). The completion 
of K in this topology will be denoted by KP. This is a field, and each 
field of this form will be called a local field. By continuity we extend 
each valuation in p 
fields are JR. and 
of K in JR. we have 
to a valuation of 
0:, cf. [W] l-8. 
then we call 
The only archimedean local 
corresponds to an embedding 
p a real prime. If p 
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corresponds to a pair of complex conjugate embeddings of K in ~ we have 
~ "" ~. then we call p a aomplex prime. 
For a non-archimedean local field K , 
~ p 
denoted by 0 , and its maximal ideal by p, 
p ~ ~ 
residue class f!:_eld Op/p is isomorphic to the 
we have Np = # 0//5, cf. (0.13). We have K = 
order funation ordp on Kp by 
(I. I) = n if 
= co 
the valuation ring will be 
cf. (0.8) and (0.9). The 
field 
u ?. 
m:?l 
OP/p. In particular 
We define the 
Using the multiplicativity of the valuations, cf. (0.7), we derive that 
every valuation in p is of the form yordp(•) for some y with 
0 < y < I. The normalized valuation I· I p is defined as follows. 
(I. 2) (a) If p is non-archimedean then lxlp Np-ordp(x); 
(b) If p is real, then lxl = p lxl, the usual absolute 
value on R; 
(c) is lxlp 2 the square of the If p complex, then lxl , 
usual absolute value on ~. 
For all p the field K is a subfield of Kp, hence the normalized valua-
tions are also defined on K. These normalized valuations satisfy a produat 
formula ([W] prop. 5-1-2; [Iy] eh. III §6.2 cor.; [HJ] eh. 20 IV), which 
reads as follows. For all a E K, a ~ 0 we have I alp = l for all but 
finitely many p and 
(I. 3) n lal 
p p 
I, 
where the product runs over all primes of K. We use this product formula 
to get an expression for the norm, different from its definition, cf. (0.2), 
(0.15). For each principal fractional ideal aA of A we have 
(I. 4) aA n 
p~S 
ordp(a) p • 
Using the multiplicativity of the norm we get from (l.2)(a), (!.4) and (1.3): 
(I. 5) N(a) 
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The equality N(a) = n8 Jal even holds trivially for a = 0. PE p 
As an analogue of (1.4) we define for an arbitrary A-ideal a the 
order at a prime p i S by 
(I. 6) a n ordp(a) p . 
piS 
Suppose that K is a number field, and S 
inition of the norm of an element is given by 
S . The classical def-
oo 
(I. 7) N(a) TI(l)(a) , 
where the product runs over the different embeddings (/) : K ~ ~. cf. [vdW] 
§47. Combining (l.2)(b), (c) and (J.S) we see that N(a) equals N(a) up 
to sign. 
From the definition of the norm (0. IS) we derive that the unit group 
A* of A equals the set of elements of A with norm equal to I. By the 
Dirichlet-Hasse unit theorem ([CF] eh. II § 18; [W] S-3-10; [La2] ch.V 
§I ' !OS) the A* is isomorphic s-1 #S and P• group to W x ;z , where s = 
w equals the group of r>oots of unity of K. In particular when #s = 2 
the quotient A* /W is isomorphic to <Z. In this case any * unit n E A 
that generates * A mod w is called a fundamental unit of A. 
§(1.2) The definition of Euclidean ideal class 
In this section we generalize the notion of 'Euclidean ring' to that 
of 'ring with Euclidean ideal class'. Below we will see that the rings of in-
tegers of ~(I-IS) and ~(l-20) have a Euclidean ideal class. In section 
(2.2) we will see that this explains the occurrence of the Euclidean rings 
with LE {-IS,-20} in (0.19) (#2-) 
The definition of a Euclidean ideal class is due to Lenstra [LS]. 
We shall recall this definition to our special case, i.e. to subrings of 
the form A8 of a global field, and for the norm function. 
Let a be an A-ideal. We call a a E-uolidean ideal (for the norm) 
if the following condition is satisfied. 
(1.8) For each a E K there exists y E a such that N(a-y) < Na. 
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Because the norm is multiplicative this condition only depends on 
the ideal class of a. The ideal class of a Euclidean ideal will be called 
a Euclidean ideal class. By comparing (0.16) and (1.8) we see that A is 
a Euclidean ring if and only if the principal ideal class [A] is Euclidean. 
This shows that the notion of 'Euclidean ideal class' is only novel for 
non-principal classes. As an illustration we show that the rings of inte-
gers of the fields ~(I-IS) and Ol(l-20) have a non-principal Euclidean 
ideal class. 
If K =(]/(I-JS) we have 0 = 7l[HI +I-JS)]. We show that a = 7l·2 + 
LZ·4(J +I-JS) is a Euclidean ideal. The norm of a equals 2. We denote 
the archimedean prime of K by co. Through the embedding K c a; = K 
co 
l.io+l-15) i, (5+1-15) 
fig. l 
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the norm equals l·I=' the square of the usual absolute value on ~. cf. 
(1.2) (c) and (1.5). The embedding Kc~ turns a into a lattice of ~ 
for which the parallelogram with vertices 0, 2, !(5 + 1-15) and HI+ 1-15) 
is a fundamental domain, see fig. I. Let r be the radius of the circle 
through 0, 2 and HI+ 1-15). It follows easily that for every a EK 
there exists y E a with la - YI $ r 2 . Since r 2 = ~ < 2 =Na, cf. 
(3.4), we derive that a is Euclidean. 
For K = (l/(l-20), we have 0 = Zl[/-5]. A similar argument as above 
shows that the ideal a = 7l·2 + :ZZ(l + 1-5) is Euclidean, 
this case for every a E K there exists y E a such that 
Na. 
fig. 2 
see fig. 2. In 
9 N(a-y) $ S < 2 
§(I .3) Rings with a Euclidean ideal class 
In the course of proving (0.18) and (0.19) we will also obtain re-
sults on rings with a non-principal Euclidean ideal class. These results 
are stated in the following two theorems. 
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THEOREM (1.9).' Suppose that #s = l. Then the ring As has a non-princi-
pal Euclidean ideal class if and only if we are in one of the following 
cases: 
(F) K has genus O, S = {p} with deg(p) = h > I; in this case 
the class group Cl(AS) is cyclic of order h; 
l#2) K =(]/(Ill) with LI E {-15,-20}, s = S,,;,; in this case the cless 
number h(As) = h(K) equals 2. 
In case (F) the structure of AS is given by (0.6) (b), because 
deg(oo) =I we do not have co ES. Theorems (0.18) (F) and (1.9) (F) 
show that for function fields and #s = I the ring A has a Euclidean 
ideal class if and only if K has genus equal to 0, 
The proof will be given in section (4.1). 
i.e. Kc: F (t). q 
The 'if' part of (1.9)(#2) was already proved in section (1.2). The 
'only if' part will be dealt with in section (4.2). 
THEOREM (l.10). Suppose that #s = 2. Then the ring As has a non-princi-
pal Euclidean ideal class if and only if we are in one of the following 
cases: 
(F) 
(#3) 
K has genus O, S = {p,q} with gcd(deg(p),deg(q)) = h > I; 
in this case the class group Cl(A8) is cyclic of order h; 
K = (]/(Ill) with LI E {40,60,85}, S = S00 ; in this case the class 
number h(As) 
K = (]/(Ill), s 
pr-inc-ipal as an 
2· 
' 
in this case 
equals 2; 
{oo,p} for LI E {-15,-20} and any p that is 
O(K)-ideal, or for (Ll,Np) as listed in table 
the class number h(AS) equals 2; 
K is contained in a finite list of fields, all of which have 
discrimimant 0 > LI (K) ;;: -170520; in this case the class 
group is cyclic and 2 ~ h(AS) = h(K) ~ 4; 
(#4) K is contained in a finite list of fields, all of which have 
discriminant 0 < Ll(K) ~ 230202117; in this case the class 
group is cyclic and 2 ~ h(A8) = h(K) ~ 6. 
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TABLE 2. Subrings AS of imaginary quadratic fields ~(In), with 
S = {oo,p}, which have a non-principal Euclidean ideal class. 
n Np 
-24 7 
-35 4, 11 
-56 2 
-68 2 
-84 2 
-136 2 
In case (F) the structure of AS is given by (O. 6) (b). 
cannot have co E s. The combination of (O. 19) (F) and (I. JO) (F) 
Again we 
shows 
that when K is a function field and #s = 2 the ring AS has a Euclidean 
ideal class if and only if the genus of K equals 0. 
We indicate where the proofs of (O, 19) and (I. I 0) can be found. For 
case (F) the 'if' part will be proved in theorem (4.4). The 'only if' 
part will be proved in theorem (5, 19) (F). The facts about the class group 
follow from theorem (4.6). 
~ Case (#J) of (0.19) is a direct consequence of (0.18) (#J) and (2.8). 
For part (#2+) the result of (0.19) was proven by Chatland and Davenport 
[CD], cf. section (0.6). The result of (l.10) will be proven in section 
(5.5). 
The part of case (#2-) which asserts that for n E {-3,-4,-7,-8,-11, 
-15,-20} any subring AS 
proven in section (2.2). 
chapters 5-9. 
with #s 2 has a Eulicean ideal class will be 
The rest of the proofs for this case occupies the 
The discriminant bounds in the cases (#3) and (#4) will be derived 
in (5.19) (#3) and (#4). The fact that Cl(AS) is cyclic will be proven 
in (2.5). The bounds on the class number will be derived in section (IO.I). 
In the rest of chapter 10 we derive further conditions that rings with a 
Euclidean ideal class in the cases (#3) or (#4) must satisfy, 
It is easily checked that in case (#2-) with n E {-15,-20} the 
ring A5 is principal if and only if Np is not a quadratic residue mod 5, 
including Np = 5 when n = -15. 
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§(1.4) Large sets of infinite primes 
For #s > 2 the obvious generalizations of (0.18), (0.19), (1.9) 
and (I.JO) do not hold. We give two examples to support this. 
First we consider number fields. In this section we call a ring 
AS minimal if it has a Euclidean ideal class and AS, has no Euclidean 
ideal class for any proper subset S' of S, containing S00 • From (0.18), 
(0.19), (1.9) and (I.JO) we deduce that for #s ~ 2 the number of minimal 
AS is finite up to isomorphism. This does not hold for #s ~ n with 
n ~ 3 as is shown by the following example. 
The ring of integers 0 = 7l[IJ4J of K = (1)(156) is a principal 
ideal domain but it is not Euclidean. This can be proven by checking (0.16) 
for b = 2 and a = 1 + 114 as follows. If 0 is Euclidean there must be 
U,V E 7l with U - V =I mod 2 and N(U+VIJ4) < 4. Since N(U+VIJ4) = 
IU2 - 14V2 1 we must have u2 - 14V2 E {±1,±3}. By reducing mod 4 we see 
2 2 
that U - 14V E {I ,-3} is not possible. 
2 2 U - 14V E {-1,3} is not possible. Hence 
By reducing mod 7 we see that 
0 is not Euclidean (see also 
(O. 19) (#2+)). Now we consider the rings AS with S = S00 u {p} for some 
non-archimedean prime p of K. If p, as an 0-ideal, is generated by 
an element TI if; l mod 2 then the ring AS is Euclidean. This can be derived 
from the fact that the so called second inhomogeneous minimum of x2 - 14Y2 
is smaller than I, cf. [BSD!; BSD2]. By the Cebotarev-density theorem, 
cf. [CJ, [La2] eh. VIII §4; [CF] eh. VIII §2 thm. 4, there are infinitely 
<many prime ideals p for which TI ~ I mod 2. Hence for K = (1)(156) there 
are already infinitely many mini~al rings with #s = 3. 
Now we consider function fields. For #s ~ 2 we found that whether 
a ring has a Euclidean ideal class only depends on the genus of the field, 
i. e. g(K) 0. This does not hold for #s = 3 any more. We give an 
example of a field with genus equal to and for which A8 has a Euclidean 
ideal class for some, but not all sets S with #5 = 3. 
We take K=JF2 (t,u) with u2 +u=t3 +t+L We encountered this 
field already in section (0.2) and (0.4). It can be shown that the genus 
of K is equal to I. We saw that K has only one prime oo of degree 
and that A{oo} = F 2[t,u]. It is a principal ideal domain, cf. [Q] thm. 3. 
Let p and q be the two primes of degree 2 of K. As F 2[t,u]-ideals 
they are generated by t and t+ 1 respectively. From [LI] thm. (16.l) 
we conclude that A5 is Euclidean for S = {p,q,oo}. 
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by 
Let ft 
t 2 + t + I. 
be the prime of K that as an F 2[t,u]-ideal is generated 
It is a prime of degree 4. Put S = {p,Jt,oo}. We show that 
the principal ideal domain AS' cf. (2.7), is not Euclidean. Every unit 
E of AS is a product of powers of t and of t 2 + t + I, hence E = I mod q, 
where q is regarded as an AS-ideal. Because F 2[t,u] does not contain 
an element of norm 2 the ring AS does not contain an element of norm 2 
either. Let a E AS be such that a = u mod q. Then a .,;. l mod q so a 
is not a unit of AS, and N(a) f. ]. Also N(a) f. 2 as we just have seen 
Hence N(a) ~ 4 = Nq. This shows that AS is not Euclidean. 
CHAPTER 2 PROPERTIES OF RINGS WITH EUCLIDEAN IDEAL CLASSES 
In this chapter we investigate the properties of the class group of 
a ring with a Euclidean ideal class. We denote by S a non-empty set of 
primes of K defined by (0.12). If no confusion arises we simply write 
A instead of A5 • 
Most results of this chapter can also be found in [LS]. 
§(2.l) Connections with the class group 
As we have seen in section (1.2) the existence of a Euclidean ideal 
class of A does not imply that h(A) = I. In this section we show that 
a ring A has at most one Euclidean ideal class. Also we find that a 
Euclidean ideal class generates the class group. 
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LEMMA (2.1). Suppose that [c.] is a Euclidean ideal class of A. Then for 
every integral A- ideal a f A there exists an integral A - ideal b with 
[a]=[bc.J, Nb<Na and a+b=A. 
PROOF. By the strong approximation theorem ([CF], eh.II, § 15) there exists 
-1 
with </. c. such that y E c.a y yA +c. = c.a -1
 Because c. is Euclidean 
there exists X E y + c. with N(x) < Ne.. If we take b = -l xac. we get 
[a] = [be.] ' Nb < Na and a+ b = A. D 
COROLLARY (2.2). Let [c.] be a Euclidean ideal class of A. Then for every 
integral A-1:deal a f A there exists n E ?l with 0 < n < Na and 
[a] = [c.Jn. 
PROOF. Use induction on Na in lemma (2.l). D 
COROLLARY (2.3). Let [c.] be a Euclidean ideal class of A. Then every 
integral A - ideal a with Na = min{Nb : b integral A - ideal, b f A} 
is contained in [c.]. 
PROOF. For any integral a f A with minimal norm, the ideal b of (2.1) 
must be equal to A. D 
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COROLLARY (2.4). Each ring A has at most one Euclidean ideal class. 
PROOF. If a~ A is an integral ideal of minimal norm then by (2.3) the 
Euclidean ideal class must be equal to [a]. D 
We combine the results above to get the following theorem. 
THEOREM (2.5). Let [e] be a Euclidean ideal class of the ring A. Then 
[e] is a generator of Cl(A). Moreover the class number h(A) satisfies 
h(A) < min{N(a) a EA, N(a) > !}. 
PROOF. Corollary (2.2) implies that [e] is a generator of Cl(A). If 
a E A with N(a) > I we derive from (2.2) that [A] = [aA] = [e]n for 
some n with 0 < n < N(a). Hence the order of [e], which equals h(A), 
is less than N(a). D 
This theorem gives a new proof of the fact that a Euclidean ring is 
a principal ideal domain, because in that case the generator of the class 
group is trivial. 
§(2.2) Enlarging the set of infinite primes 
Throughout this section we consider two non-empty sets of primes 
s c SI of K that contain s We denote AS = A and AS' = A' We co 
show that when A has a Euclidean ideal class then also A' has a Euclid-
ean ideal class. The ideal groups of A and A' will be denoted by I 
and I' 
' 
and the norms with respect to A and A' by N and N' 
' 
respectively. 
The group I is generated as a free abelian group by the primes of 
K not in s and similarly the group I' is generated by the primes not 
in S'. There is a natural surjection (j) : I -+I', defined by <P(a) = aA' 
for any a E I. The kernel of (j) is generated by the primes in s' - s. 
For an ideal a E I that does not contain prime factors in s' we have 
(2.6) Na N'<P(a). 
Since (j) maps principal ideals to principal ideals it induces an exact 
sequence 
(jJ 
(2. 7) 0 + <[p] E Cl(A) p E s I - S> + Cl (A) -->- Cl (A I) + 0. 
THEOREM (2.8). Let A and A' be as defined above, and let [e] be a 
Euclidean ideal class of A. Then (ii([e]) is a Euclidean ideal class of 
A'. 
PROOF. We have to show that for any x E K there exists s E (jl(e) such 
that N' (x - s) < N14J(e). Using the strong approximation theorem ([CF], 
eh.II, §15) we find y E 4J(e) such that 
-ord (e) 
Jx - YI s Np p p for all pES'-S. 
Since e is Euclidean, there exists y E e with 
N(x-y-y) <Ne. 
Because e is a subset of (jl(e) we have s y + y E (jl(e). Since both 
-ord (e) 
Ix - y I P s Np P and 
-ord (e) 
hips Np p for 
we have 
for all 
Using the product formula for the norm (1.5) we get 
N'(x-s) N (x - 0 n Ix - s I P 
p ES 1 -S 
< 
-ord (e) 
Np p < Ne n N'(jl(e). D 
p ES '-S 
The 'if' part of case (#2-) of (0.19) and (1.10) for 
~ E {-3,-4,-7,-8,-JJ ,-15,-20} now follows from case (#2) of (0.18) and 
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(1.9). The value of the class number follows from the exact sequence (2.7). 
Also the 'if' part of case (F) of (O. 19) and (I. I O) now follows from case 
(F) of (0.18) and (1.9). The value of h(A) in this case will be computed 
in section (4.l). 
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§(2.3) Restrictions on the class number 
In this section we derive upper bounds for the class number of a ring 
with a Euclidean ideal class. For number fields and S = S00 a trivial up-
per bound can be derived from (2.5). If [K:~] = n we find that h(O) 
h(K) < N(2) = 2n if 0 has a Euclidean ideal class. A better upper bound 
is given by the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION (2.9). Let S ~ S00 be a non-empty set of primes of the globaZ 
field K. Let A AS be the corresponding ring. Suppose that [c] is 
a Euclidean ideaZ class of A. Let P denote the set of prime powers i 
that occur as the nom of an integral A - ideaZ. Then for every integraZ 
A - ideal a I A we have [a] = [c]n for some n E 7l with 
O < n s #{q E P : q s Na}. Moreover 
h(A) s #{q E p q s N(a) for all a EA with N(a) > I}. 
PROOF. For the first assertion we use induction on Na. First suppose that 
Na is a prime power. This includes the initial step. By (2.1) there ex-
ists an integral ideal b with [a] [be] and Nb < Na. By induction we 
have [b] = [c]n for some n with 0 s n s #{q E P : q s Nb}. Notice that 
we must include n = 0 for the case that b A. Since Na is a prime 
power we have n + I s #{ q E P : q s Na}, and [a] = [c]n+ 1 , which proves 
the first assertion in this case. 
If Na is not a prime power it is not a prime ideal. Hence there 
exists a decomposition 
By induction we have 
a = a •a in integral ideals with Na. < Na. I 2 n· i. [a.] = [c] i for some n. E 7l with 1. 1. 
0 < n. 
1. 
S #{q E p : q S Na.}. 
]_ 
This shows that [a] 
s #{q c: P: q s Na}. 
We will prove that n 1 + n2 s 
Let p be a prime number and let E. 
1. 
be the set of p - powers 
p that are s Nai' for i = ] ,2. The contribution of p - powers to 
in 
n. 
1. is exactly #E .. Let qo be the largest element of E2. Every p - power 1. 
of the form q, with q E E2' or of the form qqo, with q E El' is less 
than Na, and all these p - powers, which are in P, are different. So 
the contribution of p - powers to #{q E p : q s Na} is at least 
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#E 1 +#E2 , which proves the first assertion. 
The second assertion follows by taking for a an integral ideal aA 
such that a EA is of least norm > I. 0 
COROLLARY (2.10). Let K be a function field over 
subring A = AS has a Euclidean ideal class, then 
JF • q Suppose that the 
h(A) < • {log N(a) 
- mi.n log q a E A with N(a) > I } . 
PROOF. Every element of P is a q - power. 0 
In section (4.1) we find that we have equality in (2.10) in the case 
that g(K) = O. 
Now suppose that K/K0 is a Galois extension with group G. We call 
a set of primes of K G - invariant if for all a E G we have S = 
{op : p E S}. Analogously we call a prime p of K G - invariant if for 
all a c G we have op = p. 
PROPOSITION (2.11). Suppose that KIO! is a Ga.lois extension with group G. 
Let S => S00 be a G - invariant set of primes of K. If A = As has a 
Euclidean ideal class [e] then h(A) divides n = [K: (Q]. 
PROOF. From the definition (I. 8) we derive that under G - action the 
Euclidean ideals are permuted. So the action of G on the class group is 
trivial by (2.3) and (2.4). So 
i.e. h(A)Jn. 0 
IT [oe] 
OEG 
[Ne• A] [A], 
As an example we will compute an upper bound for the class numbers of 
subrings of quadratic number fields with a Euclidean ideal class. This bound 
is best possible. 
PROPOSITION (2.12). Let K be a quadratic number field and let S => S00 
be a set of primes of K. If A = AS has a Euclidean ideal class we have 
h(A) ~ 2. 
PROOF. Let q be the smallest prime power such that there exists an ideal 
a E A with Na = q (if q does not exist then s consists of all primes 
of K, i.e. A= K and h(A) = 1). Since a is an ideal of minimal norm, 
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the Euclidean ideal class must be equal to [a]. Let p be the prime 
number dividing q, then q = p or q 
h(A) 
p 2 If N(pA) must have q we 
pA 
Na 
a, so a is principal, and I. In the other case we must have 
2 p . Then p and N(pA) 
By the minimality of Na 
2 [a] , which shows that 
and by 
h(A)l2. 
for pA=a•a' 
(2.3) we have 
0 
some ideal a' of norm 
[aJ = [a']. Hence [pA] 
Another proof can be given using (2.11) as follows. Let a be the 
non-trivial automorphism of K. Take S' =Su o[S], then A' 
p. 
a Euclidean ideal class by (2.8) and h(A')l2 by (2.11). The proposition 
is proven when we show that the map ~ in (2.7) is an isomorphism. The 
kernel of ~ is generated by the ideal classes of primes p E S' - S. If 
p ES' -S, then op ES, which shows that p =Np •A, i.e. p is prin-
cipal in A. Hence ~ is an isomorphism. 0 
LEMMA (2.13). Suppose that [K:(Jl] 
archimedea:n p. 
If 
If 
/'; - mod 8 
/'; - 5 mod 24 
and Np = 2 we have 
and Np f 4 we have 
2 and S 
h(A) = I. 
h(A) = I. 
S00 u {p} for some non-
If /'; - 13, 21 mod 24 and Np= 3 we have h(A) I. 
PROOF. In all cases the integral ideal of minimal norm > I is generated 
by 2 or 3 and thus it is principal. 0 
For fields of degrees 3 and 4 we can use similar arguments as in 
(2.12) to get upper bounds for the class numbers. However in these cases 
the bound depends on the size of S. In section (JO.I) we get h(A) s 4 
in the case (#3) and h(A) s 6 in the case (#4). These bounds are 
derived by similar means as the first proof of (2.12). Notice that from 
(2.9) with a = 2 we derive h S 6 in case (#3) and h s JO in case 
(#4) which is worse than the bounds given above. 
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CHAPTER 3 TOOLS FROM TOPOLOGICAL ALGEBRA AND THE GEOMETRY OF NUMBERS 
In this chapter we state several results from topological algebra and 
the geometry of numbers that are needed in the rest of this book. Most of 
these results are not new and we often refer to standard texts for the 
proofs. 
§(3.1) Ideals in subrings of imaginary quadratic fields 
In this section we deal with the connection between the ideal classes 
of the ring of integers of an imaginary quadratic field, and equivalence 
classes of positive definite binary quadratic forms, cf. [BS] Kap.II §7. 
With the use of the map ~. as given by (2.7), this also leads to a de-
scription of the ideal classes of all subrings AS of imaginary quadratic 
fields. 
Let K = ~(I~) be an imaginary quadratic field and let a be an 
O(K) - ideal.. Throughout this section we imagine K to be embedded in its 
completion at infinity ~. The norm on K with respect to O(K) then 
equals l ·I the square of the usual absolute value on ~. The ideal a 
"'" is as an additive group free of rank 2 over 7l. Let fo,8} be a 7l-ba-
2 2 
sis of a. Then N(xa+y8) = (ax +bxy+cy )Na for x,y E ~. where a, 
b, c are integers determined by N(a) = aNa, N(8) cNa and 
2 2 2a • Re(a/8) = b. The quadratic form ax + bxy + cy is positive definite 
and its discriminant b2 -4ac is equal to ~. cf. [BS] Kap.II §7. We 
will denote this form by the triple (a,b,c). For a different choice of 
a,8 we may get a different quadratic form. However for every ideal we 
will make a choice such that the quadratic form is uniquely defined. First 
we take a to be an element of minimal norm in a - { 0}. Then we choose 
8 such that 8/a lies in the modular region, cf. fig. 3, i.e. 
Im(S/a) > 0; 
I 
-2 < Re(S/a) 5 2 , 
Re(S/a) ~ 0 if 
fig. 3 
N(a) N(S). 
The third requirement may be established by replacing the pair (a,S) 
by (S,-a), when necessary. With this choice of a,S the quadratic form 
satisfies 
(3. I) 
-a < b 5 a 5 c ; 
b ~ 0 if a = c , 
i.e. it is reduced, cf. [Gl] §§171,172. 
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Let K be an imaginary quadratic field of discriminant 6 LEMMA (3. 2) . 
and let 0 
group Cl(O) 
be its ring of 1'.ntegers. There is a bijeetion between the class 
and the set of reduced quadratic forms of discriminant 6. 
This bijection is given by 
[7l+7l b;:6 J ++ (a,b,c), 
where 
PROOF. cf. [BS] Kap.II §7 Satz 4; [L7J §§2,3. 0 
Using (3.1) in combination with 6 = b2 -4ac we find that a$ ;.l~I. So 
the class number h(O) can be calculated by considering the finitely many 
possibilities lbl $ a$ ;l~I . In the 19th century this was already done 
for several values of 6, cf. [G l] § 303; [Ca]. 
The group structure on Cl(O) can also be described in terms of 
quadratic forms, cf. [Sh;L7]. Below we often use the quadratic forms for 
a description of the class group. In particular we will use this descrip-
tion to determine for every 0 - ideal a and every Cl. E K the minimum of 
N(y) for y E a+ a and those y for which this minimum is attained. For 
this we define the covering radius p(a) of the ideal a to be equal to 
(3. 3) P (a) a • c • (a - I b I + c) liT 
if a corresponds to the reduced form (a,b,c). The following theorem 
expresses that p(a) measures the minimal radius of discs with centres at 
a that cover OC. 
THEOREM (3.4). (Dirichlet 'hexagon lemma', cf. [D2] §3,4; [C2] eh.IX 
thm.VII, p.234.) Let K be an imaginary quadratic field of discriminant 
6 and let a be an O(K) - ideal. Then for every i; E a; there exists 
a Ea such that ji;-e1.J 00 $ p(a)Na. The inequality is best possible and 
there exist elements l; of K for which the equality sign is needed. 
Finally the ideal a is Euclidean if and only if p(a) < I. 
PROOF. Let (a,b,c) be the reduced quadratic form corresponding to a. 
Let fo S} be a basis of a such that N(o.) = a ·Na, N(S) = c •Na and 
s b + 16 When necessary we reflect the plane in the line lRa to get ---a Za 
b 2". 0. Let n be the centre of the circle through 0, a and s. i.e. 
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fig. 4 
I 2c - b I 
n = <2 + --zrXf L\)a, 
which is an element of K. Let H be the closed hexagon (or rectangle in 
a degenerate case) with vertices n, 8 - n, -a+ n, -n, -8 + n and a - n, 
cf. fig. 4. It is equal to the set of those elements x E ~ such that 
lxl 00 ::;; Ix -yl 00 for all Y E a. 
Take S E ~. Let y E s +a· be such that I y I 00 is minimal. Then 
lnl 00 = ls-nl 00 = la:-nl 00 = p(a)Na we see that y is in H. Because 
I YI 00 ::;; P (a) Na. Also we see that equality is attained at points of ±n +a, 
which are all in K. This shows that a is Euclidean if and only if 
p (a) < I . 0 
uat 
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Different discriminant and 
remarked in section (0.2) the discriminant of an algebraic number 
invar of field. For function fields the in-
plays the same role is the genus of the field. In this sec·--
we define these invariants. First we have to define differents. 
be an extension of non-archimedean local fields with val-
and (cf. section (I .I)) and let Tr: Lp ~ be 
the trace function.. The set 
is a fractional op - ideal. The relative (local,} d1:fferent 'D(Lp/Kp) is 
-1 defined as the inverse of this ideal: V(Lp/K ) : a , which is an integral p 
ideal. 
Let K be a number field and let p be a non-archimedean prime of 
Let p be the prime number such that pf p. The K. different V(Kp) is 
defined as the local different V(K Jm ) • Let S ::i S00 be a set of primes p "Ip 
of K and let A = A8 be the corresponding subring of K. If p i S we 
define the local diffe.rent of A with respect to n as the ideal VP = p , 
n is defined by V(K) pn. Because V =A p p for all but finitely 
p i s (cf. [Iy] eh.III §6.4, p.240) we may define the of 
by 
(3. 5) V(A) 
If s - s 00' i.e. A = 0, the ideal V(A)-l consists of those ele-
ments a c K such that Tr(a0) c zz 
' 
where Tr : K + Ili is the trace map, 
cf. [Iy] Ap.J §2.l. 
The discriminant ~(K) is defined to be the integer (-l)sN(V(O)), 
where s is equal to the number of complex archirnedean primes of K. The 
sign accounts for the archimedean primes, for which the different 
is not defined. It can be shown that n 2 ~(K) = (det(a.(a.)) .. _ 1) , where j_ J 1,J-
n {a.}. l J j= is a basis of 0 over Zl and where ai runs over all embeddings 
K + lE, cf. [Iy] Ap.l §§2.2,2.3. 
Now suppose that K is a function field over JF Choose t E K q 
such that K/lF (t) is a finite separable extension. For each prime p q 
0 of K we choose a prime element t of p" Then ""' (( ) , the p 
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field of formal Laurent series in 
[Iy] eh.II §4.L1 thm.4.9. Define 
(3.6) {x E K X E 
over IF n , q 
for· all 
with n = deg(p), cf. 
p}. 
This is the 'linear system of a differential divisor' of K. It is a 
finite dimensional vector space over 
is called the genus g(K) of K: 
(3. 7) #V = qg(K) t . 
IF . q The dimension of Vt over IF q 
This dimension is independent of the choice of t, cf. (4.1) or [Iy] eh.III 
§6.4 pp.240, 243. 
§(3.3) Local duality 
In this section we investigate the structure of a local field 
a topological group. The following possibilities occur for the field 
cf. [Iy] eh.II §§3.1, 5.4, 5.5: 
(3.8) 
(a) If K is archimedean, then K 
"" JR. or K "" !C. p p p 
(b) If K is non-archimedean of characteristic 0, then Kp is p 
a finite extension of the field Glp' for some prime number P• 
(c) If KP is non-archimedean of positive characteristic, then 
its valuation ring op is equal to IFq [[t]J, the ring of formal power 
series over some finite field IFq. Here t is a prime element of Op. The 
field Kp is its quotient field IFq ((t)), the field of formal Laurent 
series in t over IF . q 
As an additive topological group the field Kp is locally compact. 
Its dual in the sense of Pontrjagin is isomorphic to Kp itself, cf. Tate's 
thesis [CF] eh.XV; see also [Iy] eh.III thm.3.2. Such an isomorphism is 
not canonical, but we make a fixed choice by defining a non-degenerate 
inner product < , >P: 
sponds to the character 
defined as follows: 
Kp x Kp + JR/'ll. Each element a E Kp 
<a,•> P: KP + JR/Zl. The inner product 
then corre-
is 
(3.9) 
(a) Suppose that K is archimedean of characteristic p 
Tr: K ..... lR p be the trace map, i.e. if K = lR then Tr = p 
K IC then p Tr(z) = 2Re(z). We define the inner product by 
<x,y> = (-Tr(xy) mod 7l) E lR/7l • p 
(b) Suppose 
be the trace map. 
KP is a finite extension of ~p· 
The composition of the natural maps 
7l [ ! ]/7l c-- lR./7l 
p 
will be denoted by A. We define the inner product by 
<x,y>P Ao Tr(xy). 
Let 
id 
Tr: 
0. Let 
and if 
(c) Suppose K = IF (( t ) ) · where q is a power of the prime p q p ' 
res : K -+ IF 
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number p. Let Tr: IF -+ lF be the trace map and let q p p p q 
be the residue map, which sends every element of KP to its coefficient 
at t-I. 
p We embed IF p in lR/7l by /..(a mod p) 
(a mod p) E lF . p We define an inner product by 
<x,y>p 
~ E lR/'lZ for each p 
In (3.9)(c) the inner product depends on the choice of tp. 
As a topological group, each local field has a Haar measure, which is 
defined up to a multiplicative constant. Let G be a locally compact 
group with Haar measure µ and dual group G. The duality between G and 
G will be denoted by an inner product < , >: G x G-+ lR./7l, where we 
have <x,x> = x(x) for all x e: G and all characters x: G-+ lR/'lZ in 
G. For each IC - valued f e: L 1 (G) the Fourier transform f on G is 
defined by 
(3. JO) £ex> J f(x) exp(2ni<x,x>) dµ, for x e: c. 
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The dual measure 0 of µ on G is the unique Haar measure on G such 
that for each o; - valued f E L 1 (G) for which f E L 1 (G) we have 
(3. 11) f(x) I I<x) expc-2~i<x,x>)dµ, 
cf. [Iy] eh.III §1.3. 
Multiplying µ by a constant corresponds to dividing 0 by the same con-
-I~ 
stant, i.e. (cµ)~ = c µ. Hence for each local field KP there is a 
unique Haar measure µP that is self dual with respect to the inner product 
< , >P. It can be shown, cf. [Iy] eh.III §3.2, that µP is fixed by the 
following properties. 
(3. 12) 
(a) If K IR, then µ/'.' is the Haar measure for which p 
µp([O, I]) l. 
If K = o; 
' 
then µp is the Haar measure for which p 
µp({x+iy E o; : 0 <: x <: I, 0 <: y <: I } ) = 2. 
(b) If K is non-archimedean of characteristic 0, then µp is p 
µP(OP) 
_! 
the Haar measure for which = N(V(K )) 2 where V(K ) is the p p 
local different. 
(c) If 
µ (0) =I. 
lF ((t )), q p then is the Haar measure for which 
p p 
§(3.4) Global duality 
Let s be a non-empty set of primes of K. We denote by KS the 
direct product of the Kp' for p E s, with respect to the 
0 p' cf. [Iy] eh.III §4. I: 
restricted 
open sets 
(3. 13) XtJ E Qp for all but finitely 
where we denote the K - coordinate of x by p 
S we have KS = P ~ S Kp. 
By giving a system of neighbourhoods of 0 
many p E S - S ,) , 
Notice that for finite 
we give KS the structure 
of a topological group. A typical member of this sys tern is n U p ES p' 
where UP is a neighbourhood of 0 in K and U p' p 
finitely many p E S. If S consists of all primes of 
KS = AK, the adGie ring of K, cf. [Iy] eh. III §4.3. 
0 p 
K 
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for all but 
we have 
We embed K into KS along the diagonal. The strong approximation 
theorem ([CF] eh.II § 15) shows that the image of K is dense in KS when-
ever s is not the set of all primes of K. By continuity we may extend 
the norm on K with respect to AS to KS if s is finite. It is given 
by 
The dual of KS in the sense of Pontrjagin is isomorphic to KS it-
self. As in the previous section we may fix the isomorphism by giving a 
non-degenerate inner product < >S on KS. This inner product is defined 
as follows, cf. [Iy] eh.III §4.2: 
This definition makes sense because <xp,yp>p = 0 for all but finitely many 
p E S. The self-dual Haar measure with respect to this inner product is 
given by 
(3. 15) 
§ (3.5) Lattices 
Let S ~ S00 be a non-empty set of primes of K. In the next section 
we will show that the embedding of K into KS turns every AS - ideal 
into a lattice of KS. Here we call a subgroup r of a locally compact 
abelian group G a lattice if it satisfies the following conditions: 
r is discrete in G· 
' (3. 16) 
r is cocompact in G, i.e. G/r is compact. 
Let G denote the dual group of G, and suppose that µ and µ 
are dual Haar measures on G and G respectively. 
For a lattice r of G we define the polar lattice r~ as the 
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annihilator of r in G, i.e. 
(3 .17) {x E G <x,y> 0 for all y E G}. 
For each x E G/r and each y E rL the value of <x,y> does not 
depend on the choice of x E x. So we may write <x,y> <x,y> for 
X E X E G/r. In fact this induces an isomorphism between the Pontrjagin 
dual of 
rL of 
r and G/r Because rLL ~ r we find that the polar lattice 
r is indeed a lattice. 
The group G/r has a unique Haar measure µ corresponding to µ. 
It is characterized by µ(B) µ(B) for every measurable set B of G, 
which maps injectively onto B c G/r. The determinant v(r) of a lattice 
r is given by 
(3. 18) v(r) µ(G/r), 
which is defined because G/r is compact. The determinant depends on the 
choice of µ. 
LEMMA (3.19). Let r be a lattice of G, and let rL be its dual. If 
v(r) and v(rL) are defined with respect to a pair of dual measures we 
have v(r)v(rL) I. 
PROOF. For the proof we introduce several measures. These are: 
The counting measure µr on r and its dual measure Or 
on c/rL; 
the counting measure µrL on r.t and its dual measure OrL 
on G/r. 
The measure µ is equal to the product measure µr • µ, i.e. for a measur-
able f on G we have 
J f dµ = f ( J f dµr)dµ. 
G G/r xr 
By considering the Fourier transform of a constant function on G/r we find 
-I -
-I that OrL(G/r) I, hence Or.t = v(r) µ and µr • OrL = v(r) µ Ana-
logously we have µr.L • or = v(rL)-l µ. Since µr • OrL is dual to 
µrL ·ilr, cf. [Iy] eh.III §(1.3), p.187, we find that v(r)v(rL) =I. D 
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§(3.6) Ideals as lattices 
In this section we study a special kind of lattice in KS, i.e. the 
AS - ideals, where S => S00 is a non-empty set of primes of K. 
LEMMA ( 3. 20) • Any AS - ideal a becomes a lattice in KS via the embed-
ding a c Kc KS. 
PROOF. It suffices to consider the case that a= A = AS' because for 
* arbitrary a there exists a. I ' a.2 € K such that a. 1A c a c a.2A. Let T 
be a finite non-empty subset of s, containing s The set 
00 
u Ix Ip < I if p € T' Ix Ip $ I if p € s - T} 
is an open subset of KS. By (I. 5) we have I $ N(x) = n pES lxlp for any 
x € A with x"" o. Hence u n A = {O}, which proves the discreteness of 
Now we prove the compactness of KS/A. Consider the surjection 
q>: AK/K + KS/A, given as follows. Let a. be an element of ~/K. By 
the strong approximation theorem ([CF] eh.II § 15) there exists 
A. 
a.= (a.p)p € a with la.pip$ I for 
This does not depend on the choice of 
surjective. Since AK/K is compact, 
derive that KS/A is compact. D 
p r/. S. We define cp(a) = (a. ) S mod A. pp€ 
a.. The map cp is continuous and 
cf. [CF] eh.II §14; [W] §5-2, we 
In section (3.4) we have seen that KS is self-dual with inner prod-
uct Hence the polar of a lattice in KS is again a lattice in 
KS. Below we determine the polar of A = AS and its determinant with re-
spect to the measure µS' cf. (3.15). From the definition of the norm and 
* (3 .19) we derive that for every A - ideal a and every a. E KS we have 
(3.21) 
v(a) = v(A) •Na; 
v(aJ.) v(A)-I •Na-I 
v (a.a) v(a) • N(a.) • 
THEOREM (3.22). The polar lattice AJ. and the determinant v(A) of the 
ring A are given as follows: 
(a) If K is a number field then AJ. 7 V(A)-I and v(A) = N(V(A))~. 
(b) Suppose that K is a function field of genus g over lF • Let q 
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t E K be such that K is a finite separable extension of lF ( t) q 
Write dt * Then l. where dt = (;ft ) fJES E KS. A = dt • V t (A), p 
Vt(A) = {x E K : \f p 
"-
s : X E c~ )-10 } and v(A) = g-l dtp p q 
PROOF. (a) Suppose that K is a number field. From (3.9)(b) and (3.5) 
we derive that 
V(A)-I {x E K : \f p f. S, \f y E Q p <x,y> p = O}. 
Let P be the set of all primes of K. The annihilator of K in 
AK = Ap, with respect to < , >P' 
thm.6.2; §6.4 (10). Hence for any 
is 
X E 
K itself, cf. [Iy] eh.III §6.3 
V(A)-I and y E A we have 
<x,y>s = l 
fJES 
<x,y> = - l <x,y> = 0, 
p p./.S p 
which shows that V(A)-I c Al.. Since both Al. and V(A)-l are lattices 
in KS we have #Al./V(A)-I < oo. This shows that Al. c K. 
Take x E Al., p "- s and y E op. By the strong approximation 
theorem ([CF] eh.II §15) there exists z EA such that for all 
q ./. S u {p} we have <x,z> = 0 q and <x,y-z> = 0. p Then 
0 <x,z>S = I <x,z> 
QES q 
- I <x,z> 
q./.S q 
which shows that Al. c V(A)-l, hence Al. 
that v(A) = N(Al.)-! N(V(A))!. 
V(A)-I. From (3.21) we derive 
(b) Suppose that 
be the set of all 
K is a function field of genus 
primes of K. The annihilator of 
g 
K 
over lF • Let q 
in AK = ~· 
p 
with 
respect to < , >p dt is (dt ) p • K, cf. [Iy] eh.III §6.3 thrn.6.2; §6.4 (12). p 
From the definitions of Al. and dt we derive that 
Al. = d t • { x E KS : \ dt l <x,y dt >p 0 for all y EA}. 
fJES p 
A computation as in part (a) gives 
Al. = dt • {x E K \f p "- s, \f y E 0 p 
dt 
<x,y dt >p 
p 
O}. 
Hence 
Al. dt • {x E K Vp t/. s, Vy E dt Q • dtp p • 
dt • {x E K v pt/. s, X E <dt )-10 } dtp p 
From (3.21) we derive that 
v(A) 
cf. [Iy] eh.III §6.4 (13),(21); eh.II §8, p.174. D 
§(3.7) Lattice constants 
<x y> = O} = 
' p 
dt • Vt(A). 
g-1 q 
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In this section we generalize some theorems from the geometry of num-
bers to our situation of lattices in KS. First we state an analogue to 
the theorem of Blichfeldt ([C2] eh.III §2 thm.I, p.69). 
LEMMA (3.23). Let r be a Zattiae 
in KS and let n E Zl ?:0' Suppose 
X E KS suah that 
# ((x+r) n U) ?: n+ I. 
of KS, let U be a measurable set 
that µS(U) > nv(r). Then there exists 
PROOF. Let ~: KS~ KS/r be the quotient map. Define the function f 
on KS/r by 
-I -#(~ (x) n U) 
Then J f dµS equals µS(U), where µS is the unique Haar measure on 
KS/r with the property that µS(~(B)) = µs(B) for all measurable B for 
which ~IB is injective, cf. section (3.5). Because µS(U) > nv(r) 
= µs<Ks/r) there exists x E Ks/r such that f(x) > n, i.e. f(x) <: n +I, 
which proves the lenuna. D 
For the rest of this section we only deal with the case that #s 2, 
and S ~ S00 • Suppose that S = {p,q}. We consider sets of the form 
(3.24) R(a,b) 
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LEMMA (3.25). Let a,b E lR >O be such that the quotient map 
~: KS~ Ks/r is injective when restricted to R(a,b). Then 
lim inf 
min(A,B)-><x> 
µs(R(A,B) n (r+R(a,b))) 
µS(R(A,B)) 
PROOF. Even if K cfo «: we have Ix - y I ;:> (II x I - II y I ) 2 for all p p p p 
x,y E KP and an analogous inequality holds for Kq. Hence for A > a and 
B > b we have R(A,B) n (r+R(a,b)) => R(a,b) + (r n R((IA-la) 2 ,(IB-lb) 2)), 
thus 
(3. 26) µs(R(A,B) n (r+R(a,b))) ::> 
µS(R(a,b)) • #(r n R(IA-la) 2 ,(IB-lb) 2)). 
Because KS/r is compact there exist A0 , B0 E lR>O such that ~IRCA0 ,B0 ) 
is surjective. Suppose that A > ( IA0 +la) 2 and B > ( IB0 +lb) 2 , then we 
write A'= (IA-IA0 -la) 2 and B' = (IB-IB0 -lb) 2 • Applying (3.23) with 
U = R(A',B') we find that there exists x E KS such that 
#((x+r) n R(A',B')) ::> 
lls (R (A' 'BI)) 
v(r) 
Subtracting some x0 E R(A0 ,B0) that is congruent to x mod r we obtain 
Combining this with (3.26) we get 
µs(R(A,B) n (r+R(a,b))) 
µS(R(A,B)) 
This proves the lemma since 
lim 
min(A,B)-><x> 
µS(R(A' ,B')) 
µS(R(A,B)) I. 
µ s (R (A I 'BI)) 
v(r) 
µS(R(A' ,B')) 
µS(R(A,B)) 
D 
Actually we have equality in (3.25) and we may replace 'lim inf' by 'lim'. 
However, we will not need this. 
LEMMA (3. 27). Suppose that K = ~. p 
1T 
> 273 v(r), 
If a, b E JR >O are such that 
then there exists x,y E R(a,b) with x -y E r. 
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PROOF. Suppose on the contrary that there do not exist such x,y E R(a,b). 
Then we may apply (3.25) for R(a,b). For each the set 
us= {a E ~ : (a,S) E r + R(a,b)} 
is a disjoint union of discs of radius la in ~. By using [Le] ch.3 §22 
prop.3 and thm.6 we find that there exists a function 
with lim f(A) = 0 such that 
A-+oo 
µp({x E us : [x[p $ A}) 1T 
2rrA $ 273 + f(A) 
This shows that 
lim sup 
min(A,B)-+oo 
µ 5 (R(A,B) n (r + R(a,b))) 
µS(R(A,B)) 
f: JR 20 -+ JR 20 
lim sup 
min(A,B)-+00 
µp({x E Uy [x[ $ A}) 
211A. µq ({s E Kq : f s1 q < B}) dµq 
lim sup 
min(A,B)-+oo 
1T 1T <m + f(A)) = m· 
With (3.25) this shows that µS(R(a,b)) $ 2/ 3 v(r). D 
For each of the possible choices of S, with S ~ S00 , we define a 
constant c5 by 
(3.28) (F) CS if K is a function field; 
(#!) l CS N(V(K )) 2 if K "" JR and Kq is non-q p 
archimedean; 
if K """K ""JR' p q , 
CS= -l:J N(V(Kq))! if Kp"" ~ is non-
archimedean; 
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(#3) CS I if K ""' lR and K ~a:· = 73 p q - ' 
(#4) CS 2 if K ""K "" a:. = 1TT3 p q 
PROPOSITION (3.29). Let r be a lattice in KS. If a E /K;/p and 
b E /K;lq are such that ab > csv(r) then there exists et E r, et 1' 0 
with /a/ :s; a and I a I :s; b. If p or q is a:rchimedean it suffices p q 
to assume that ab ~ Cs v(r). 
PROOF. 
ao !a 
ao !a 
ao = a 
bo b 
Then for 
we get 
First suppose that ab > Cs v(r). Define a0 ,b0 E lR >O by 
if K """lR • b = -21 b if K "" lR • p ' 0 q ' 
if K "" «: b0 = tb if K "" I!: ; p q 
if KP is non-archimedean; 
if Kq is non-archimedean. 
each pair x,y E R(a0 ,b0) we have x -y E R(a,b). Using (3.12) 
(F) µs(R(ao,bo)) 
(#!) µs(R(ao,bo)) 
(#2+) µs(R(ao,bo)) 
(#2-) µs(R(ao,bo)) 
(#3) µs(R(ao,bo)) 
(#4) µs (R(ao 'bo)) 
ab if K is a function field; 
if K "" lR and p 
Kq is non-archimedean; 
ab if K "" K ""' lR ; p q 
_I 
!nN(V(K )) 2ab if K ""«: and q p 
Kq is non-archimedean; 
~nab if K 
"" lR and K ""'«:; p q 
2 if !n ab K ""K ""' a:. p q 
From (3.23), with n = 1, and (3.27) we derive that there exist 
x,yER(a0 ,b0) such that x#y and x-yEf. Then x-yEfnR(a,b), 
which proves the first assertion. 
If K p is archimedean it suffices that ab ~ cs v(r). To prove this 
we apply the previous result to a+£, for £ > 0, and let £ tend to 
0, taking into account that r is discrete. D 
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CHAPTER 4 EUCLIDEAN IDEAL CLASSES FOR #s 
In this chapter we give the remainder of the proofs of (0.18) and 
(1.9). These theorems deal with the cases for which #s = l. In section 
(4.1) we deal with the case (F). Also we compute the class group of sub-
rings As 
tion (4.2) 
of 1F ( t) for arbitrary non-empty sets S of primes. In sec-q 
we treat case (#2) of (1.9). The proofs of (l.9) (#J), (#2) 
were already given, see sections (O.I) and (0.2). 
§(4. I) Function fields 
Let K be a function field in one variable over 1F . Let S be a q 
non-empty set of primes of K. We do not always assume that #s = l. We 
show that A = AS has a Euclidean ideal class if the genus g(K) equals 0. 
After this we prove that under the assumption that A has a Euclidean ideal 
class, with #s =I, we have g(K) = 0. Finally we compute the class 
group of AS if g(K) = 0. 
First we give two characterizations of the genus. 
LEMMA (4.1). Let K be a function field over 
empty set of primes of K. Then 
g(K) 
1F q and let S be a non-
PROOF. From (3.22)(b), (3.9)(c) and (3.6) we derive that the annihilator 
of p~S Op +AS in KS, with respect to < , >S is equal to 
n 0 r n d t • V t (A) 
pES 
dt • v 
Because dt is a unit in KS we have 
t' 
g(K). D 
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COROLLARY (4.2). Let P be the set of all primes of K. For each set S 
of primes of K for which both S and P - S are non-empty we have 
g (K) dim JF (K/ (As + ~-s)) . 
q 
PROOF. The composite map 
has kernel AS + ~-S. The image of K is dense, and because 
KS/(p~S Op +AS) is finite the map is surjective. D 
LEMMA (4.3). Each function field K over 
0 is isomorphic to 1F ( t) • q 
lF q which has genus equal to 
PROOF. See [AT] ch.5 thm.5; [Wei] ap.V lemma I; [De] §39. 0 
THEOREM (4.4). Let K be a function field of genus 0 over 1F . Let q 
S be a non-empty set of primes of K. Then AS has a Euclidean ideal 
class. 
PROOF. From lemma (4.3) we know that K = 1F (t) q for some t E K. Using 
(2.8) we may suppose that s consists of only one prime 
by t -I if necessary, we may assume that p "' oo. The 
in (0.6)(b) shows that there exists an irreducible 
that 
p. Replacing 
description 
fEJF[tJ, q 
of 
such 
The norm function with respect to S is given by N(~ f-n) = qnd with 
t 
d = deg(p) = deg(f), if g,h E 1F [t] and f f gh. We show that the prime q 
ideal 
q -n {g • f E A5 deg(g) < deg(fn)} 
is Euclidean. Let ~ f-n be an element of 
v K, with u,V E 1F [ t] q and 
f f v. Because all residue classes mod fn in w [t] 
q have representa-
tives of degree less than 
deg(g) < deg(fn) and u _ 
deg(fn), 
gv mod fn. 
u -n -n N (;,;: f - g • f ) s: l < q Nq. D 
there exists g E W [t] 
-n q Then gf E q and 
with 
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Another proof can be given as follows. Denote by P the set of all 
primes of K. We may suppose that P # S, since otherwise the theorem is 
trivial. Applying (4.2), with g(K) o, we find that K =As +Ap-s· 
Let the norm with respect to AS be denoted by N and the norm with 
respect to ~-s by N'. Then for each * N(x) 
-1 
x E K we have = N' (x) 
by (1. 3). From (4.3) we see that at least one of the rings AS or ~-s 
has a prime ideal of norm q, e.g. 
First suppose that AS has a prime ideal p of norm q. Then 
A = JF + p, hence K = ~-s + JF + p = AP-S + p. Because for each s q q 
X E ~ we have N(x) $ l < q Np we find that p is Euclidean. 
-s 
Now suppose that ~-s has a prime ideal p of norm q. Then 
A = lF + p, 
--p-s q hence K = JF + p + As ".' p + As. q -I 
Because for each X E )'.! 
we have N' (x) "' 
Euclidean ring. 
THEOREM ( 4. 5) . 
and that A = As 
equals O. 
N'(p) = q, i.e. N(x) $ q < 1, we find that AS 
D 
Let K be a function field over JF • Suppose that q 
has a EucUdean ideal class. Then the genus of K 
is a 
#s 
PROOF. Let p be the prime in S and let a# A be an integral ideal of 
minimal norm. Then a is Euclidean by (2.3). Hence * A = a + A a + JF q 
and the norm of a equals q. 
0 . p 
This shows that the set of elements of K 
of norm < Na is equal to Since a is Euclidean this implies that 
K=O +a=O +A. Because p p 0 p = ~-s the theorem follows from (4.2). 
THEOREM (4.6). Let S be a non-empty set of primes of K = JF (t) q 
let h = gcd(deg(p) p E S). Ther'e exists an isomorphism 
and 
given by o([qJ) = deg(q) mod h, for prime ideals q of AS. Moreover 
-I 
o ( l mod h) is a Euclidean ideal class. 
PROOF. By demanding deg(a • b) deg(a) + deg(b) we may extend the degree 
function to all AS - ideals and we have N (a) = q deg(a) From the product 
formula (1. 3) we derive that deg(xAS) - 0 mod h for all * X E K Hence 
6 is a well defined homomorphism and o([a]) = deg(a) mod h for any 
A8 - ideal a. 
If 00 E S we have h and A => JF [t] s q hence h(AS) I, 
D 
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thus is an isomorphism and all AS - ideals are Euclidean. 0 
If 00 r/ S then may be regarded as an integral AS - ideal of norJTJ 
q. Hence 0([ 00 ]) = I mod h and o is surjective. From the description of 
(0.6) (b) we find that deg( ns fn<p» =-I s n(p)deg(p), where )JE )J )JE 
f E JF [t] p q 
choice of the 
is a generator of the lF [t] - ideal p. q For a suitable 
n(p) we find that AS contains elements of norm h q . 
Using the bound of (2.10) we find that h(AS) ~ h and o is an isomor-
phism. The last assertion follows from (4.4) and (2.3). D 
REMARK (4.8). For (4.4) and (4.5) we do not really need that the field of 
constants of K is finite. Analogous theorems can be given for function 
fields with infinite constant fields: if S is a set of one prime of K 
then AS has a Euclidean ideal class if and only if K has genus 0 
K has a prime of degree I, cf. [S] prop.19. 
and 
This completes the proof of the (F) parts of (0.18) and (1.9). 
Also the 'if' -part of (0.19)(F) and (l.IO)(F) and the assertions about 
the class numbers are proven by (4.4) and (4.6). 
§(4.2) Number fields 
In this section we finish the proof of (1.9)(#2). In section (1.2) 
we have already seen that the rings of integers of ~(l-15) and ~(1-20) 
have a Euclidean ideal class. 
Suppose that the ring of integers of the imaginary quadratic field 
~(16) has a non-principal Euclidean ideal class. We have to show that 
6 E {-15,-20}. From (2.12) we know that h(K) = 2. 
Let a be a non-principal ideal of 0 O(K), corresponding to the 
reduced quadratic form (a,b,c). Because a is non-principal we know that 
a is Euclidean and we have a f I. 
4ac-b2 . Because a- lb/ +c? c 
By (3.4) we have ac(a-lhl +c) < 16/ = 
we have 2 ac < 4ac, i.e. c ~ 3. Since 
a ~ c 
then 
we have a ~ 3 as well. If a = 3 
? 36 -b2 , a contradiction; 
then c = 3 and but 
hence a= 2. If b 0 we 
get 2c(2 + c) < Sc, i.e. c < 2, which is impossible. If /b/ = l we 
find c = 2 and 6 -15. Finally if /b/ = 2 we find c = 3, since 
gcd(a,b,c) l, and 6 = -20. 
This finishes the proof of (l.9)(#2) and the determination of the 
rings with a Euclidean ideal class in the case that #s = I. 
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CHAPTER 5 APPLICATION OF THE GEOMETRY OF NUMBERS 
Let K be a global field and let S ~ S00 be a non-empty set of 
primes of K. In the first section we translate the Euclidean condition 
for an AS - ideal in terms of the geometry of numbers. In the following 
sections we assume that #s = 2 and we use the tools of chapter 3 to get 
bounds on the discriminant or genus in the case that AS has a Euclidean 
ideal class. Finally in the last section we determine the rings in case 
(#2+) with a Euclidean ideal class. 
§(5.l) Translation of the Euclidean condition into the geometry of numbers 
As in chapter 3 we regard K as a dense subset of KS = p~S KP. 
t E JR>O we define a subset V t of KS by 
(5. l) vt = {x E KS : JxJ < t}. p 
For 
From the definition of the norm (I. 5) we derive that an AS - ideal a is 
Euclidean if and only if Kc a+ VNa' 
For two different cases with 
figures 5 and 6. In figure 5 we are 
#s = 2 
in the 
a picture of 
case (#2+)' 
vt is given in 
where K = ~(113) 
and I The elements of AS = O(K) Zl[!(l+/13)] t = 3· = are represented by 
dots and Vt is the open region bounded by hyperbolas. Figure 6 depicts 
the case (#!), where K = ~' S = { 00 ,2} and t = I. The ring AS =Zl[!J 
is represented by dots. The shaded regions are background and are not part 
of the picture. In this case we have embedded ~2 topologically into JR20 
by sending l~- k f" 9 k with {O, l}. The regions ak2 to k=n ak (20) ' ak E 11 -n 
vt and -+V are given by their boundaries. 2 t 
In general it is not a trivial problem to decide whether a dense sub-
set of KS' viz. K, is contained in the union of 
Cl E a. We will illustrate this for the case that 
{p,q}, a = 0 and t = 
is depicted in figure 7. 
I 
3· A partial covering of 
Here only the sets a+V 
t 
the sets a+V t for 
K = ~(113), s = s 
00 
a neighbourhood of 0 
for a E 0, with 
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-3.6 < Cl < 5.5 p 
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and -3 < a < 5 are drawn. The black regions are not q 
yet covered. One can prove that for any finite union U of sets of the form 
a + V for a E 0 there are regions in this neighbourhood of 0 that are 
t 
contained in KS - U, cf. [BSD I] § 9. This shows that there are also elements 
of K, in this region, not contained in U. But in principle it remains 
still possible that Kc O+Vt. In fact this is not the case, cf. [BSD!] 
thm 7. Because KS/0 is compact we surely do not have that KS= O+Vt. 
If KS = a+ V t we certainly have that K c a+ V t. It is not known 
whether the converse holds. However we might conjecture that the converse 
does hold indeed, analogously to a conjecture of Barnes and Swinnerton-
Dyer [BSD2] p.313. In all situations where we found that Ks # a+ vt we 
were able to prove that K </. a+vt, cf. (6. 7) and section (9. I) . 
In the case that #s = 2 we are able to prove a slightly weaker 
property: If KS f a+ V t then K </. a+ V t, for all t' < t. The proof of 
this will be given in the next section. This solves the problem if we can 
prove that KS f a+ V t for some t > Na, because a is not Euclidean in 
this case. 
§(5.2) The theorem of Barnes and Swinnerton-Dyer 
In this section we prove a proposition, which in the case (#2+) is 
due to Barnes and Swinnerton-Dyer, cf. [BSD2] thm. M • It is an important 
tool in disproving the existence of a Euclidean ideal class, when #s = 2. 
PROPOSITION (5.2). Let K be a global field, let S ~ S00 be a set of 2 
pr>imes of K and let a be an As - ideal. If t E lR>O is such that 
K c a+ V t, then for> any t' > t we have KS = a+ V t,. 
Suppose that S = {p,q}. Let T be a fundamental unit of AS 
with l'Jp > I and thus J'Jq = ITJ~ 1 < I. Because l'Jp # l and 
l'lq f I, 
PROOF. 
there exists c E lR>O for which 
(5.3) I ,m _ 1 I > c and I ,m - i I > c for any m E 2Z , m f. 0. p q 
Let B be the set 
B {x E vt lxJP 0 and Jxlq ~ I , or Jxlq = 0 and 
lxlp 
lxl I' I 
~ l, or I ~ ~ ~ f;[}, 
q q 
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., 
fig. 8 
n 
V t n~7l T B. Because B is bounded its closure B see fig. 8. We have 
in KS is compact. Choose t' E: lR with t' > t, then B c Vt'' By the 
such that for all z E KS we compactness of B there exists o E: lR>O , 
have 
(5. 4) 
Choose x E: KS. We show that x E a+ V t,. Consider the sequence 
KS/a is compact there exist m,n E: 7l 
for some z E: K5 with lz/P < o • c 
n (T x mod a) 7l TIE: 
with m > n and 
and I zl q < 0 • c. 
that n = 0. Let 
that x is very 
m -I y = y(T - I) • 
Because 
:; z mod a 
Because n TxE:a+vt, 
y E: a be the element 
close to the element y 
implies 
such that 
EK with 
x E: 
m T X 
m T y 
a+ V t, we may assume 
x+y+z. We show 
y + y, i. e. to 
In fact by (5.3) we have for 0 $ k $ m that 
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I -m -11 z( 1-T ) p 
and 
I m -11 z(T -J) q 
r Because ye: Kc a+Vt = r~?Z TB, there exist k e: ?l and f3 e: B with 
TkY :: f3 mod a. We may assume that 
both I Tkx - Tky I and I Tkx - Tky J 
0 ~ k ~ m since m :: ymod a. Because T y 
k k p k q 
T x - T y + f3 e: v t' • Since T y - f3 e: 
are less than 0 we have by (5.4) 
we have k a +Vt'. Because a T X € T 
is a unit also x e: a+ V t, . D 
COROLLARY (5.5). Suppose that #s 2. For an As - ideal a we define 
Then 
(a) if t(a) < Na, then [a] is a Euclidean ideal class; 
(b) if t(a) > Na then [a] is not a Euclidean ideal class. 
PROOF. Part (a) follows directly from the definition of Euclidean ideal 
class. Part (b) follows from (5.2), taking t =Na. D 
that 
k 
REMARK (5.6). If K is a function field over a finite field we may take 
t' = t in (5.2): from the discreteness of the valuations in S we derive 
that V t = V t-E for E small enough. Then we can use (5. 2) with t - E 
instead of t. 
§(5.3) The construction of Cassels 
In this section and the next we suppose that S consists of two primes 
p and q. Let a be an ideal of A= A8 • In this section we construct 
an element x e: KS/a such that for every x e: KS with x e: x we have 
x ;. vt for some t only depending on K, s and Na. We want t to be 
as large as possible because by (5.5) we know that a is not Euclidean if 
t > Na. This means that we want x to be far from a with respect to the 
'distance function' N. We will achieve this by demanding that <x,y>S 
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(cf. section (3.5)) is near for many y E al., which seems a reasonable 
1. choice since <a,a >5 = 0. Using this idea we arrive at the construction 
that Cassels used in the cases (#2+), (#3) and (#4), cf. [Cl]. 
LEMMA (5.7). (cf. [Cl], lemmas 4, 12, 16). Define Q = Nq if q is 
archimedean and Q = I otheruise. Let k > be in IKP!P and let 
be an A- ideal. Fina Uy, let constant CS be as defined in (3.28). 
there exists a sequence (a.TI) n E 2'l in al. such that 
(a) for all 
(b) Ja. I I a. 1 1 s C8Qkv(al.) n q n- p for all n E 2Z ; 
(c) 
(d) 
um I a. I n p 
lim la I 
n:+-oo n p 
um I a. I 
n+-oo n q 
um I a. I 
n q 
0 
00. 
non-
a 
Then 
PROOF. 
al. - {O} 
Take any a.0 f 0 in al.. There exists a sequence (a.~) n > 2 in 
such that Ja.' I '.": k- 1 la' I and la' I la' I s C8Qkv(a ) for n p n-1 p n q n-1 p 
0. This follows by induction on n from (3.29) with a= k- 1 ja.~_ 1 1p n > 
and 
of 
b = sup{b' E 1Kq1q: ab' '.": c8qv(a1.)}. Let T be a fundamental unit 
A with jT/q < I < jTJP. Put t = c8qv(al.) and define as in (5.2): 
B {x E V t : lxlp 0 and Jxl s; q I, or Jxlq = 0 and 
Jxlp $ I, or $ ~$~}. 
q q 
* Then a' E U2Z T~ for n E Zl>O , hence there exists a unit n E A n IDE n 
such that a~nn - 1. E B n a . The latter set is finite, because B is bounded 
and al. is discrete. Hence there exist m,n E 2'l>O with m > n for which 
a.'n = a.'n. For n sis: m we define a.. a 1!, for i > m we define n n mm -I i 
inductively a.i = ai-m+nnm nn and for i < n we define inductively 
a.i = ai+m-nnmn~l. From the construction of the ai we derive that 
la.'/ < /a.'J , hence In I > lnnlp· This shows that the sequence mp np mp 
(an)n E 2'l satisfies (a), (b), (c) and (d). D 
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For an element a E "JR/'ll we define: 
(5.8) 11 all min{lal a E a}, 
In the next proposition we construct an element x E KS/a such that 
(5.9) 
is large for all n E 'll • Afterwards we show that N(x) 
is large for all x E x. 
k E IKplp with k > For each we define f(k) by 
(a) f(k) l if K is of characteristic 0 • p > 
' p 
(b) f (k) k' -I with k' = min{pn: /pnlp,,; k-1} 2k' 
if Kp is a finite extension 
(c) f(k) k-2 if Kp "JR • = 2(k-1) ' 
(d) f(k) lk - 2 if Kp IC • 2Uk-I) 
of !Qp; 
PROPOSITION (5.10). 
be a sequence in a~ 
Suppose that k E I Kp Ip' with k > I. Let (an) n E 'll 
such that (5.7) (a), (b), (c) and (d) hoid. Then 
there exists x E KS/a such that 
for all nE'll. 
PROOF. Using the compactness of KS/a we only have to construct for each 
pair m,l E Zl with m < l, an element xm,l E KS/a such that 
ll<x u,a >8 1/ 2: f(k) for all n with ms n s l. After renumbering we m,-c n 
may suppose that l = 0 and m < 
a . It suffices to find 
n 
(5. 11) 11 <x , s > 11 2: f Ck) , 
m n p 
0. Let Sn 
such that 
denote the 
for m s n s O, 
p - coordinate of 
because then we may take xm,l = (xm,O) mod a. 
(a) Suppose that K is of characteristic p > O. 
for some power q of p. Here is a 
Then K = IF ( ( t ) ) p q p 
prime element of Op. Let 
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Tr: :W -+ lF be the trace map. q p Choose I';, E :W q such that Tr(O f. 0. 
As in (3.9)(c) let res : p K -+ ~l t 
:W be the map that sends every element of q 
to its coefficient at 
By induction on 
such that 
m E 
res (x B ) = I';, p m n 
Then (5.ll) is satisfied. 
p 
7lso we construct a sequence 
if m s n s 0. 
For m = 0 we take 
suppose that m < O. Then we define 
x 
m 
-I (I';, - res (x 1 B ) ) ( S t ) p m+ m m p 
For n E 7l we have 
in 
Now we 
res (x S ) p m n (l';,-res (x 1s ))res (S S-lt-I) + res (x 1s ). p m+ m p n m p p m+ n 
If n = m we get res (x S ) = I';,. If m < n s 0 then I sns:1 1 P < I by p m n 
(5. 7) (a), hence res (S s- 1c 1) = 0 and res (x B ) res (x 1S ) = I';, p nm p p m n p m+ n 
by induction. 
(b) Suppose that ~ is a finite extension of ~· Define k' as in 
(5.9)(b). Let KE KP be an element with /KIP= k. 
The function Ao Tr: KP -+ 1R/7l is continuous and non-zero. Hence 
i there exists a minimal integer i E 7l such that A o Tr(p ) = 0. For 
i -t t i i t E 7l 20 we have A 0 Tr(KP ) c 7l • p /7l if and only if p KP c p which 
happens if and only if pt 2 k'. This shows that A 0 Tr(Kpi) = 7l • k'-l /7l. 
With induction on m E zz50 
such that 
we construct a sequence 
(5. 12) II A 0 Tr (x S ) 
- ~II <-1- if m s n < 0. m n - 2k' 
Then (5. l l) is satisfied. If m 0 we choose XO E K 
i p 
xoSo E Kp and 
A 0 Tr(x0s0) k' - I if is odd 2F p 
A 0 Tr (x0s0) I if 2. 2 p 
in 
such that 
Then clearly (5.12) holds. Now suppose that 111 < 0. Then we choose 
y E K such that 
111 p and 
11 ;\oTr(y B) + ;\oTr(x B) - l[I <-1-m m m+l 111 2 - 2k' ' 
which is possible because 
Then for n E 2Z we have 
i -I 
;\ o Tr ( K p ) = 2Z • k' I 2Z . 
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If n = m we have l1A. 0 Tr(x B) - ~II s 2~ 1 by construction. If m < n s 0 1 m n . 
we have IB [ s IK- BI by (S.7)(a), so y S E p1 and ;\ 0 Tr(ymSn) = 0. 
np mp mn 
By induction this shows that (5.12) holds. 
(c) Suppose that Kp = lR. There exists x0 E Kp such that x0B0 = 
= ~mod 2Z . With induction on m E 2ZsO we choose x111 E Kp = lR such that 
x111 Bm = ! mod 2Z and [ x S - x 1 S I s ~. Then for m s n s 0 we have m m m+ m p 
ll<x S --21)mod2Zll = ll<x -x )S modnll s m n m n n 
hence (5.11) is satisfied. 
(d) Suppose that Kp = OC. There exists x 0 E Kp such that x 0S0 = 
= ! mod (!2Z + ilR). With induction on m E 2Z<O we choose x E K = OC such 
- I m p 
that xmsm = ! mod 02Z + iJR) and I xmBm - xm+l sml p s T6' (Recall that I· Ip 
is the square of the usual absolute value on OC.) Notice that this is 
possible since the lines ! mod Ozz + ilR) are spaced apart. Let 
Tr: OC -+ lR be the trace function. For m s n s 0 we have 
ll<Tr(x S )--21)modzzll = llTr((x -x )S )modnll s m n m n n 
hence (5.11) holds. D 
I n-1 
s 2 l j=m 
n-1 . Is s: 111 s l I k!CJ-n) 
n J p 2 . J=m 
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The construction of x in the last proposition shows that x is a 
limit of (xm)m50' where x is of the form (xm,O) +a. The element x m 
itself is not of the form (x,O) +a, as we will see below. In fact we will 
prove that for any X E X we have N(x) i- 0' whereas N((xm,O)) = 0. 
LEMMA (5. 13). Let (an) n E 2'l 
(b), (c) and (d) hold and let 
for au n E 2'l • Then for au 
be a sequence in a~ such that (5.7) (a), 
x E KS/a be such that IJ<x,an>sll ?: f(k) 
x E x we have N(x) i- O. 
PROOF. Suppose on the contrary that N(x) = 0 for some x Ex. Then 
x = 0 or p 
(5.7)(c), 
xq = O. If xp 0 we have lim <x,a >S = lim <x,a > = 0 
n->-oo n n->-oo n q 
a contradiction to our assumption on x. In a similar way we 
by 
derive a contradiction by supposing that xq = 0. 0 
Now we will improve upon (5.13) in the sense that we will give a posi-
tive lower bound on N(x) for x Ex where x is as constructed in (5.10). 
First we prove two lemmas. 
LEMMA (5.14). Let u, v, a and b be positive real numbers such that 
u 5 a, v 5 a and uv 5 b. then 
u+v 5 a+£. 
a 
PROOF. We have 0 5 (a-u)(a-v) 
u+v 5 a+£. 0 
2 2 a -(u+v)a+uv5a -(u+v)a+b, so 
a 
LEMMA (5.15). Let u, v, a and b be positive real numbers with b > I .. 
Suppose that 
Then 
PROOF. 
u + 2v 
2 
u 5 ab , v 5 
2 a(~) 
2 
2 
u + 2v 5 a(b + b + 1). 
and 
By monotonicity we see that for 
is attained at one of the points 
2 
UV 
fixed 
with 
v = (b2 + b) a 2 ' u = a. In both points we have 
a and b the maximum of 
2 b+l 
u = ab , v =a(-) or 
2 2 
u + 2v = a(b + b + I). D 
PROPOSITION (5.16). Let k be an element of IK I with k > 1. Let 
~ p p (a. ) 7l be a sequence in a such that (5. 7) (a), (b), (c) and (d) 
n n E 
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hold and let x E KS/a be such that II <i,a.n>sll ::>: f(k) for all n E 7l. 
Then for all x E i we have 
N(x) ::>: g(K,p,k)Na 
for the following values of g(K,p,k): 
(F) Nn g-1 g(K,p,k) = T q 
if K is a function field of genus g, defined over 1Fq. 
g(K,p,k) 
if K = !Q(l6) where 6 > 0 is the discriminant of K. 
# - _ 13 ~k'-1 'l•I ( 2 ) g(K,p,k) - J6 k (--p--) v u 
if K = !Q(l6), where 
6 < 0 is the discriminant of K ; 
p is a non-archimedean prime of K ; 
k' k if p lies over a splitting prime in K/!Q ; 
k' 
(#3) 
if [K:!Q] 
lies over an inert or a ramifying prime p 
k = p2n 
13 k(k-2) 3 I I g(K,p,k) = 32 1/2 3/2 3 I 6 (K) 
(k + I) (k - I) 
3 and K = lR, K = a:. p q 
I ~ 4 
g(K,p,k) = 1f5132 k(k - 2~ 16(K) 
. (k- I) 
if [K:!Q] = 4. and Kp = Kq =a:. 
in K/!Q with 
2n-I 
or k = p 
PROOF. From (5.13) we know that lxlp # 0 and lxlq # 0. This will be 
used throughout the proof. 
(F) Suppose that K is a function field of genus g, defined over IF • q 
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By (5. 7) (c), (d) there exists n E Zl such that 
Then 
that 
then 
la 1xl _ 5 < la xl . n- q n q 
la xl 2 Nq. Also <ex 1 ,x> n q n- q 
<ex ,x> ¥ 0. In particular n-1 p 
find that 
.L S C5Nqkv(a )N(x) 
= 0 by (3.9)(c). 
I a 1xl > 1, so n- p 
by (5.7)(b) 
Nqkql-g(Na)-IN(x). 
So (5.10) implies 
la xl 2 N;J. We n-1 p 
The last equality follows from (3.28), (3.21) and (3.22)(b). Hence 
NYJ g-1 N(x) 2 k q Na. 
(#2+) Suppose that K = m(/~) with discriminant ~ > 0. By (5.7)(c), (d) 
there exists n E Zl such that 
.l I 
la xl s (N(x)kv(a )) 2 < la xl . n-1 q n q 
Combining the second inequality with (5.7)(b) and (3.28) gives 
I .L ! a xl < (N(x)kv(a )) 2 • n-1 p 
Multiplication of (5.7)(a) by (5.7)(b) gives 
Hence we may use (5.14) with u 
and b = N(x)v(a.L) to obtain 
la xl +la xl n-1 p n-1 q 
so 
.l I ! _I 
5 (v(a )N(x)) 2 (k 2 +k 2 ), 
.L ! 
a= (N(x)kv(a )) 2 
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by (S.10) 
.l l _1 2 
s v(a )N(x) (k 2 + k 2 ) = 
by (3.21) and (3.22)(a) 
and therefore 
N(x) 
2 
;::: k(k-2) 111 Na • 
4 (k2 - l) 2 
(#2-) Suppose that K = ~(16) with discriminant /1 < 0 and that KP is 
non-archimedean. Then K = ~- By (S.7)(c), (d) there exists n E 2Z such q 
that 
la x/ < N(V(K ))Np s la 1x/ n p p n- p 
From the definition of the local different and (3.9)(b) we get <a ,x> = 0. 
n p 
From the second inequality we get 
/anx/q s C5Qkv(a.l)N(V(Kp))-INp-IN(x) 
= ~ kv(a.l)N(V(Kp))-!Np-JN(x) 
by (5.7)(b) 
by (3.28) 
= -lJ- k(Na)- 1N(V(A))-!N(V(Kp))-!Np-IN(x) 
= ~ k(Na)- 11111/ Np- 1N(x) 
by (3.21) and 
(3. 22) (a) 
The last equality by (3.5) and the definition of the discriminant. Thus 
(-k' 1>2 < II 112 2k' - <an,x>s by (S.10) 
ll<an,x>q11 2 s 4lanxJq by (3. 9) (b) 
s ~ k(Na)- 111111 Np-! N(x) 
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This shows that 
13 Np k I - I 2 N(x) :e l6 k (-k-, -) lllll Na. 
If p 
If p 
If p 
that 
is the rational prime in p we have k' = min{pn: IPnl $ k- 1}. 
is splitting in K/O) we have IPnl = p-n, which show/that k' p 
is inert or ramifying in K/O) we have 
k' = pn if k = p2n or k = pzn-I 
I nl -Zn which shows p p = p ' 
Suppose that [K:O)] 3, with K = fil p 
exists n E ZZ such that 
a:. 
Combining the second inequality with (5.7)(b) gives 
Multiplication of (5.7)(a) by (5.7)(b) gives 
Hence we may use (5.15) with u = la 1xl , v = ~ n- p 
a= ( 4Csv(a )N(x)) 113 1 
and b = k 2 to obtain 
\ k(l+k 2 ) 2 
~ 
1 
I 
la 1xl 2 , n- q 
By (5. 7) there 
la xl +Zia xl 2 n-1 p n-1 q 
( 4Csv(a )N(x))l/3 1 $ - 2 (k + k 2 + l ) ' 
k(l+k 2 ) 
so 
by (5.10) 
the last equality by (3.28), (3.21) and (3.22)(a). This shows that 
k. 
13 k(k-2) 3 -~ 
N (x) 2- 32 l / 2 3 / 2 3' I ti(K) I Na • 
(k + I) (k - I) 
Suppose that [K:~] = 4 and K ·= K = IL p q By (5.7)(c), (d) there 
exists n E 7£ such that 
. I 
la xl s (c_5v(aj_)N(x)k) 2 < lanxlq. n-1 q 
Combining the second inequality with (5.7)(b) gives 
Multiplication of (5.7)(a) by (5.7)(b) gives 
la 1xl la 1xl s c5v(a_i)N(x) . n- p n- q 
! 
Hence we may use (5.14) with u = la 1xl 2 , 
I I n- P 
! 
v =la· xl 2 b 
n-l q' 
and a = k 4b 2 to get 
thus 
l I 4 
s 16 (I a 1 x I 2 + I a 1x I 2) n- p n- q 
the last equality by (3.28), (3.21) and (3.22)(a). Therefore 
! 4 
N(x) :o- ~~~ k(k - 2 ~ ILl(K) Na. D 
(k - 1) 
by (5.10) 
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REMARK (5.17). The parts (#2+), (#3) and (#4) of (5.16) were already 
proven by Cassels [Cl], although he made an error in the estimate for case 
(#4) ([Cl] lemmas 16,19). This mistake led to a better bound on the dis-
criminant for quartic fields with a Euclidean ring of integers than we will 
derive in (5.19). 
REMARK (5.18). There is an asymmetry in the cases (#2-) and (#3). We 
can also obtain a value of g(K,p,k) where K = a: p for those cases. How-
ever the results derived in this way are worse than those found in (5.16). 
This is possibly due to the fact that f (k) may not be best possible in 
the case that However, we failed to sharpen it. 
§(5.4) Bounds on the discriminant and the genus 
In this section we use (5. 16) to obtain bounds on the discriminant or 
the genus in the case that AS has a Euclidean ideal class. 
THEOREM (5.19). 
primes of K. 
Let K be a global field and let S => S00 be a Rn/; of two 
If A = AS has a Euclidean ideal class we are in mw of the 
f o Uowing cases 
(F) 
(# l) 
(#2+) 
(#2-) 
K is a function field of genus 0 
K 
K 
K 
and 
!I); 
!ll( ILi) with discriminant 
!llC ILi) with discriminant 
p is the rational pM:me 
ILll 5 256 (__!2_)4· 
-3- p-1 ' 
0 < 6 
0 > L\. 
1:n p 
3 and 0 > L\.(K) :2'. -170520; 
over a finite field; 
5 2577; 
:2'. -1364, moreover if 
we have 
[K:!I)] 
[K:!I)] 4 and O < 6(K) 5 230202117. 
s {p,oo} 
PROOF. If #s = 2 we are in one of the cases 
(#3) or (#4), cf. (0.17). 
not in case (#1), the ring 
We show that when 
(F), (#!), (#2+), (#2 ), 
K # !I), i.e. when we are 
A must satisfy the given restrictions. In 
all cases we use (5.10) to get for all k E jK I with k > l p p a residue 
class x of KS/a, such that every element x E x has norm N(x) > 
g(K,p,k) for some g(K,p,k) determined in (5.16). If a is Euclidean we 
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use (5.5) to find that g(K,p,k) s I. In case (F) we even have g(K,p,k) < l 
by (5.6). 
(F) Suppose that K is a function field of genus g, 
_ Np g-1 
then g(K,p,k) - I< q Because g(K,p,k) < 1 we have 
g-1 -1 We choose k = Np to get q s q i.e. g = 0. 
+ (#2 ) Suppose that K = ~(In) with n > O, then 
g(K,p,k) 
Hence for k > 2, g(K,p,k) s 1 if and only if 
defined over JF , 
-1 q 
g(K,p,k) sq • 
The right-hand side has a minimum near k = 5.52. Substituting k 5.52 
gives n s 2579. 97. Because n :::: 0, I mod 4 we have n s 2577. 
(#2-) Suppose that K =~(In), with n < 0, and S {p, 00 }, with p non-
archimedean. Let p be the rational prime in p. We have 
(K k) = 13 BE (k I - I) 2 _/T"AT g ,p, 16 k k' 'l"I. 
Hence g(K,p,k) s if and only if 
I A I < 256 ( k ) 2 ( k I ) 4 
w - 3 Np k'-1 
We. choose k = Np, then k 1 p, and we get 
In J < 256 (_R__) 4 < 256 • l 6 
- 3 p-1 - 3 1365.33 ... ' 
because p~l s 2. Since n :::: O, 1mod4 and n < 0 we even have lnl s 1364. 
(#3) Suppose that [K:~] 3, then 
Hence for k > 2, g(K,p,k) s I if and only if 
Jn (K) I 
The right-hand side has a minimum near k 7,46. Substituting k 7.46 
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gives /Ll(K)/ 5 170522.95. Since /'i _ O,lmod4 and f'i(K) < 0 we even 
have /t:i(K) I 5 170520. 
(#4) Suppose that [K:~] = 4, then 
g(K,p,k) 
Hence for k > 4, g(K,p,k) 5 I if and only if 
/'i(K) 
The right-hand side has a minimum near 
(5.5223) 2 gives /'i(K) 5 230202118.0 .•. 
even have f'i(K) 5 230202117. D 
2 k = (5,5223) • Substituting k 
Because /'i (K) = 0, 1 mod 4 we 
The latter theorem proves the cases (F), (#3), (#4) of (0.19) and 
(1.10), except for the assertions about the class numbers. In case (F) 
the value of the class number follows from (4.6). For the cases (#3) and 
(#4) the bounds on the class numbers will be derived in section (JO.I). 
§(5.5) Real quadratic rings of integers with a Euclidean ideal class 
In this section we finish the proofs for the case (#2+). Theorem 
(0.19) (#2+) is already known, cf. section (0.6), so we only have to 
deal with (I.JO). From (2.12) we know that we only have to consider rings 
with class number equal to 2. Instead of the bound on the discriminant of 
(5.J9) (#2+) we use a result of Ennola [E]. He got a result like (5.16) 
(#2+) for a certain series (an)n E Z1: in a.L where g(K,p,k) is re-
placed by 16 } 676 lt:i. Hence O(K) has a Euclidean ideal class only if 
the discriminant of K satisfies 
(5.20) 2 /'i < (J6 + 6/6) = 942.30 ... 
This is the bound that we use in this section. If we use the bound of 
(5.19) (#2+) the method would also work but then we have to do a larger 
amount of work. 
First we prove the 'if' part. 
THEOREM (5.21). The rings of integers of ~(16), with 6 E {40,60,85} 
have a non-principal Euclidean ideal class. 
PROOF. In all cases we have h(K) 2, cf. [l]. 
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First suppose that 6 = 40, then 0 = ?Z[/10]. We prove that a= 
= ?l • 3 + ?l(I +/JO) is Euclidean. The norm of a is equal to 3. Let a 
be an element of K. Then there exist x,y E ~ such that IYI s !, 
j3x+yJ s ~ and a: 3x +(I +110)y mod a. For the norm we get 
s max{~ , ~} < 3 = Na, 
i.e. a is Euclidean 
Now suppose that 6 = 60, then 0 = ?Z[/J5]. The unit n 4+115 
is a fundamental unit of 0. We prove that a = ?l • 3 + ?l • 115 is Eu-
clidean. The norm of a equals 3. Let a be an element of K. There 
exist x,y E ~ with lxl s ! and jyj s ~ such that a= f3moda, where 
f3 = 3x + y/15. Since the norm of f3 does not depend on the sign of x and 
y we may suppose that x ~ 0 and y ~ O. 
l9x2 - 15y2 j s max{~, - 1~10 + 1f} < 3 = Na. 
If > 3 h x - TO we ave 
If < ~ h y - 7 we ave 
N(f3) = 
N(f3) s 
< {9 135} 
_ max 4• 49 < 3. Now suppose that 3 3 x < TO and y > 7• Then we have 
< 29 If < 17 
- 10' v - T or nf3 = u+v/15, with 172 s v = 3x+4y 18 v ~ T we may 
shift nf3 by an element of a to 3x' + y 1 /15 with jy• I s ~. thus 
N(n- 1(3x' +y'/15)) < 3 and n- 1(3x' +y'/15) - a.mod a. In the remaining 
case we have 1J < 3x + 4y < 178 , thus t < x < ~ and 24295 < 9 (x-1) 2 < 34294 • 
B 3 < ! h 15 15 ( I) 2 240 Th. . ecause 7 < y - 2 we ave LI < y- s 49• is gives 
I 225 240 324 15 N(f3-(3+ 15)) < max{- 49 +49 049-ll} < 3 and we may conclude that a 
is Euclidean. 
Finally suppose that 6 = 85, then 0 = ?l[w], with w =~(I +185). 
The unit n = 4 + w is a fundamental unit of 0. We prove that a = 
= ?l • 3 + ?l • w is Euclidean. For each x,y E ~ we have 
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N(3x + (3 + w)y) I 7 2 85 21 (3x + zY) -Ty / 3(3x2 + 7xy - 3y2) ! 
N(-3y + (3 + w)x). 
Let a be an element of K. Suppose there exists 8 = 3x + (3 + w)y " a+ a 
such that /x/ s ~ or /y/ Then there exists such 8 with 
/ 3y - ~x / s ~ in the former case and / 3x + ~y / s ~ in the latter. Then 
N(B) {9 85 (~)2} < 3 = Na <max4,4 8 and we are done in this case. In the 
remaining case there exists 8=3x+(3+w)yEa+ a with~< fxf s 2 
and ~ < f y/ s ~· After applying the substitution (x,y) !---+ (-y,x) sev-
eral times if necessary we may suppose that x s 0 and y ~ O. Then 
nB = 3(x+3y) + (3x+8y)(3+w) with ~ s x+3y s ~' in particular 
/ x + 3y - l f s ~· Hence by the above computation there exists 8' E a+ a 
with N(B') < 3. 0 
Now we will prove the 'only if' part. First we derive some arith-
metical restrictions on the discriminant in the case that 0 has a non-
principal Euclidean ideal class. 
LEMMA (5.22). 
field a)(IL\.) 
Suppose that the ring of integers 0 of the real quadratic 
has a non-principal Euclidean ideal class. Then 
(a) 0 has a non-principal integral ideal of norm 
(b) If 6/6 then 0 has a non-principal integral ideal of norm 5. , 
(c) 0 has a non-principal integral ideal of norm 2, 5 or 7. 
PROOF. For (a) we use (2.1) with a= 20. This shows the existence of a 
non-principal integral ideal b of odd norm < 4, thus Nb = 3. For (b) 
observe that the integral ideal a of norm 6 must be principal, since 
the ideals of norms 2 and 3 are not principal by (2.3) and part (a). 
Again using ( 2. l) we obtain a non-principal integral ideal of norm 5. For 
part (c) we use (2.1) with a= 30. D 
Consulting a list of ideals of real quadratic fields, e.g. [I], we 
find that only 29 rings satisfy 
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(5.20), t. {. {40,60,85}, h(O) = 2, (5.22) (a), (b), (c) and 
the integral ideal of least norm is non-principal. 
For all but one of them we can use the next lenuna to disprove the existence 
of a Euclidean ideal class. 
We will use the norm function N as defined in (1.7). For an element 
x + ylt. of K we have N(x + ylt.) = x2 - t.y2 and jN(x + ylt.) I = N(x + ylt.). 
LEMMA (5. 23). Let a be an integral 0 - ideal which is a product of dis-
tinct prime ideals of 0 dividing t.. Let b be an integral 0 - ideal 
such that ab is non-principal, and such that gcd(Na,Nb) =I. Write 
a = Na and b = Nb. Suppose that there exist n E 7l such that 0 < n < a, 
such that x2 - nb mod a has a solution in 7l and such that nb and 
(n-a)b are not in the image of N: 0 --+ 7l • Then 0 does not have a 
Euclidean ideal class. 
PROOF. Suppose on the contrary that 0 has a Euclidean ideal class. Then 
ab must be Euclidean. Choose x E 7l such that x2 :: nb mod a. Since 
gcd(a,b) = I 
there exists 
is equal to 
we may even suppose that x E b7l • Because ab is Euclidean 
a. E x+ab such that Na. !Na.I< ab. The conjugate of a 
2 
a, hence Na. E x + (an 7l) = nb + a7l • Also a. E b, which 
implies 
satisfy 
bjNa, so 
!Na.I < ab 
Na. E nb + ab7l • But only Na. = nb and Na. (n-a)b 
and Na. = nb mod ab, which gives a contradiction. D 
In table 3 we give a list of the fields for which it is possible to 
use (5.23) to disprove the existence of a Euclidean ideal class. The proof 
that nb and (n-a)b 
that they are not norms 
viding t.. 
are not norms can be given in all cases by showing 
3 
mod p , where p is the least prime number di-
It remains to prove that the ring of integers 0 of ~(1265) does 
not have a Euclidean ideal class. A fundamental unit of 0 is equal to 
n = 6072 + 3731265, cf. [I]. The ideal a= 7l • 22 + 7l~(I + 1265) is 
non-principal of norm 22. It suffices to show that a is not Euclidean. 
For this we show that there is no a. € 0, such that a. 
-
IOmod a and 
N(a.) < 22. Let a.O be a principal ideal of norm less than 22. For any 
generator s of a.O we have S = ±a. mod a, since n - I mod a. An easy 
check shows that no principal ideal of norm less than 22 has a generator 
-
±10 mod a, cf. Table 4. 
This finishes the proof of case (#2+) of (I.JO). 
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TABLE 3. Real quadratic fields with no non-principal Euclidean ideal 
!'i a b n !'i a b n 
105 3·5·7 5 2 3 609 3·7·29 7 3 6 
165 3•5• 11 11 7 2 616 8 • 7 • 11 22 3 15 
205 5·41 41 3 11 636 4·3·53 53 11 
220 4 • 5 • 1 I 5 3 2 645 3•5•43 43 5 37 
232 8·29 58 3 17 685 5 • 137 137 7 
280 8·5·7 14 3 5 705 3·5·47 47 14 
285 3. 5 • 19 19 5 744 8·3·31 62 19 
345 3·5·23 23 8 745 5. 149 149 2 44 
357 3·7·17 17 3 5 760 8·5·19 38 5 
385 5 • 7 • l I 7 6 5 805 5·7·23 23 8 
424 8·53 106 3 41 808 8•101 202 3 41 
460 4•5•23 23 2 861 3·7·41 41 7 11 
465 3•5•31 31 3 6 865 5 • l 73 173 43 
565 5 • 113 113 30 885 3•5·59 59 5 9 
1 TABLE 4. Principal ideals of norm < 22 in ?l[w]. with w = :zCl + 1265) 
N generator generators mod a N generator generators mod a 
±I 10 7+w ±7 
4 2 ±2 10 8-w ±8 
4 23 + 3w ±I 11 107 + 14w ±3 
4 26 - 3w ±4 11 121 - 14w 11 
6 8 + (JJ ±8 15 61 + 8w ±5 
6 9 - (JJ ±9 15 69 - 8w ±3 
6 84 + l l1u ±4 16 4 ±4 
6 95 - 1 lw ±7 16 46 + 6w ±2 
9 3 ±3 16 52 - 6w ±8 
9 15 + 2w ±7 16 1123+ 147w ±1 
9 l 7 - 2w ±5 16 1270- l47w ±6 
CHAPTER 6 IMPROVEMENT OF THE DISCRIMINANT BOUND IN THE IMAGINARY 
QUADRATIC CASE 
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Throughout the next four chapters we consider the imaginary quadratic 
case (#2-). We fix an imaginary quadratic field K and a set S {oo,p} 
of primes of K. Here the archimedean prime of K is denoted by and 
p is a non-archimedean prime. Since K00 = II: the ring KS, as defined by 
(3.13), is equal to KP x II:. 
We have to deal with two different norm functions. The first one is 
the norm function N with respect to the ring of integers 0, which is 
defined for 0 - ideals and for elements of K. For an element a of K 
the norm N(a) is equal to its archimedean valuation lal 00 • Usually we 
will write lal 00 instead of N(a). The other norm function is the norm 
N with respect to A = AS. It is defined for A - ideals and elements of 
K. For an element a of K we have N(a) = lal lal , p 00 cf. (0.14), (O. 15) 
and ( l. 5). 
To each 0 - ideal b there corresponds an unique A - ideal a = bA. 
All A - ideals are of this form. Two 0 - ideals b and c. correspond to 
the same A - ideal if and only if b = c.pn for some n E 2Z , cf. section 
(2.2). 
§(6.1) A translation of the theorem of Barnes and Swinnerton-Dyer 
Let b be an 0 - ideal, and let a = bA be the corresponding A -
ideal. Define 
( 6. I) t(a) = inf{t E JR> 0 : KS 
cf. (5. I). From the theorem of Barnes and Swinnerton - Dyer ( (5. 2) and 
(5. 5)) we know that in most cases, i.e. if t (a) #- Na, the value of 
t(a) determines whether a is Euclidean. In this section we show how we 
may use knowledge of the sequence of 0 - ideals by.P, for n E 2Z , to 
determine t(a). In the next two sections we determine lower bounds on 
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t (a) in this way. If a is Euclidean this will lead to an upper bound on 
the discriminant. 
For each n E ?Z the 0 - ideal by.P is a lattice in 0:, cf. ('l. 20). 
n n-1 We have a natural surjection of compact groups O:/bp +> O:/bp . 
LEMMA (6.2). Let b be an 0-ideal- and lPI a 
A - ideal. The1°e is a natural isomorphism 
bA be lhe COY'Y'l?D/ i(i/idin;; 
PROOF. Let 
projection 
rr 1 be the projection KS = KP x 0: ->- Kp and let rr 2 be the 
KS ->- 0:. When restricted to K these projections are injective 
and equal to the natural embeddings of 
The inverse of when restricted to 
1 = I ,2. 
K into 
TI i (K) 
Kp and 0: respectively. 
will be denoted by ti for 
The 0 - ideals will be regarded as lattices in 0: and the A - ideals 
will be regarded as lattices in KS, cf. section (3.6). 
We may assume that ord (b) = 0. The union of all t 2 (bpn) is equal 
"TI p n 
to a and 1 1(rr 1(a) n p) = 1 2 (bp ). By the strong approximation theorem 
([CF] eh.II §15) rr 1(a) is a dense subset of Kp. Hence we have a natural 
isomorphism 
The embedding TI 2 : a ->- 0: gives rise to an injection a/l 2 (bpn) ->-
0:/bpn and thus we have an injection 
f Kp '°" lim K /p ~ p 
Let g be the natural map 
g 0: ___,_ ~ O:/bpn. 
nE?l 
We combine these maps to get a map 
h : KS --->-~ O:/bpn, 
nE?Z 
where h(x) = f(rr 1(x))-g(rr 2(x)). Because the images of f and g are 
dense in lim [/bpn we find that the image of 
+-
nEZZ 
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h is dense in 
We show that the kernel of h as well. 
for a Ea we have f(n 1(a)) = g(n 2 (a)) 
is equal to a. First notice that 
(n 2(a) mod bpn)nEZZ. This shows 
that a is contained in the kernel of h. Now suppose that is 
such that h(x) = 0, i.e. f(n 1(x)) = g(n 2 (x)). By the definition of f 
-n 
there exists a sequence (xn)nEZZ in a such that n 1(xn) = n 1(x) mod p 
and f(n 1(x)) = (n 2 (xn) mod bpn)nEZZ. By assumption this is equal to 
Cn 2(x) mod bpn)nEZZ, hence n2(x) E n2(a). Choose x' Ea with n2(x') 
= n2 (x), then f(n 1(x-x')) = h(x-x') = 0. By injectivity of f this 
shows that n 1(x) = n 1(x') and x = x' Ea. Because KS/a is compact 
and the image of h is dense we find that h is surjective and thus 
KS/a '-"' il!!!. [/bpn. D 
nEZZ 
For each t E IR>O and each 0 - ideal c. we define a subset of [: 
(6.3) 3 J3 E c. such that Ix - s I=< tNc.}' 
i.e. Wt(c.) is the union of open discs in [ with radii ltNc. and 
centres at c.. 
In most proofs we use (5.5) to decide whether a given A - ideal is 
Euclidean. The next proposition will be used to simplify this decision 
for the present case (#2-). For the definition of Vt see (5.1). 
PROPOSITION (6.4). Let b be an 0-ideal and let a= bA be the corre-
sponding A - ideal. For we have KS =a+ vtNa if and only if 
there exists such that m b n [ = n~O Wt ( p ) • 
PROOF. Since both conditions only depend on the 0 - ideal class of b we 
may assume that ord (b) = 0. p For we define the open set 
u 
n 
c 
then a+ n~ZZ Un= a+ vtNa" 
First we prove the 'only if' part. Suppose that 
a + n~ZZ Un. Then 
there exist l,m E ZZ 
by a suitable unit of 
KS/a = UZZ (U mod a). Because 
nE n ID 
such that KS/a= n~l (Un mod a). 
A we may suppose that l 2 0 and 
a+ vtNa = 
is compact 
After multiplying 
m 2 0. Then 
ID 
In particular for each x E ~ we have (O,x) E a + n~O Un. 
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Hence there exist 
{a,x+a) E U , i.e. 
n 
a Ea and 
a E bpn 
n E 7l with 0 s n 
and x+a E Wt(bpn). 
which proves the 'only if' part. 
Now we prove the 'if' part. Suppose that ~ 
s m such that 
Thus X E Wt(bpn), 
m 
Wt(bpn). n~O Let 
unit (x,y) be an element of Kp x ~ = KS. There exists a 
that jTxJ s Np-m. By assumption there exist n E 7l, 
T of A such 
pn 
with 0 s n s m, 
and a E bp such that Because both 
and lalp s Np-n we have Hence 
< 
tN(b) tNa, i.e. (x,y) E a + vtNa· D 
COROLLARY (6.5). t(a) such that inf{ t E lR>O : 3 m E 7l~0 
~ = n~O Wt(bpn)}. 
COROLLARY (6.6). 
(a) Suppose that there exists e: E lR>O such that for all m E 7l~0 we 
m n 
have ~ # n~O Wl+e:(bp ). Then a is not Euclidean. 
(b) Suppose that there exists m E 7l~0 
Then a is Euclidean. 
such that 
PROOF. This is only a reformulation of (5.5). D 
m n ~ = n~O Wl(bp ). 
D 
In certain circumstances we may improve upon (6.6)(a). In these cases 
we may take £ = 0 and we only have to decide whether the condition is 
valid for a given value of m: 
PROPOSITION (6.7). Let 
h E 7l>O be such thal 
that 
n be a unit of A, such that lnlp < I. 
riO = ph. Suppose that there exists x E ~ 
nx - x mod bph-I 
and such that 
Then a = bA is not Euclidean. 
iet 
such 
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PROOF. Clearly the condition only depends on the ideal class of b, so we 
may assume that ord (b) = 0. p h-1 -1 There exists a E bp such that x = a(ri-1) , hence X E K. We 
will show that N(x-S) ?c Na for all s E a, hence a is not Euclidean. 
Since bp h-1 and since is unit of A have c a f\ a we 
for all m E 2Z . 
From I ri-1 I = p we 
see that Ix! s Np-h+I. Because x i bph-I p 
this shows that x i a. Let S be an element of a. There exists 
m,n E 2Z with 0 s n < h such that 
Then y rims + (l-rim)x is an element of a and 
hence y E bpn. Because x i w1 (bpn) we have 
Combining these inequalities we find 
N(S-x) 
Nb Na. 0 
Our main tools in the determination whether a given A - ideal is 
Euclidean are (6.6) and (6.7). The advantage over (5.5) is that we may 
work in ~ instead of in KS. 
§(6.2) An improvement of the theorem of Cassels 
In the case (#2-) the theorem of Cassels (5.16) may be sharpened 
with the help of the results of the previous section. Essentially we will 
use the same proof as in (5.10) and (5.16). 
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PROPOSITION (6.8). Let b be an 0 - ideal. Let a be the maximum of the 
integers a occurring as the first coefficient of a reduced quadratic form 
corresponding to an ideal of the form bpn, fo1° n E Zl , cf. sect-ion ( 3 .1). 
Let p be the rational prime with PIP· Take k Npm fixed for some 
m E ?l>O . Let k' be the smallest p - power with k' E pm. If a = bA 
is Euclidean then 
REMARK (6.9). Because 3a2 < 161 (see the proof of (6.14)) we find that 
./TAT< 16 k (~) 2 if a is Euclidean, a conclusion we may also derive 'ILll TJNp k'-1 
from (5.16) (#2-). However, since a is integral, we may improve the 
bound in many cases. 
PROOF OF (6.8). For each n E Zl the ideal bpn corresponds to a reduced 
quadratic form (an,bn,cn) 
such that 
with a 5 a. 
n 
Let 
cf. section (3.1). We define a map (():0:--+JR 
n 
(6. l O) for x,y E JR, 
B 
by 
so (()n(z) 
have 
Im(~) /Im(_.E.). Thus (()(bpn) = Zl and for every r E Zl we Cl. Cl. 
n n 
( 6. 11) 
Choose E E ]R>O with a(l+E) < 16/ N: (k~k-' 1) 2 . With induction on 
we prove the existence of 
(6.l2)(a) IY -yl > (l+E)Nbpr 
n oo 
(b) 
y E !I: 
n 
such that 
for all r E Zl with 0 5 r 5 n 
and all y E bpr 
for all y E bpn. 
Since yn i rQO Wl+E(bpr) the proposition follows from (6.6)(a). 
Case 
0 
" 
r 
with 
We distinguish 2 cases. 
l. 
<:: n 
0 
" 
(Including the initial step). Suppose that for all r with 
r 
we have \Pn(bpr) = 
'll ' then we choose y = ~ s . For all 
<:: n 
> 
n n 
and for all bp r have \Pn(yn-y) 2 ~ . Hence y E we 
2 I s 12 (\P (y -y)) • Im~ la I 
n n a n 00 
11 s 12 
- Im~ la I 4 a n oo 
n 
I I I':. I b n 
- • J..::J... ·a Np 4 4a2 n 
n 
( ) k ( k' ) 2 Nbnn 2 I +E Np k I - I /" 
Jtl b n 16a N p 
n 
> 
Because k 2 Np and r <:: n we obtain (6.12). 
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r 
Case 2. Suppose that there 
\Pn(bpt) # 'll . Choose t as 
\Pn(bpt+I) 
exists t 
large as 
E 'll with 
possible, 
0 <:: t < n, 
then \Pn(bpt) 
such that 
.!.zz and 
p 
For 
= 'll . 
i E 
'll.20 we have 
( ib t+l-m) ((Jn p p 
-i 
c p 'll 
c 'll 
\Pn(bpt+l(pip-rn+O)) c zz -
i -m 
pp c 0 -
i m p E p • 
t+l-m I k' we derive that \Pn(bp ) = k""Zl. By the definition of 
If t+l-m20 then by the induction hypothesis there exists an 
element y = yt+l-rn E ~. such that (6.12) is satisfied, with n replaced 
by t +I -m, which is < n. If t + 1 -m < 0 then by the induction hy-
pothesis there exists an element y = yt+l-rn E ~. such that (6.12) is 
t+l-m 
satisfied, with n replaced by 0 and b replaced by bp • These 
t+l-rn 
properties will not be changed if we shift y by an element of bp . 
Since ((Jn(bpt+l-rn) =kl' Zl we may therefore assume that l\Pn(y) -~I<:: 2~,, 
cf. fig. 9. We show that y satisfies (6.12). 
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-
0 
fig. 9 
lP = 1 
n 
lP == 0 n 
First, if 0 s: r < t+l-m and y E by.l we have Jy-yjoo > (l+E)Nb1/ 
by induction. If t+l-m < r s; t and bpr then surely bp t+l-m y E y E 
and by induction we have 
Finally if t < r s: n and y E bpr, then l!ln(y) E 2Z, hence l!ln(y-y) 2 
k' - I 2 ~ This shows that 
(~)2 .ill.Nb n 2k • 4a P > 
Since k 2 Np this proves (6.12). 0 
' 
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REMARK (6.13). In section (8.3) we show that in certain cases we do not 
need that a< l6[Nt<k:;,1) 2 for all reduced quadratic forms corresponding 
to ideals of the form bpn. If there are few exceptions we may change the 
induction step. 
THEOREM (6.14). Let p be the rational prime in p. Suppose that A has 
a Euclidean ideal a. Let b be an 0 - ideal such that a = bA and let 
a be the maximum of the integers a occurring as the firsl; coefficient of 
a reduced quadratic form corresponding to an ideal of the form bpn. Then 
a < ~<-p-)2. 
3 p-1 ' 
[6 [ <; 1344. 
If moreover p is equal to 2 and 6 - I mod 8, then 
I Al/512~ '-' "-9- a; 
a s 18; 
[ 6 [ <; 1007. 
PROOF. We take m = in (6. 8)' then k = Np and k' = p. Then we must 
have a > hl( E:.1__) 2 If 6 = -3 the inequalities are certainly satisfied. 
- 16 p . 
If 6 f -3 we have for each quadratic form (a,b,c) that [6[ = 4ac - b 2 > 
3a 2 > 
' 
Because 
16·21 ·4 
so certainly [6[ 
_£_ < 2 p-l -
1344. 
we have 
> r2 a . This gives 
a < 64 - 21.333 3- and 
If p = 2 
take m = 2 in 
and 
(6. 8)' 
6 = I mod 8 then p splits completely in K/~. We 
then k k' = 4. Hence a"' [6[ •l•(~) 2 , i.e. 
2 512 2 16 . 1 '[<512~ '-' _ - 9- a. 
a <; 18 and 
Again we use 
[6[ <; 5~ 2 ·18 
[6[ > 3a to get a < ~ = 18.963, i.e. 
1024. For 6 -1023 and 6 -1015 there is 
no reduced quadratic form (a,b,c) with a= 18. For a<; 17 we get 
[6[ <; 5~ 2 • 17 = 967.111 . This shows that [6[ <; 1007. D 
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COROLLARY (6.15). Let a be the m=irrrum of lhe integers a oecw•rfrzu 1w 
the fi1°st coefficient of a reduced quadratie form of discriminant /\,. Le/, 
p be the rational prime in p. If A has a Euclidean ideal drw.c;, then 
< ( l - 4 /,a) - I p - w ' 
prnvided that the right-hand side is positive. 
PROOF. We have a 5 a hence also 
i.e. 
5 16( p ) 2~ 
-I a, p-
p 5 ( I - 4 ljff) -I ' 
when the right-hand side is positive. D 
In table 5 we list for certain given values of p the discriminant 
bounds that can be derived from (6.14). Notice that for lt1/ > 80 only 
finitely many rings have a Euclidean ideal class. 
TABLE 5. 
p a 5 I t1 I s 
2 21 1344 
3 11 396 
5 8 200 
7 7 152 
11 6 116 
p -+ = 5 80 
§(6.3) Bounds depending on the covering radii 
In order to show that a given A - ideal a is not Euclidean it 
suffices, by (6. 6)' to find an £ E lR>O and a sequence (yn)nE?l in n r b 0 - ideal >O a: such that yn i r~O wl+£(bp ). Here is an such tha-t 
bA = a. In this section we show that such an £ and such a sequence exists 
if the covering radii of the ideals bpr satisfy certain constraints, 
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cf. (6.17). This will lead to upper bounds on Np for rings with a 
Euclidean ideal class, in case (#2-), whenever n i {-3,-4,-7,-8,-II, 
-15,-20}. This shows that in the case (#2-), apart from the known rings 
with a Euclidean ideal class, there are only finitely many others. 
LEMMA (6.16). Let b be an 0-ideal, and let p be Us covering radius, 
cf. (3. 3). Then for each z E n: and each u cc 1R with 0 s: u s: p thcr>e 
exists v E n: such that 
(a) Iv - o: I 00 ? uNb for all o: E b 
(b) Iv - zJ 00 S: uNb. 
PROOF. If u = p we may take for v one of the points for which equality 
' 
' 
fig. 10 
... 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' ' ... 
' 
' 
' 
' ..... z 
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is obtained in (3. 4). Then (a) is satisfied. By (3.4) we may shift v by 
an element of b such that also (b) is satisfied. Denote this point by VO. 
If u < p we take v = /:~(v -z) + z, cf. fig. JO, then (a) and (b) are p 0 
satisfied. D 
Let b be an 0 - ideal. We will denote by pn the covering radius 
of bpn, cf. (3.3). Since pn is completely determined by the correspond-
ing reduced quadratic form it only depends on the ideal class of bpn. This 
shows that the sequence (pn)nEZZ is periodic mod h, where h is the 
order of [p] in Cl(O). 
PROPOSITION (6. I 7). Suppose ther>e exists E E JR>O and xn E JR>O for> 
n E ZZ , such that for> all n E ZZ 
(a) 
(b) Ip 
n 
I ? l+c+--x 1 IN/J n-
Then a = bA is not Euclidean. 
PROOF. We will show that for n E ?Z?O there exists yn E a;, such that 
for 0 ,; r ,; n: 
(6. I 8) 2 b r I y - 0: I ? ( 1 +E) N p n oo for all o: E bpr. 
By (6.6) this suffice5 to show that a is not Euclidean. For given 
z E a; we prove by induction on n E ?Z?O that there exists such an ele-
ment yn E a; which satisfies in addition 
(6. 19) IY - z I n oo 2 n ,; x Nbp . n 
First let n = 0, and put u = ( I + E + x _ 1 / IN/J) 2 . 
by (a). From (6.16) we find y0 Ea; (b)' so 
as required. 
Then u ,; Po 
such that 
by 
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Now suppose that n > 0. From the initial step with b replaced by 
bpn we find y E ~ such that 
I 2Nb n 2 ( I + E + r- x 1 ) p vNp n- for all 
I I I 2Nb n y-z s(l+E+-=:::x 1) p. 
oo v'Np n-
By the induction hypothesis, applied with y in the role of z, there 
exists such that 
ly a [ 2 (l+E)Nbpr n-1 - oo for all r with 0 s r s n-l 
I I 2 n-1 yn-1 - y oo s xn-INbp . 
We show that also satisfies (6.18) for r = n. For a E bpn we 
have 
2 ((I + E + - 1- x 1) (Nbpn) ~ - x (Nbpn- l) ~) 2 /NP n- n-1 
2 b n (I+E) N p . 
Next we check whether (6.19) holds. We have 
I n l n-1 1 2 ((I +E+ /NjJxn-I)(Nbp ) 2 + xn_ 1(Nbp ) 2 ) 
(I+ E + 2_ x 1) 2Nbpn /NP n-
If xn 2 1 + E + 2xn_ 1//NjJ we find that (6.19) holds for yn-l' and we may 
take y - y Otherwise we have x 2 Ip by (a). Hence, by the n-n-1' n n 
properties of the covering radius (3.4), we may in that case shift yn-l 
by an element of bpn such that (6.19) holds. Such a shift does not 
affect (6.18). D 
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COROLLARY ( 6 • 20) . Let p be the minimW71 of the nW71ber>s p n, fo Y' n ,c 7l . 
If p > l and 
l 2 Np > (2 + 7rJ=J) , 
then a is not Euciidean. 
PROOF. Choose E E JR>O such that Ip > I + E and 
I + E )2 
Np > (2 + /p - I - E 
For all n E Zl we define x 11\J/i ( l + E). Then 
n !NP - 2 
I I (I +E)(I I ) /p + E + --x + < 
liJP n-l liJP - 2 
l 2 + E + -- x 
n-1 xn' !NP 
so the conditions of (6.17) are satisfied. D 
COROLLARY ( 6. 21) . Suppose that A has a Euc Ude an ideal c foss. Then 
Np <; 73 if Ii -19; 
Np <; 2351 if 6 -23; 
Np <; 109 if 6 = -24; 
Np <; (2 + 1 2 
r(6) -1) if 
with r(ii) = (hl)! 27 . 
PROOF. Let p be the minimum of the 
exist a, b, c E 7l:<:O with b <; a <; c, 
25 If 6 = -19, then p 
= 19' so 
Np <; (2 + (125 - I) -I) 2 19 
If 6 = -23, then 24 p = 23' so 
Np <; (2 + (I~ - 1)-1)2 23 
('. < -27, 
p • 
n 
[6 [ 
By definition 
= 4ac - b 2 and 
77.424 
2351.734 
(3.3) there 
ac(a-b+c) 
p = [6[ 
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If A -24, then p 
5 
2 4• so 
Np s (2 + ;2 - l) -1) 2 109.666 4 
' Now suppose that 
2 -3/2 
ac(a-b+c)(4ac-b ) 
A < -27. As a function of b the value of PIAl- 2 
' is decreasing, so P!Al- 1 2 ac 2(4ac-a2)-312 . As 
a function of c the value of 
PIA!-! 2 a3 (3a2)-3/ 2 = 27-!, 
2 2 -3/2 
ac (4ac-a ) is increasing, 
Np s 
i.e. Ip 2 r(~). Hence 
I ,., 
( 2 + r(~)-1)"' D 
so 
PROPOSITION (6.22). Let the 
that Po = min{pn: n E zz} 
p in Cl(O). Define 
pn be as defined before (6.17). Suppose 
and that Po> 1. Let h be the order of 
2 
x = min{ Ip , I + -- x 1} 
n n /NP n- for 0 < n s h. 
If 1 + xn-l I/NP < /pn for 0 < n s h then a is not Euclidean. 
PROOF. By (6.20) we may suppose that 
we define 
Nps(2+ 1 ) 2 7P-=--I 0 
For E E JR20 
that 
With 
n = 0 
done. 
X (E) 
n 
2 
min{/p, l+c+--x 1(c)} 
n /NP n- for 0 < n 5 h. 
Because the x (c) are continuous in E there exists E > 0 such 
n 
xn-1 (E) 
l+E+----
induction on n, for 
< Ip 
n 
0 s n s h 
this is obvious. Now suppose 
Otherwise we have by induction 
for 0 < n s h. 
we show that X (E) 
n 
2 /po. If 
that n > o. If x (E) Ip we are 
n n 
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2 
I + E + -- x I(£) /NP n-
2 I + E + -- Ip ~ /NP 0 
2p0 - I 
~E+-~--
2{pQ - I 
In particular this shows that 
n E 7l we inductively define xn(E) 
satisfy the requirements of (6.17). 
since /NP s: 2 +~ 
0 
xh(E) = lpo = xo(E). If for all 
= xn+h(E) we see that the xn(E) 
D 
The results of the last two sections show that for ~ ~ {-3,-4,-7,-8, 
-11,-15,-20} there are only finitely many rings with a Euclidean ideal 
class. 
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CHAPTER 7 ARITHMETICAL RESTRICTIONS ON A EUCLIDEAN IDEAL CLASS 
As in chapter 6 we will only consider the imaginary quadratic case 
(#2-) in this chapter. We will use the notation explained at the begin-
ning of chapter 6. 
Let a be an 
sary conditions for 
A - ideal. In section (7. l) we derive several neces-
-1 
a to be Euclidean, by using (1.8) for a E ac. 
where c. is an inte3ral ideal of small norm. In section (7.2) we check 
whether these conditions are satisfied in the case that p is Galois-
invariant, i.e. lies over an inert or ramifying prime in K/~. We will 
find that in this case at most ten rings have a Euclidean ideal class. 
In chapter 9 we will see that all these ten rings do in fact have a Euclid-
ean ideal class. This finishes the determination in this case. 
In section (7.3) we list all rings, in case (#2-), for which we 
do at this stage not yet know whether or not they have a Euclidean ideal 
class. In section (7.4) we apply the methods of section (7.1) to several 
rings in this list. In contrast to section (7.2) these are rings for which 
µ lies over a prime that splits in K/~. 
§(7.1) Elements with small denominators 
Let a be an A - ideal and let c. be an integral A - ideal. We may 
-l 
check the Euclidean condition (l.8) for elements of ac. in order to de-
termine whether a is Euclidean. 
The unit group A* 
not a residue class of 
acts on 
-I 
ac. mod a 
-I 
ac. /a by multiplication. Whether or 
contains an element of norm less than 
Na only depends on the A* - orbit of this residue class. If the number 
of A* - orbits is large we may hope that there are residue classes that do 
not contain elements of norm less than Na. 
PROPOSITION (7. I). Let c. be an integral A-ideal. Denote by k the 
order of the subgroup (A* mod c.) in (A/c.)*. Suppose that a is a 
Euclidean A- ideal. Then the nwnber of integral A- ideals d in the 
ideal class -1 with Nd < Ne. is at least Ne. - 1 [a c.J -k-
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PROOF. Each orbit of A* in (ae- 1/a) - {O} contains at most k elements. 
# -I * Since ((ae /a) - {O}) Ne - I the number m of A -orbits is at least 
Ne - I -I 
--k- Let a 1, ••• ,am E ae be such that the ai +a form a system of 
representatives of A*-orbits in (ae- 1/a)-{O}. Because a is Euclidean 
we may suppose that N(a.) <Na. 
1 * 
By construction the residue classes 
a. +a 
}_ 
lie in different A - orbits, hence all ideals a.A are different. 
1 
d. = a a- 1e are all different and all This shows that the integral ideals 
1 -11 
d. E [a cJ. 
}_ 
satisfy Nd. < Ne. 
1 
Also we have D 
Proposition (7.1) is only useful if k is small. In fact, we only rarely 
apply (7.1) with k exceeding 2. In addition, we only consider ideals 
of small norm, not only to avoid too lengthy computations, but also 
Ne - I For a given ring A the value of --k- is for the following reason. 
Ne bounded above by a log Ne for some constant a not depending on e, 
whereas the number of integral A - ideals in a given ideal class of norm 
less than Ne is asymptotically equal to a linear function of Ne, cf. 
[La2] eh.VI §3 thm.3. Hence for e with a large norm (7.1) cannot be 
applied. 
We will need two special cases of (7.1). 
COROLLARY (7. 2). Suppose that p % 2 and that for any T E A* we have 
T = I mod 2A. Also suppose that A has a Euclidean ideal class [a]. 
Then A has at least 3 distinct integral ideals of noY'!Tl < 4 in [a]. 
PROOF. Take 
[aJ = [a- 1 J 
e = 2A in (7.1). 
since h(A) j2. D 
Then Ne= 4 and k = I. Notice that 
COROLLARY (7.3). Suppose that p % 3 and that for each TE A* we have 
T = ±1 mod 3A. Also suppose that A has a Euclidean ideal class [a]. 
Then A has at least 4 distinct integral ideals of noY'!Tl < 9 in [a]. 
PROOF. Take e = 3A in (7.1). Then Ne= 9 and k = 2. 0 
If h(A) = 2 we have additional information. 
LEMMA (7 .4). Suppose that h(A) = 2 and that A has a Euclidean ideal 
class. 
(a) 
(b) 
If p % 2 
If 6 I /\ 
of noY'!Tl 5. 
then A has a non-principal integral ideal of norm 3. 
and p % 6 then A has a non-principal integral ideal 
9S 
(c) If p ~ 3 then A has a non-principal integral ideal of norm 2, 
5 or 7. 
PROOF. Analogous to the proof of (5.22). D 
§ (7. 2) Pri111cs that are G;ilois-invariant. 
In this section we assume that the Galois group Gal(K/(])) acts on A. 
This means that for the generator a of Gal(K/(])) we have ap = p, i.e. 
p lies over a ramifying or an inert prime in K/(]). We will use the results 
of section (7. I) to show that if A has a Euclidean ideal class it must 
be one of the rings listed in theorem (7.6). In section (9.2) we show that 
all these l 0 rings have in fact a Euclidean ideal class. 
In the proof of (7.6) we need the following information about rings 
0 with principal ideals of small norm. 
TABLE 6. Elements of small norms in 0. 
n 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
10 
14 
1 S 
Notation: 'h 
'h 
-19 
-24 
-19 
-24 
-35 
-24 
-39 
-40 
-40 
-52 
-SS 
-56 
-24 
-3S 
-SI 
-S6 
2 x 2 ' means Cl ( 0) "" V 4 
m' means Cl(O) °"" Zl/mZl 
h n /'., 
21 -35 
-68 
-84 
25 -19 
2 -2lf 
I -SI 
2 -84 
2 -91 
2 35 -19 
4 -35 
2 -40 
2 -91 
2 -115 
4 -136 
4 49 -19 
2 -24 
2 -40 
2 -52 
4 -115 
-132 
-187 
-195 
h 
2 
4 
2x2 
l 
2 
2 
2x2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
I 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2x2 
2 
2x2 
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LEMMA (7.5). In tahle 6 one finds for each n in the first column all 
values of t>. < -20 or t>. = -I 9 for which t~ere exists a E 0 - Zl of norm 
n, and for which h(O) divides 4. 
PROOF. Such a discriminant t>. must satisfy x2 - t>.Y 2 = 4n for certain 
X,Y E Zl, with Y f 0. This gives the bound /t>./ s 4n. Table 6 is 
obtained by checking whether this equation is satisfied for these t>.. We 
use an existing list of class numbers, e.g. [BS], to restrict to those 
t>. for which h(O)l4. D 
THEOREM (7.6). Let K be an imaginary quadratic number field and let p 
be a prime number that is inert or ramiJ:i;ing in K/Ql. Let S be equal to 
{ 00 ,p} where p is the prime of K lying over p. Suppose that 
t>. I {-3,-4,-7,-8,-ll,-15,-20} and that A= AS has a Euclidean ideal 
class. Then we are in one of the following cases. 
h(A) = I: h(A) 2: 
!-. p t>. p 
-19 2 -35 2 
-24 2 -56 2 
-35 5 -68 2 
-35 7 -84 2 
-40 2 -136 2 
PROOF. Because the order of [p] in Cl(O) is at most 2 and h(A) 
divides 2 we have h(O) 14, cf. (2. 7) and (2. 12). Let Tl be a fundamen-
tal unit of A with lril < I p . 
We split the proof into 10 parts: 
(a) p f 2 and Tl t l mod 2A ; 
(b) p f 2, Tl - mod 2A and h(O) 1 . 
' (c) p f 2, Tl - mod 2A and h(O) 2 • 
' (d) p f 2, Tl - mod 2A and Cl(O) "" Zl/471. ; 
(e) p f 2, Tl - mod 2A and Cl(O) e,.,, V4; 
(f) p 2 and Tl t ±1 mod 3A ; 
(g) p 2, Tl - ±1 mod 3A and h(O) l . 
' (h) p 2, Tl - ±I mod 3A and h(O) 2 . , 
(i) p 2, Tl - ±I mod 3A and Cl(O) ""'Zl/4Zl 
(j) p 2, Tl - ±l mod 3A and Cl(O) ""'v4 . 
Since each unit of A is of the form k ±n for some 
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k E 2Z we may use 
(7.2) for parts (b), (c), (d) and (e) to find that A has at least 3 
integral ideals of norm < 4 in the Euclidean ideal class. For parts (g), 
(h), (i) and (j) we use (7.3) to find that A has at least 4 integral 
ideals of n0rms < 9 in the Euclidean ideal class. Moreover, since p 2, 
these ideals have odd norms. 
(a) Suppose that p 1 2 and n t 
K/Oj and p = nO, since otherwise 
shows that h(A) = h(O) and n2 
I mod 2A. Then p must be ramified in 
n is equal to ±p = I mod 2A. This 
±p, i.e. n 1-p. This is only possi-
ble if 
thus n 
-p or /I, -4p. 
1-p - I mod 2A. So 
However if 
/I, = -4p 
/I, -p 
and also 
then p = -1 mod 4A 
2 ramifies in K/Oj. 
and 
Using table 6 we find that the 0 - ideal of norm 2 cannot be principal hence 
h(O) = h(A) 2. From (7.4)(a) we deduce that A, and hence 0, has a 
non-principal ideal of norm 3. Multiplying by the non-principal ideal of 
norm 2 shows that 0 has a principal ideal of norm 6. Inspecting table 
6 shows that /I, = -24, but this is not of the form -4p, a contradiction. 
(b) Suppose that p 1 2, n - mod 2A and h(O) = I. Intersecting the 
integral A- ideals of norm < 4 with 0 shows that 0 has at least 3 
integral ideals of norm < 4 as well. From table 6 we see that this is 
impossible. 
(c) Suppose that p 1 2, n = I mod 2A 
then also h(A) = 2. Intersecting the 3 
of norm < 4 with 0 shows that 0 has 
and h(O) = 2. If p is principal, 
non-principal integral A - ideals 
3 non-principal integral ideals 
of norm < 4 as well. By multiplying or squaring them we find an element 
of 0 of norm 6 and an element of 0 - 2Z of norm 4 or 9. A look at 
table 6 shows that this is not possible. 
If 
h(A) I. 
least 3 
p is not principal then p must be ramified in K/Oj and 
We intersect the A- ideals of norm < 4 with 0 to obtain at 
integral 0 - ideals of norm < 4. We find by inspecting table 6 
that at most one of them can be principal, and then it is equal to 0. 
Hence two of them must be non-principal. By multiplying or squaring them 
we find an element of 0- 2Z with norm 4, 6 or 9. From table 6 we find 
that 6 -24 or /I, = -35. However if /I, = -24 then p = 3 and A does 
not have 3 integral ideals of norm < 4. So 6 -35 and p = 5 or p 7. 
(d) Suppose that p 1 2, n = I mod 2A and 
= !h(O) = 2 and p is non-principal, hence 
Cl(O) ""' 2Z/42Z. Then h(A) 
p is ramified in K/Oj. 
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Then 0 must have at least 3 integral ideals of norms 4 in ideal 
classes of order 4. Because the conjugate of an ideal is in the inverse 
ideal class we see that both ideal classes of order 4 contain integral 
ideals of norms 2 and 3. By an appropriate multiplication we find that 
0 has an element of norm 6. A look at table 6 shows that this is not 
possible. 
(e) Suppose that p f 2, n = l mod 2A and Cl(O) ~ v4 . Again we have 
h(A) = !h(O) = 2 and p is non-principal, hence p is ramified in K/~. 
Then 0 has at least 3 integral non-principal ideals of norm < 4. By 
squaring we find that there exist elements of 0, not in LZ, with norm 
4 or 9. By inspecting table 6 we find that this is impossible. 
(f) Suppose that p = 2 and n t ±I mod 3A. Then n is an element of 
0 of norm 2, which is not possible. 
(g) Suppose that p = 2, n = ±1 mod 3A and h(O) =I. Then 0 has 4 
integral ideals of odd norms < 9. By inspecting table 6 we find that 
6 = -19. 
(h) Suppose that p = 2, n - ±1 mod 3A and 
pal then h(A) = 2 and 2 is inert in K/~, 
h(O) = 2. If p is princi-
since 0 does not contain 
elements of norm 2. There are at least 4 non-principal integral 0 - ideals 
of odd norms < 9. By multiplying and squaring we find 3 elements of 
0-LZ whose norms form one of the sets {9,15,2S}, {9,21,49}, {2S,35,49}, 
{IS,21,3S}. A look at table 6 shows that 6 = -3S. 
If p is non-principal then h(A) = and 2 ramifies in K/~. 
There are at least 4 integral 0- ideals of odd norms < 9. This occurs 
when 6 -24. If 6 f -24 at least 
cipal. By multiplication we find that 
or 3S. A look at table 6 shows that 
3 of these ideals must be non-prin-
0 has an element of norm JS, 21 
6 -40. 
(i) Suppose that p = 2, n = ±1 mod 3A and Cl(O) ""LZ/4LZ. Then h(A) 
= !h(O) = 2 and p is non-principal, hence 2 ramifies in K/~. The 
ideal classes of order 4 of 0 must contain at least 4 integral ideals 
of odd norms < 9. Because the conjugate of an ideal is in the inverse 
ideal class we find that each ideal class of order 4 contains two integral 
ideals of norms 3, S or 7. By multiplication we obtain an element of 
0 of norm IS, 21 or 3S. From table 6 we derive that 6 = -S6, -68 
or -136. 
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(j) Finally suppose that p = 2, ~ = ±1 mod 3A and Cl(O) ~ v4 . Then 
h(A) = !h(O) = 2 and p is non-principal, hence 2 ramifies in K/(]!. 
There are 4 integral 0 - ideals of odd norms < 9 in the two ideal 
classes of Cl(O) - <[p]>. If there are two pairs of two ideals of the 
same norm we find by squaring two elements of 0 - 7Z with different norms 
in {9,25,49]. Consultin~ table 6 shows that this is not possible. Hence 
0 has ideals of norms 3, 5 and 7 and there is an ideal class that con-
tains ideals with two of these norms. Multiplying them shows that 0 has 
an element of norm 15, 21 or 35. We use table 6 to get 6 = -84. D 
§(7.3) List of unsettled cases 
In chapter 6 we found that there are only finitely many rings for 
which we have not yet decided whether they have a Euclidean ideal class. 
(As remarked at the beginning of this chapter, we are still assuming that 
we are in case (#2-).) All these rings have 161 ~ 1007. This follows 
from the fact that we found in (6.14) that 161 > 1007 may only occur if 
Pl2 and 2 is inert in K/(]!. However, we found in the last section that 
161 ~ 35 for such p. 
In the preceding sections we derived several restrictions that rings 
with a Euclidean ideal class must satisfy. Table 7 lists all rings for 
which the existence of a Euclidean ideal class remains unsettled, when 
these restrictions are taken into account. In section (7.4) and in chapters 
8 and 9 we will deal with the rings occurring in table 7. 
Table 7 is organized as follows. The first column '6' lists the 
discriminants 6 with 6 = -19 or -23 2 6 2 -1007. The second column 
'H' gives the class number of 0. The third column ·~· gives the lar-
gest a for which there is a reduced quadratic form (a,b,c) of discrim-
inant 6. In the fourth column we find the value p•l6I, which is a pos-
itive integer, where p is the least value of a covering radius of an 
0 - ideal. In the fifth column 'p~' we find the integral part of 
(l - 4fDTL\T)-I, which is an upper bound on 
column 'Np~' we find the integral part of 
p by (6.15). In the sixth 
(2 + !/(Ip -1)) 2. In (6.20) 
we found that this is an upperbound on Np. In the seventh column 'primes' 
we list all rational primes p contained in a prime p of K, such that 
p and Np satisfy these bounds and the additional conditions given below. 
If there are no primes left in this column we have omitted the whole row 
containing 6. In the last column •#• we find the number of rings in 
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this list with discriminant ~ !:i. In particular we see that the table con-
tains 274 rings. 
The additional conditions for a prime p to occur in the seventh 
column of table 7 are as follows. If p is not splitting we must be in 
one of the cases listed in (7. 6). Also we must have h(A) 12 by (2. 12). 
If Np = 2 we must have I ti I < 512 -- -9- a, by (6. 14). If h(A) = 2 the condi-
tion of (7.4) must be satisfied. In this case also the upperbounds on p 
and Np may be improved. This is because the values of a and p occur-
ring in (6.14) and (6.20) may be different from the values of a and p 
listed in table 7. If p does not satisfy these new bounds, but it does 
satisfy the conditions given above, then p is not included in table 7, 
but it is listed in table 9. In fact it did not occur that (6.20) was used 
in this way. Possibly this is due to the fact that for most !:i the bound 
of (6.14) is better. Finally (6.22) must be satisfied (we include h(A) = I 
again). The primes p for which A has no Euclidean ideal class by 
(6.22) but that satisfy the earlier conditions are listed in table 10; 
they are not included in table 7. 
For !:i -23 there are 116 primes that satisfy the conditions. 
They are listed separately in table 8. 
TABLE 7. Rings that may have a Euclidean ideal class. 
f:i 
-19 
-23 
-24 
-31 
-35 
-39 
-40 
-47 
-51 
-55 
H 
3 
2 
3 
2 
4 
2 
5 
2 
4 
-56 4 
-59 3 
-68 4 
-71 7 
-79 5 
-83 3 
-84 4 
-87 6 
-91 2 
-95 8 
-103 5 
-104 6 
-107 3 
-111 8 
-116 6 
-119 10 
-127 5 
-131 5 
-136 4 
-143 10 
-151 7 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
3 
5 
4 
5 
5 
4 
5 
3 
5 
5 
6 
4 
5 
5 
6 
5 
25 
24 
30 
40 
45 
48 
70 
72 
12 
9 
75 33 
80 
90 13 
105 10 
126 6 
120 19 
160 10 
189 4 
150 41 
168 7 
175 16 
180 12 
224 4 
210 8 
297 3 
240 6 
270 5 
252 9 
352 3 
315 4 
350 4 
336 5 
400 3 
primes 
77 2,5,7,11 
2351 see table 8 
109 2, 5, 7, II, 29, 31, 53, 
59, 73, 79, 83, IOI 
87 2, 5, 7, 19, 41, 59, 71 
89 2, 3, 5, 7, II, 13, 17, 
29' 4 7' 71 ' 7 3' 83 
I 24 2, 5, I I , 4 I , 4 7 , 
59' 71 ' 83' 89 
25 2, 7 
83 2' 3' 7' 17 
44 5, II, 13, 19, 23, 29 
46 2, 7, 13, 17, 43 
32 2' 3' 5' 13 
24 3' 5' 7 
22 2, 3 
28 2' 3' 5' 19 
19 2, 5 
15 3 
24 2, 11, 19 
20 2 
21 5 
21 2' 3 
16 2 
19 5, 7 
l 2 3 
17 2, 5 
15 3 
I 7 3, 5 
12 2 
14 3 
13 2 
15 2 
12 2 
IOI 
# 
4 
120 
132 
139 
151 
160 
162 
166 
172 
177 
181 
184 
186 
190 
192 
193 
196 
197 
198 
200 
201 
203 
204 
206 
207 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
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TABLE 7. Continued. 
fJ H 
-152 6 6 378 4 
-155 4 5 405 3 
-159 10 6 420 4 
-164 8 6 450 4 
-167 11 6 432 4 
-179 5 5 585 3 
-183 8 6 528 3 
-191 13 6 540 3 
-199 9 7 560 4 
-203 4 7 567 3 
-212 6 6 702 3 
-215 14 7 660 3 
-223 7 7 784 3 
-227 5 7 693 3 
-239 15 8 720 3 
-247 6 8 832 3 
-248 8 7 858 3 
-251 7 7 945 3 
-263 13 8 864 3 
-271 l l 8 880 3 
-287 14 8 1008 3 
-295 8 8 1040 2 
-303 l 0 8 1056 2 
-311 19 9 l 080 3 
-319 10 10 1100 3 
-323 4 9 1377 3 
-327 12 8 1232 2 
-335 18 9 l 248 2 
-359 19 10 1320 3 
-367 9 8 1456 2 
-383 17 9 1512 2 
-407 16 11 1584 2 
-415 10 10 1760 2 
-439 15 I 0 1820 2 
Nps primes 
13 3 
13 3 
12 2 
12 3 
13 2, 3 
10 3 
11 2 
12 2' 3 
12 2 
12 3 
10 3 
11 2, 3 
9 2 
I l 3 
! I 2 
10 2 
10 3 
9 3 
10 2, 3 
10 2 
9 3 
9 2 
9 2 
9 2, 3 
10 2 
8 3 
9 2 
9 2 
9 2, 3 
9 2 
9 2 
9 2 
8 2 
8 2 
# 
215 
216 
217 
218 
220 
221 
222 
224 
225 
226 
227 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
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TABLE 7. Continued. 
!;, H a P • I!;, I p'.".'. Np'.':'. primes # 
-447 14 11 1848 2 8 2 255 
-471 16 10 2080 2 8 2 256 
-479 25 11 2100 2 8 2 257 
-519 18 11 2400 2 8 2 258 
-535 14 11 2464 2 8 2 259 
-543 12 12 2496 2 8 2 260 
-551 26 12 2520 2 8 2 261 
-559 25 12 2548 2 8 2 262 
-583 8 11 2816 2 8 2 263 
-591 22 12 2856 2 8 2 264 
-599 25 12 2880 2 8 2 265 
-607 13 13 2912 2 8 2 266 
-647 23 13 3264 2 7 2 267 
-67! 30 14 3360 2 7 2 268 
-703 14 14 3724 2 7 2 269 
-719 31 14 3780 2 7 2 270 
-727 13 14 3808 2 7 2 271 
-839 33 15 4788 2 7 2 272 
-863 21 16 4896 2 7 2 273 
-1007 30 18 6156 2 7 2 274 
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TABLE 8. Sui.Jrings A {p,co} of (J)(l-23) that may have a Euclidean ideal 
class. 
Np Np Np Np 
2 461 1087 1733 
3 487 1093 1741 
13 491 l 129 1777 
29 499 1153 1783 
31 509 1223 1823 
41 541 1237 1933 
47 547 1277 1973 
71 577 1283 1979 
73 587 1289 1987 
127 601 1291 2003 
131 647 1297 2017 
139 653 1301 2063 
151 673 1327 2083 
163 683 1361 2099 
179 739 1373 2111 
193 761 1381 2129 
197 811 1409 2141 
233 823 1427 2203 
239 857 1429 2221 
257 859 1439 2237 
269 863 1499 2239 
277 887 1511 2243 
311 929 1531 2267 
331 947 1543 2281 
349 967 1549 2293 
353 1013 1559 2341 
397 1021 1567 
409 1039 1619 
439 1051 1637 
443 1061 1657 
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TABLE 9. Primes that do not satisfy (6.14). For the rational prime p in 
h PS (1 - 4./1~1)-l p we must ave '-' 
/), p a (I - 4./1~1)-I 
-39 61 2 10.618 
-39 79 2 10.618 
-84 5 3 4.097 
-84 7 3 4.097 
-87 7 3 3.888 
-95 11 3 3.458 
-116 5 3 2.803 
-120 5 3 2.721 
TABLE JO. The use of (6.22). 
/), Np H n P • I/), I x n n 
-24 97 0 30 1.118 
-24 103 0 30 1.118 
-24 107 0 30 1.118 
-35 79 0 45 J .134 
-47 37 5 0 72 1.238 
I 84 1.337 
2 84 1.337 
3 72 1.238 
4 144 1.407 
-84 23 2 0 150 1.336 
I 2!0 1.557 
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§(7.4) Splitting primes 
If p lies over a splitting prime in K/~ it is in most cases not 
possible to use (7.1). Usually the primes over 2 and 3 generate already 
too many ideals of small norm. However for certain rings we can use (7.2), 
i.e. a= 2A. Table ll lists those rings. 
TABLE Ii. Rings A occurring in table 7 with p splitting, n = l mod 2A 
and less than 3 integral ideals in the generating class of 
Cl(A) have norm < 4. If n = 0 mod 4 we write w = !In, 
otherwise w ~ ( l +In). 
n p 
-24 73 
-35 71 
-40 7 
-51 29 
-84 19 
-179 3 
-227 3 
-251 3 
h(A) 
2 
2 
2 
n 
7 + 2w 
5 + 2w 
3 + 2w 
l + 8w 
5 + 4w 
7 + 2w 
3 + 2w 
43 + 2w 
For other rings we may use a refinement of (7.1). In fact it is the 
same method which has been used in section (5.5) to deal with n = 265. 
Let a be an integral ideal such that n mod a has small multiplicative 
order, where n is a fundamental unit of A. In fact we only consider 
the case that this order is or 2. By investigating all principal 
ideals of norm < Na we find whether there exists a residue class mod a 
not containing an element of norm < Na. If we find such a residue class 
we know that a is not Euclidean. Although the method should work for 
every ring which has no Euclidean ideal class it is only feasible if Na 
is small. In table 12 we list those rings, occurring in table 7 but not in 
table II, for which the method works for some ideal a with Na< 80. 
In all cases the order of n mod a is equal to or 2. 
Tables II and 12 contain 34 rings. Hence for 240 rings we still 
do not know whether there is a Euclidean ideal class. These rings will be 
dealt with in the next two chapters. 
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TABLE 12. Integral ideals of small norm in the generating class of Cl (A) 
which are not Euclidean. The letter c denotes a residue class 
mod a. which does not contain an element of norm < Na.. If !>. 
is even we write w = ! Ill, otherwise w = ! (I + Ill). 
LI p n a. Na. c 
-24 11 5 + 4w <2> 4 l+w 
31 5 + w <21,n+I> 21 10 
59 5 + 24w <2> 4 l+w 
83 67 + 20w <2> 4 l+w 
-35 29 4 + w <7,n-1> 7 3 
-51 5 3 + w <11,n+I> 11 4 
13 w <39,n 2-1> 39 7 
19 2 + w <15,n 2-I> 75 2+2w 
-56 3 5 + 2w <2> 4 l+w 
-59 7 13 + 3w <7,n-1> 7 3 
-83 3 2 + w <11,n+I> 11 5 
-84 11 10 + w <6,n-1> 6 3 
-91 5 + w <n-1> 23 7 
-107 3 w <n-1> 27 12 
-152 3 11 + 4w <2> 4 l+w 
-155 3 6 + w <23,n-I> 23 10 
-203 3 5 + w <31,n+I> 31 13 
-212 3 26 + w <17,n+l> 17 7 
-223 2 8 + w <16> 16 5 
-247 2 + w <17,n+I> 17 5 
-248 3 19 +!Ow <2> 4 l+w 
- 295 2 13 + w <23,n-I> 23 5 
-323 3 w <9> 9 4 
-367 2 20 + w <8> 8 3 
-415 2 8 + 3w <3> 9 w 
-607 2 24 + 7w <13,n-I> 13 6 
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CHAPTER 8 REFINEMENT OF THE METHODS 
As in the last two chapters we restrict ourselves in this chapter to 
the case (#2-). Also we restrict to the case that p lies over a split-
ting prime. This is not a severe restriction since in section (7.2) we 
considered the other primes. We continue to use the notation as given at 
the beginning of chapter 6. 
When we consider the lists of unsettled cases in section (7.3) it is 
striking that they contain many more rings with 6 = -23 than with any 
other discriminant. Also there are more rings for which the non-archimedean 
infinite prime has norm 2 than with any other given norm. For both cases 
we will refine Cassels' theorem (S.16). The first refinement also works 
for other cases where h(O) is small, but the main gain is for 6 = -23. 
It will be treated in sections (8.l) and (8.2). For the cases with Np= 2 
we will refine the proof of (6.14) in section (8.3). 
§(8.1) Jumping to points in a given ideal 
In this section we take an integer h E Zl>O fixed such that ph is 
a principal 0 - ideal. We will construct an a E K such that na = h I h h-1 . 
- a mod bp - for some generator n of p and for which a i i~O Wt(bp 1 ) 
for some large t E Il\o. (For the definition of Wt(bpi) see (6.3) .) 
Using (6.7) we find that a is not Euclidean if t G l. The construction 
of a is a refinement of the cons true tion used in the proof of (6. 17) . A 
close look at this proof shows that we are constructing a series (a ) Zl • 
n -i n n E GQ 
such that an !/. i~O Wt (bp ) for some fixed t E Il\o . We get an+ 1 by 
shifting 
N(bp-n-1) 
bpi. Then 
an by some vn E ~ for which lvn/ 00 is not larger than 
times some constant depending on the covering radii of the ideals 
a is taken to be the limit in ~ of the sequence (an) n E Zl 
a is in a certain GQ 
n 
The refinement consists of demanding that each 
0 - ideal. This allows us to use arithmetical data to obtain better upper-
bounds on Iv 100 • Also we will choose an in such a way as to get na -h-ln 
= a mod bp . The bounds on lvnloo give us values of t for which 
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h-1 . 
a i i~O Wt (br}") . This in turn gives us bounds on Np for rings with a 
Euclidean ideal class. These bounds may be better than the bounds of 
chapter 6. 
Let b. be 0 - ideals such that [b.J =[bpi], for 0 ,-; i ,-; h. 
1 1 
b. h = b. i+ 1 for b. 1 b. h l+ for With induction we define 
i E zz <O . 
integral 
Then for all i E Zl 
i E 2Z>O ~nd 
[b.J = [bp 1 ]. we have c be an 
-I 
we choose an element y. E b.c , 
1 1 
Let 
1 
0 - ideal. For each i E 2Z 
for all i E 2Z . In the applications we will take such that yi+h = yi 
y. far away from b., but for the moment this is not needed. 
1 1 
LEMMA (8. I) . 
i E 2Z there 
we have 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
There exists a 
exist cS. 
1 
0. b. ; 
1 1 
E K 
unit 
and 
n of A u!ith nO = ph, and for each 
s. b. c -I such that for each i E Zl E 
' 1 1 
PROOF. We choose 60 E K such that b = o0b0 . By induction on n for 
-I 
0 < n s h we construct on E K and Sn-I E bn_ 1c , such that (a) holds 
for i = n and such that (c) and (d) hold for i = n - I. First we choose 
o' EK such that bpn = o'b . Then y 0 1 E bpnc- 1 c bpn-lc- 1 and 
n n n n-1 -I n n b n-1 -I 
by induction yn-lon-I E bp c , hence yn-lon-I ±yno~ E p c . 
-I 
Choose Sn-I E bn_ 1c such that 
If Sn-! 0n-I - Yn-l 0n-l - Y o' mod 
bpn-1 we take 0 0' otherwise we 
n n n n' 
take 0 -o'. Then (a) holds for i = n and (c) and (d) hold for 
n n 
i = n - l. 
Define -I then n = oo oh' 
define 6i+h no. and 6i+h = 
-I ]_ 
n 6i+h and s. = 6i+h· Then 1 
(c) and (d) are satisfied. D 
nO h since p 
s. and for i E 
1 
for all i E 2Z 
b = 0 
2Z 
<O 
the 
bh. For i 
we define 
conditions 
E zz>O we 
6. = 
1 
(a), (b), 
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In the remainder of this section we will assume that there exist 
r i E JR>O for i E 2Z such that 
(8. 2) 
Since 
o. and 
l. 
Yi+h 
11 
/ B -y. / ;;:>; 2 (I + r.) Nb. l. 00 l. l. 
=Yi we may suppose that 
be as in (8. l). For each 
fi E lR[X] by 
(8.3) 
PROPOSITION 
f. 
1. 
h-1 
I j=O 
(8. 4). Let b.' Yi' Bi' 1. 
for all B E b .• 
l. 
ri+h = r. for all i E 2Z . Let l. 
i E 2Z we define the polynomial 
oi' r. and 11 be as given above, 1. 
Bi' 
such that (8.1) and (8.2) are satisfied. Let for i E Zl the polynomials 
f. be given by (8.3). Suppose that for all i E 2Z, uJith 1. l have f.(Np 2 ) s; 0. Then a = bA is not Euclidean. 1. 
PROOF. Choose such that 
ductively 
a. 
1. for i E zz<h; 
for i E zz>h . 
From (8.1) we derive that 
a. _ y.o. mod bpi 
1. 1. 1. for all i E 2Zs;h ; (8.5) 
for all i E Zl • 
Hence a = lim 
i ~ -oo 
(8.6) a = a 
a. 
1. 
n 
+ 
exists in 
I (an-i-1 i=O 
h-l 
a:. For all n E 2Z we have 
h-1 
- an-i) = a + I (an-i-1 n i=O 
0 :::; i < h, we 
We define in-
- a . ) 11 11-I n-i 
-I 
-I a + I (an+i - an+i+l)(11- l) = (11a - an+h)(11 - I) . n i=O n 
Combining this with (8.5) and (8.l)(b) gives 11a -a - 0 mod bph, 
hence 
(8. 7) 11a - a mod bph. 
h-1 
By (6.7) it suffices to show that a i n~O W1(bpn). Take n E Z". 
with 0 ~ n < h. Then from (8.5) and (8.6) we derive that 
(8.8) a = a + 
n 
- y Ii 
n n 
h-1 -I 
l (an+i - an+i+l)(n - I) 
i=O 
h-1 -I n 
+ l S . Ii . ( n - I ) mod bp . 
i=O n+i n+i 
Take SE bpn. Then from (8.8), (8.2), (8.l)(a) and (8.3) we get 
I h-1 l I 2 
<ls-y cS 12 - .I lsn+i.lin+i·l!ln-11: 2 ) 2 
n n oo i=O 
I I 
2 ( ( J + r ) (Nb ) 2 I o I 2 
n n n oo 
n l ( (I + r ) (Nbp ) 2 
h-l 
(I + r 
n 
n l i=O 
I . I I I I 2 
Is . I 2CNb n+ib- .) 2 Clnl 2 -1)-) 
n+i oo p n+i oo 
REMARK (8.9). In (8.4) the ideal e does not play an important role. 
I JI 
Whenever the 
0 - ideal e 
we choose Ne 
y. are in K, for 0 ~ i < h, there is always an integral 
i -I 
for which y. E b.e . However in the main application (8.10) 
l. 1 
as small as possible, such that there exists yi for 
which (8.3) holds for certain r. > 0. 
]_ 
We do this for the following reason. 
For given sequences of b. and y. 
]_ ]_ 
depends on the so called ray class of 
we may choose Si in a way that only 
p mode, cf. [Iy] AP.2 §2.1. We 
will not prove this in general, but for a special case it will be proven 
implicitly in (8.10). Hence for rings with a Euclidean ideal class we get 
an upper bound on Np only depending on the ray class of p mod e. If Ne 
is small there is only a small number of ray classes mod e and thus the 
computations for getting the upper bounds remain limited. 
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§(8.2) Application to rings with small discriminants 
In this section we use (8.4) to show that several of the rings listed 
in tables 7 and 8 do not have a Euclidean ideal class. We apply (8.4) only 
if the order of [p] in Cl(O) is small, since otherwise there are too 
many polynomials 
with c. = 20 or 
f. to be calculated. 1 We only consider the ideals 
c./ IL1·0. The latter ideal is the ideal for which the 
cf. (8.2), are as large as possible, see the proof of (3.4). 
For 6 = -23 we get the largest gain. In table 8 we listed 116 
rings with 6 = -23 for which the existence of a Euclidean ideal class is 
still unsettled. We will use (8.4) to reduce this number to 51. 
Assume 6 = -23. We write w =HI +l-23), then 0 
apply (8.4) with c. = O·l-23. Let q = Zl•2 + Zl·w and fL 
Zl+Zlw. We will 
Zl·2 + Zl· (w - l) 
be the two integral ideals of norm 2 of 0. Then 0, q and fL are 
representatives of the ideal classes of 0. In particular we may choose 
b. E {c., qc_, !Le.}. Figure ll shows, for each a E {0, q, !L}, the repre-1 
sentatives of a mod ac. that lie in the fundamental hexagon belonging to 
ac.. In the case that a = 0 each a E a is - n mod ac_ for a unique 
n E Zl with /n/ s 11. In the case that a= q or a= fL each a Ea 
is = n mod ac for a unique n E 2Zl with /n/ s 22. In figure ll we 
find these numbers n. Also the circle {x E U: : / x / 00 = Nac.} is drawn. 
The minimal values of lsl 00N(ac_)-I for S in a given residue class of 
a mod ac_ are listed in table 13. From this table we derive that in order 
to satisfy (8.2) we must take 
y. = ±18 mod b. if b. = qc_ 1 1 1 
y. = ±5, ±6, ±7 mod b. 1 1 
or b. = fLC.. 
1 
THEOREM (8.10). Suppose that K = ~(/-23) and that A 
ean ideal class, with S = {p, 00 }. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
If Np - mod 23 
If Np - 2 mod 23 
If Np - 3 mod 23 
If Np - 4 mod 23 
If Np - 6 mod 23 
If Np - 8 mod 23 
If Np - 9 mod 23 
then Np s 1427 
then Np s 1129 
then Np s 1153 
then Np s 487 
then Np s 1409 
then Np s 491 
then Np s 331 
if b. = ('_ 
1 
and 
A5 has a Euclid-
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7 8 9 10 u -u -10 -9 
8 7 9 10 U -U-10-9 -8 -7 --6 
0 mod c_ 
ao 22 -22 -ao ao 22 -22 -ao 
10 i2 14 16 .:1.c. -'k -"10 -:'a 
-2 o" i 4" -2 o" 2" 
-14 -'k -"10 -:'a 10 i2 14 
18 ao 22 -22 -ao ao 22 -22 -ao -18 
q mod qc_ !! mod .'tc 
fig. 11 
TABLE 13. Minimal value of 23 Is l00N(ac.)-l for 6 E a, cf. fig.! I. 
a = 0 a = q or a = fL 
s mod c. Is I 00 s mod ac. ~ I s I 00 
0 0 0 0 
±] I ±2 2 
±2 4 ±4 8 
±3 9 ±6 18 
±4 16 ±8 9 
±5 25 ±JO 4 
±6 36 ±12 3 
±7 26 ±14 6 
±8 18 ±16 13 
±9 12 ±JS 24 
±JO 8 ±20 16 
±] l 6 ±22 12 
l 14 
(h) If Np - -1 l mod 23 then Np s 587 
(i) If Np - -10 mod 23 then Np s 15! 
(j) If Np - -7 mod 23 then Np s 131 
(k) If Np - -5 mod 23 then Np s 179 
PROOF. We use (8.4) with c. = O·l-23. In all cases we take h = h(O) = 3. 
Suppose that p is an 0 - ideal such that A = A{ } has a Euclidean p,oo 
ideal class. Notice that h(A) = I, hence A is a Euclidean ring. Let 
q and Ii be as above. Because the conjugate of p gives rise to an iso-
morphic ring we may assume that [p] = [q]. For i E 2Z we take b. = c. 
i 
if i = 0 mod 3; b. = qc. if i = I mod 3 i and b. i lie. if i = 2 mod 3. 
[bpi]= [b.]. Also we take b = c.. Then for each i E 2Z we have 
Let 
0·(2-w) 
find that 
each value 
tha,: (8.2) 
i 11 11 E p be such that p = 2 q , then 
we have p3 0·( 2;w 113). Because 
110 = pli. 
2Np = I 11I00 
Because 
2 
q3 
±11 mod c. only depends on 
of Np mod 23 a choice of 
is satisfied for some r. 
1 
= 11 mod c., we 
Np mod 23. In table 14 we find for 
-I y. E b.c. , for i = O, I, 2, such 1 i 
> O. Suppose that we have oi' s. 
i 
and n such that (8.l)(a), (b)' (c) and (d) are satisfied. Then there 
exist E. E {:I: l } such that 
1 
(8. 11) 03i 
2-w 
E3i(S 113) i 
03i+I 
11 (2-w 11 3)i E3i+J 2 8 
03i+2 
-l 2-w 3 i+l 
all i E3i+2 11 (-8-11) for E 2Z ; 
2-w 3 
n = EOE3 -8- 11 
so - (yo-EoE1Y1 :!!. ) 2 mod (', . ' 
SI - (y I -EIE2Y2 (2-w)11) 4 mod (', . ' 
From table 13 we see that the minimal value of lsl 00 for fl in a residue 
class of a mod ac. uniquely determines the residue class up to sign. Since 
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yi t 0 mod c and rr t 0 mod c, we find that the Si and also the EiEi+l 
are uniquely determined by (8.l)(c) and (8.l)(d). Hence the only freedom 
of choice in (8.11) consists of changing the sign of all Ii. and E. 
1- 1-
si-
multaneously. In particular we find that the Si are the same for two 
primes p with the same norm mod 23. This justifies the fact that we 
treat those primes together. 
The rest of the proof can be derived from table 14. For the various 
possibilities of Np mod 23 we find the value of ±rr mod c in the second 
column. For i O, I, 2 we find in the fourth column the value of the 
y. mod b. that we have chosen. They are chosen to give the best results. 
1- 1-
In the fifth column we find the value of 23 ( 1 + r~), which is an integer 
1-
that can be derived from table 13. In the sixth column we find the values 
d f' d b rr d C2-w)rr d d mi e ine y m0 = EOEl 2 mo c, m1 = ElEZ ~-4~-mo c an m2 = 
= E 2E 3 rr mod c. They are used in the computation of the Si. The residue 
classes of S. mod b. are given in the seventh column. Using table 13 
1- :L 
we derive from this the value of 23ls.J Nb~ 1 , which is listed in the 
:L 00 :L 
eighth column. Finally in the last column we find the minimal value 
! 
B. 
:L 
such that Np~ B. implies that f.(Np 2 ) ~ 0. 
:L :L 
The largest of these values 
is underlined, because by (8.5) we know that for a ring with a Euclidean 
ideal class Np must be less than this bound. D 
Notice that, since ri > 0, there are only six possibilities of 
y0 mod b0 , viz. ±5, ±6, ±7. For y 1 mod b1 and Yz mod b2 there are 
only the possibilities ±18. 
in changing the sign of the 
bound on Np. 
Changing the sign of the y. 
1 
only results 
s. 
1 
and the Ii .. 
:L 
This will give the same 
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TABLE 14. Bounds on Np for subrings in <Q(l-23), with #5 2, with a 
Euclidean ideal class. 
Np mod 23 'IT mod c_ i 2 23js. j Nb-: 1 y, 23(l+ri) m. $. B. 
1- 1- l l_ 00 1- l 
±5 0 5 25 -9 4 16 314.2 
I 18 24 22 0 0 1573.1 
2 18 24 18 16 13 ~
2 ±2 0 5 25 I 0 0 250. l 
I 18 24 -18 16 13 35.2 
2 18 24 -2 8 9 1223.6 
3 ±11 0 7 26 -17 0 0 65.4 
l 18 24 16 -16 13 26.4 
2 18 24 12 10 4 1223. I 
4 ±10 0 5 25 5 3 9 174.3 
18 24 2 8 9 894.8 
2 J 8 24 -JO 14 6 904.8 
6 ±9 0 7 26 -7 -4 16 50.8 
l 18 24 -12 -14 6 1538.5 
2 18 24 -14 12 3 640.5 
8 ±4 0 7 26 2 -3 9 11.4 
I 18 24 10 14 6 847.7 
2 18 24 4 0 0 620.9 
9 ±8 0 5 25 -4 2 4 92.6 
I 18 24 20 10 4 410.8 
2 18 24 8 12 3 415.5 
-11 ±I 0 7 26 11 -2 4 40.1 
18 24 -14 -4 8 405.7 
2 18 24 -22 2 2 791.3 
-JO ±7 0 6 36 -8 0 0 6.9 
l 18 24 -6 2 2 26.6 
2 18 24 -16 14 6 191.6 
-7 ±3 0 5 25 10 l I 110.5 
I 18 24 4 -2 2 132. J 
2 J8 24 -20 10 4 209.1 
-5 ±6 0 7 26 -3 -I J 77 .2 
l 18 24 -8 12 3 140.0 
2 18 24 6 14 6 303.8 
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TABLE IS. The subring A5 of ~(l-23), with S = {p, 00 } has a Euclidean 
subring only if Np is in the list below. 
Np mod 23 Np 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
9 
-11 
-10 
-7 
-s 
47, 139, 277, 461, 967, 1013, 1289, 1381, 
2, 71 ' 163, 439, S77, 761, 1129 
3' 233' 509' 601, 
73, 2S7, 
29, 397, 
31' 3S3, 
193' 239, 
127' 31 1 ' 
13' l S l 
131 
41, I 79 
349, 487 
443, 673, 
491 
331 
S41, S87 
647, 739, 1061' 
811, 8S7, 1087, 
l I S3 
1409 
1427 
Table IS lists those primes of ~(l-23) for which the existence of a Eu-
clidean ideal class remains unsettled by (8.10). This list contains Sl 
rings, which is 6S less than the list in table 8. 
For discriminants other than -23 we may also use (8.4). For 18 
rings we disproved the existence of a Euclidean ideal class in this way. 
They are listed in table 16. The values of Is. [ Nb~ 1 and (I +ri.) 2 are 
]_ 00 ]_ 
rational numbers with denominator Ne.. We only list their numerators. 
Instead of the 8. the values of -I listed. These latter values 8i+l '\ are ]_ 
are what we need for the computation of the Si, cf. (8.l)(c), (d). If 
h is the order of [p] in Cl(O) 
take b 
we may compute the fundamental unit 
h-1 -1 
by n = iDo oi+l8i . If we 
i-l -I 8. = .n0 8. 18 .. We have chosen the ]_ J= J+ J 
and 80 = 1 we find that 
in such a way that y, E Q 
]_ 
where w = !ILi if LI is even and w = !{l +ILi) if L\ is odd. 
After this section there are still 157 rings to be investigated. 
n 
?l[w]' 
TABLE 16. Rings with no Euclidean ideal class. 
-00 
-I 2 ls. I Nb~ 1 c. I !;., Np h Ne. i b. 
'\+1oi y. (I +r.) Ne. s. f. (Np 2 ) ]_ ]_ ]_ 1- 1- 00 1- 1-
-24 79 I 4 0 ?l • 4 + LZ • 2w 5 + 3w 2+w 5 ~ 2 -0.22 .t.. 
-24 JOI 2 24 0 ?l • l 2 + 72 • l 2w 14 + w 6+5w 31 5w 25 -8.04 
-2-
?l • 24 + 72 • I 2w 14 + w 12 + 6w 30 6 + 2w 5 -1.09 
-31 41 3 31 0 ?Z•31+72•31w 5 - 3w 8 - l6w 64 -3+6w 9 -91.25 
-2-
?Z·62 + 72•3lw -12-w 24+14w 40 -2+4w 2 -9.95 
-2-
2 ?Z•62 + 72•31 (l-w) -5+3w 38-14w 40 4 - 8w 8 -21 .18 
-31 59 3 3! 0 ?Z·3! + 72•3lw 11 -w 7 - 14w 49 5-!0w 25 -68.87 
-2-
?Z•62 + 72•31w 4 + 5w 24+l4w 40 -22+13w 25 -2.42 
-2-
2 ?Z·62 + 72·31 ( 1-w) 1 l -w 38-l4w 40 I l+9w 14 -0.91 
-31 7 l 3 31 0 ?Z•31 + 72•31w 7 + 3w 8 - 16w 64 -l+2w l -223.60 
-2-
?Z·62 + 72•31w 12-5w 24+14w 40 14+3w 5 -64.02 
-2-
2 72•62 + 72•31 (l-w) -7-3w 38-!4w 40 -18 + 5w 7 -50.68 
-35 13 2 4 0 ?l • 2 + 72 • 2w 5+w l+w ! I l 1 -7.40 
-3-
72 • 6 + 72 • 2w -3+2w 3+w 7 0 0 -2.07 
TABLE 16. Continued. 
-I 2 I i3 • I Nb-: I c. 1 ti Np h Ne. i b. 0i+I 0i y. (I +r.) Ne. 13. f. (Np2) l. l. l. l. l. 00 l. l. 
-35 17 2 4 0 Ll •2 + 7l• 2w 7-w l +w 11 I I -10.03 
-3-
Ll •6 + Z •2w 3 + 2w 3+w 7 0 0 -3.10 
-35 47 2 4 0 Ll•2 + 7l•2w 11 + w l+w 11 I I -29.78 
-3-
Ll•6 + 7l •2w 3 - 4w 3+w 7 0 0 -11.42 
-35 73 2 4 0 Ll ·2 + Ll•2w 14 + w I+ w 11 9 -38.50 
-3- w 
Ll·6 + 7l•2w 3 - 5w 3+w 7 3 3 -9.57 
-35 83 2 4 0 Ll •2 + 7l•2w 16 -w l+w 11 9 -44.59 
-3- w 
Ll•6 + 7l•2w 3 + 5w 3+w 7 3 3 -11.94 
-39 41 4 39 0 Ll•39 + 7l•39w -9 + w 13+13w 52 -3+6w 9 -103.50 
-2-
Ll•78+ 7l•39w 4 - 5w I0-20w 50 4 - 8w 8 -71.76 
-3-
2 Ll • 117 + 7l • 39 (I +w) 4 - 5w 12-24w 48 9-18w 27 -41.46 
-2-
3 Ll·78 + 7l•39(1-w) -9 + w 30+18w 60 4 - 8w 8 -163.25 
\D 
TABLE 16. Continued. 
-
N 
0 
-l (I +r. ) 211/c. I -I I /:, Np h Ne. i b. 6i+1'\ y. s. Is. Nb. c. f.(Np2) 1 1 1 1 1 00 1 l 
-39 47 4 39 0 'll • 39 + 7l • 39w -l-3w 9 - 18w 81 2 - 4w 4 -727.22 -2-
'll•78 + 7l•39w -16-w I0-20w 50 -2+4w 2 -152.92 -3-
2 'll • 117 + 7l • 39 ( l +w) -16-w l2-24w 48 6-l 2w 12 -148.32 -2-
3 'll • 78 + 7l • 39 ( 1-w) -1-3w 30+18w 60 -6 +I 2w 18 -338.44 
-39 59 4 39 0 'll·39 + 7l·39w 7 - 3w IO+l 9w 100 0 0 -1762.21 -2-
'll•78+7l•39w -8-5w 32+!4w 44 -4+8w 8 -173.36 -3-
2 'll• 117 + 7l•39(l+w) 8 + 5w l2-24w 48 -21 + 3w 4 -169 .92 -2-
3 'll·78 + 7l•39(1-w) 7 - 3w 10-20w 50 -6 + 12w 18 -287.79 
-39 71 4 39 0 Zl•39 + 7l·39w -1 l-w 7 - l4w 49 4 - 8w 16 -61 .04 -2-
'll·78 + 7l•39w -16 + 5w 30-21w 60 6-12w 18 -763.17 3 
2 'll· l l 7 + 7l·39(l+w) 16-5w I 2-24w 48 0 0 -91 .83 -2-
3 Zl·78 + 7l·39(1-w) -l 1-w 9 + 21w 60 -8 +I 6w 32 -1156 .81 
TABLE 16. Continued. 
b. -1 2 Is. I Nb-: I c. l /', Np h Ne_ i 0i+1°i y. (I +r.) Nc. s. f. (Nµ2) J.. J.. J.. J.. J.. 00 J.. J.. 
-39 83 4 39 0 2Z • 39 + 7l • 39w 
13 -w 7 - 14w 49 2 - 4w 4 -783.87 
-2-
2Z·78+7l 39w 8 - 7w 32+14w 44 14 + l lw 20 -180.73 
-3-
2 2Z• I 17 + 7l•39(1+w) -8+7w 12-24w 48 1S+9w 10 -184.96 -2-
3 2Z·78 + 7l•39(1-w) -13+w 10-20cu so 0 0 -46S.78 
-39 89 4 39 0 2Z•39 + 7l•39w 
-11 + 3w 7 - 14w 49 3 - 6w 9 -674.62 2 
2Z•78 + 7l•39w 4 + 7w 32+14w 44 2 - 4w 2 -S9 .11 
-3-
2 2Z • 1 I 7 + 7l • 3 9 ( l +w) -4-7w 12-24w 48 -9 - 21w 40 -630.41 -2-
3 2Z·78 + 7l•39(1-w) l l-3w 10-20w so 2 - 4w 2 -172.40 
-Sl 23 2 17 0 2Z•l7+7l•l7w 
8-w 4-8w 48 0 0 -13.80 
-3-
2Z·Sl + 7l·l7(l+w) -8 + w 22 + 7w 2S 1 - 2w 1 -4.44 
-SS 43 4 1 I 0 2Z·ll +7l•llw 
-9 + w 4+3w 14 S+w 4 -11.29 
-2-
2Z·22+7l•llw -2+
Sw 8-Sw 17 0 0 -24S.03 
-4-
2 2Z•44 + 7l• l l (I+w) 9-w 20 + 4w 16 0 0 -349.61 
3 2Z•22+'!L•11 (1-w) -9 + w 3+Sw 1 7 -7+3w 7 -444.61 
-N 
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§ (8.3) Primes of norm 2 
In this section we assume that Np = 2 and 6 = l mod 8, i.e. 2 
(a,b,c) is splitting in K/m. If each reduced quadratic form 
inant 6 satisfies a<~ we see from (6.14) that 
ideal class. This result was derived by taking k = k' 
this section we will improve upon (6.8) for the case that 
of discrim-
A has no Euclidean 
4 in (6.8). In 
Np = k = k' = 2. 
This will lead to a better upper bound for 161 for rings with a Euclidean 
ideal class. 
Let b be an 0 - ideal and let a = bA be the corresponding A -
ideal. For n E 2Z let (an,bn,cn) be the reduced quadratic form corre-
sponding to bpn. If an, bn and en' for all n E 2Z, satisfy certain 
restrictions, stated in (8.16) we may construct a sequence (yn)nE 2Z 
in n: such that for some E E JR>O and for all n E 22 20 we have 20 
(8. 12) h -y I > (l+E:)Nbpr 
n oo 
for all r E 2Z with 0 s: r s: n 
and all y E bpr. 
This enables us to conclude that a is not Euclidean, by (6.6). We will 
only consider 6 s -23. So for E small enough the existence of y0 is 
trivial. For the induction step we need some lemmas .• 
LEMMA (8. 13). Let m E 2Z>O and E: E JR>O • Suppose that for each n E 
with 0 s n < m there exists yn E n: sueh that ( 8 .12) holds, and that 
am (I +E:) < hl Then there exists ym E n: such that ( 8. 12) holds for 64. 
n = m. 
PROOF. Essentially this will be the proof of (6.8). Choose a, SE bpm 
such that laJ = a Nbpm and S = (b + 16)a/2a • Let k be the least 
oo m k m k-m m 
integer 2 0 such that bp = Z':a·2 +2Z S; then k s m. If k = 0 
2Z 
we take y y0 = ~S. If k > O, let first y = yk-l E n: be such that 
(8.12) holds for n = k - I; next shift y by an element of bpk-l in 
order to achieve that 1l6l/8a s Im Is 31l6l/8a , cf fig 12· this does 
m a m • ' ' 
not affect (8.12), We show that y satisfies (8.12) for n = m. 
Take r E 2Z with 0 s r s m and take y E bpr. If r < k we have 
(8.12) by assumption. If k s r s m we have 
Jy-yl 00 2 hl lal 
64a2 00 
D 
m 
0 
LEMMA (8.14). Let m E ?Z>O 
with 0 s n < m there exists 
e, f E 7l be such that there 
JaJoo = eNbpm; 
f3 = f + /r:, Cl 
2e 
bpm-1 
= LZ· !a+ LZS. 
%f3 + JRa 
~f3 + JRa 
~f3 + JRa 
a 
fig. 12 
and E E JR>O . Suppose that for each 
yn E ~ such that (8.12) holds. Let 
is a basis Cl' f3 of bpm with 
If 8 s e < jr:,j then there exists ym E ~ such that ( 8 .12) holds 32(1+2E) 
for n = m. 
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PROOF. Let k be the least integer 
then k < m. If k = 0 we take y 
'°' 0 such that k 
k-m bp = ?Za • 2 + :<Zi3; 
y = yk-1 
element of 
( I /t,) Yo = z + 4e a. If k > 0 let first 
be such that (8.12) holds for n = k - 1; 
bpk-I in order to achieve that 
next shift y by an 
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_lli < I Im z 1 < {.JAJ__ Be - a - 4e · 
a b k-1 Finally shift y by a suitable integral multiple of 2 E p in order 
to achieve that also 
I 4 s; Re l 3 a s; 4 ' 
cf. fig. 13. We show that y satisfies (8.12) for n = m. 
6 + JRa 
!:!6 + JRa 
6 
-!:!6 + JRa 
fig. 13 
Take r E Zl with 0 s r s: m and take y E apr. If r < k we have 
(8.12) by assumption. If k s: r < rn we have 
IY-Yl 00 21.tl_ lal = hl Nbpm > !+2 £ Nbpm > (l+E)Nbpr. 64e2 00 64e -2-
Let finally r = m. Then 
Now 
and 
hl e b m (64e + T6)N p > 
hence also [y-y[ 00 > (l+c)Nbpm. D 
LEMMA (8. 15). Let m E ZZ>O and E E 1R with 
for each n E zz with 0 5 n < m there exists 
holds. Let 
If 16 5 e < 
n = m. 
e, f E 2Z be such 
S = f + lr:,, a and 
2e 
m-1 bp = ZZ·!a + ZZS. 
that there is a 
ltil 
16 ( 1 +c) then there exists y E !I; m 
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0 < E I Suppose that < 16" 
yn E [ such that ( 8 .12) 
basis a' s of bpm with 
such that (8.12) holds for 
PROOF. First we show that when 4[e we necessarily have m-2 ap = 
= 2Z·!a + ZZS. The other two possibilities are m-2 ap = 2Z • ! a + ZZ • ~ S and 
2 m-2 
ap = 22'.- !a + ZZ• {!a+ !S). In the first case we get p = 20, a contra-
diction. In the latter case 
I l , b m-2 
= C-4e + -zi + g)rJ p , where 
2 Because f - 4eg = ti we have 
! 1 I Nb m 
we have I !a+ ~S J 00 = (~ + 3f + 4g) P = 
g is the integer such that Is! = gNbpm. 
J 00 1 
f =I mod 2, also we have 4e+2f+g E ZZ 
hence e - 2 mod 4, a contradiction as well. 
If 16 and I take I ltc. e = m = we y = Y1 = (4 + 4e)a. In the other 
cases we take y 
= ym-1 E: [ such that (8. 12) holds for 
m-1 y by a suitable element of bp we may suppose that 
n = m - I. Shifting 
and 
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f3 + lROI 
~ f3 + lROI 
-~B + 1Ra 
fig. 14 
1 Y. 3 4 s; Re s; 4 , Cl 
cf. fig. 14. We show that y satisfies (8. 12) for n = rn. If e f 16 or 
rn # 1 we only have to check (8. 12) for r = rn. If e = 16 and rn = l we 
also have to check (8.12) for r = rn-1 O. 
First assume that e f 16. Then e :o> 17 > 16(!+£). Take y c bpm, 
then 
Now 
_hll I _l_tl m m 16e2 a oo - 16e Nbp > (1+£)Nbp 
and 
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by assumption, hence also Jy -y J00 > (I+• )Nbpm. 
If e = 16 and m = we have for all y E b that 
Since b ~ bp this finishes the proof for this case. 
Finally suppose that e = 16 and m ~ 2. Above we have seen that 
I b m-2 4a E p , hence 
by assumption. Similarly we have J y - ~a J 00 > tNbpm. This shows that 
J y J 00 > J ta J 00 + tNbpm = ~Nbpm and similarly J y - a J 00 > ~Nbpm. Hence 
for al 1 y E bpm we have 
PROPOSITION (8.16). Suppose that K =~(In) with n = I mod 8. Let p 
be a prime of K of no1'171 2 and suppose that A= AS with S = {p, 00 }. 
Let b be an 0 - ideal,. Denote for n E 2Z the reduced quadratic form 
corresponding to bpn by (an,bn,cn). If for aii n E 2Z the foll,owing 
conditions are satisfied then a = bA is not Euclidean. 
(a) If 2Ja then n 
a 1tl or 8 $ a < 1tl or 16 $ a < 1tl. 
n < 64 n 32 n 16 • 
(b) If 2Jc then n 
a < 1tl or 8 $ c 1tl or 16 $ c < 1tl. 
n 64 n < 32 n 16 ' 
(c) If 2,((a + c ) then n n 
1tl or 8 $ a - Jb I + c < hl or an < 64 n n n 32 
16 $ a - Jb I + c < hl. 
n n n 16 
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PROOF. Assume that (a), (b) and (c) are satisfied. The sequence of 
(an,bn,cn) 
exists E E 
is periodic modulo the order of [p] in Cl(O). Hence there 
1 ll\o such that E < T6 and all strict inequalities in (a), 
(b) and (c) remain valid if the left hand sides are multiplied by (l+2E). 
It is easily checked that (a), (b) and (c) are not satisfied for l.I > -23, 
so we may assume that l.I s -23. Then the covering radius of b is greater 
than I. Hence if we have chosen E small enough there exists y0 such 
that (8.12) is satisfied for n = 0. Therefore it suffices to prove that 
the lemma's (8.13), (8.14) or (8.15). for each m E 7l>O we may use one of 
Take m r 7l>O. If am < 16!.141 (8 13) S th t c we may use . . o suppose a 
a 2'. hl6!.14 Choose a , B E bpm in such a way that /am I 00 amNbpm and m m m 1 B (b + ln)a /2a . If bprn-m m m m = 7l· 1 o: + 7lS the a must be even. 2 m m' m 
By (a) we may use (8.14) or (8.15) with o: =a and e =a. If bpm-I m m 
= ?la + 7l • 1 B then 
m 2 m' 
c 
m 
must be even. By (b) we may use (8.14) or (8. 15) 
m-1 with o: = B and 
m 
e = c 
m 
Finally if bp = ?lo: + 7l·Ho: + B ) , then m m m 
a + b + c 
m m m 
must be even and thus am+ cm must be odd. By (c) we may use 
(8. 14) or (8.15) with 0: = o: + B 
m m 
or o:=o: -B 
m m 
and e = a -
m lb I + c . m m D 
REMARK (8.17). Because l.I = l mod 8 
= 0 mod 2. This shows that for each 
we have for each n E 7l that a c 
n n 
n E 7l exactly two of (a), (b) and 
(c) give a non-empty condition. In the proof of (8.16) we only use one 
condition for a given quadratic form. However we need both conditions, 
because when one of them is necessary for (a,b,c) the other is necessary 
for (a,-b,c). 
COROLLARY (8.18). If if.Ii > 448 or l.I 
ideal class. 
-407 then A has no Euclidean 
PROOF. We show that for these l.I the conditions (a), (b) and (c) are sat-
isfied. 
n E 
case 
and 
if 
Then and Take First suppose that l!.11 > 448. 
7l . If an < ~ then (a), (b) and (c) are satisfied. In the other 
we have an 2'. 8. Because an- lbnl +en is even, if an +en is odd, 
a s c s a - /b I +en' we find ·that (a), (b) and (c) are satisfied n n n n 
a - I b I + c < I !.1II16. Because / !.1 I > 448 we have n n n 
8 s a 
n 
11.tl l!.11 ill 
< 3 < ~ < 32 . 
This gives 
lb I a - +c a n n n 
Now suppose 
that satisfy a > 
., a 
ll = -407. 
hl -64 - 6 .36 
n 
n 
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l!il +b2 2 c 2a - I b I) hl lb I + n n n :,; - 4a + 4a n 4a 
n n n 
+ hl < hl 32 16. 
The only reduced quadratic forms (a,b,c) 
are (8,±3,13), (9,±5,12) and (ll,11,12). 
It is easily checked that they satisfy (a), (b) and (c). D 
At the end of chapter 7 there were 240 rings for which the existence 
of a Euclidean ideal class was not yet determined. In section (8.2) we 
dealt with 65 rings of discriminant -23 and with 18 other rings. In 
this section we dealt with 19 rings with Np= 2. So 138 rings remain 
to be investigated. 
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CHAPTER 9 THE END OF THE PROOFS FOR THE IMAGINARY QUADRATIC CASE 
As we remarked in chapter 8 there are still 138 rings in case (#2-) 
for which we have to decide whether there is a Euclidean ideal class. In 
this chapter we consider these rings. We show that we may decide, with 
the help of a computer, for each individual ring whether or not it has a 
Euclidean ideal class. The possibility that none of (6.6)(a), (b) and 
(6.7) can be applied did not occur. 
In section (9.1) we deal with the rings without Euclidean ideal class. 
We give two examples to illustrate the method. Table 17 contains data that 
the reader may use to check that 93 rings have no Euclidean ideal class. 
In section (9.2) we deal with the remaining 45 rings. These are 
the rings with a Euclidean ideal class; they are listed in the tables I 
and 2 and also in table 18. We give examples how we can prove that such 
a ring has a Euclidean ideal class. The proofs for the other rings are 
not given, but they run along the same lines. 
§(9.1) Rings without a Euclidean ideal class 
Let 
and let a 
A = A{ } be a subring of an imaginary quadratic field K p,oo 
be an A - ideal. Let b be an 0 - ideal such that a = bA. 
We fix a unit n of A, such that In Ip < I. Let h E ?l>O be such that 
nO = ph. For most applications we take n to be a fundamental unit. 
However we will not use that explicitly. Notice that ·h = h(O)/h(A) if 
n is a fundamental unit. 
In this section we show how we can construct an element a E K with 
a mod b, for which it is likely h-1 -n find na - that a i n~O w1(bp ). If we h-1 -n 
that indeed a {_ n~O WI (bp ) we may apply (6.7) to show that a is not 
Euclidean. Notice that we have changed the notation of (6.7) somewhat. 
This is for convenience in the discussion below. 
First we illustrate by means of two examples how a can be con-
structed. Then we show that it can be checked by a finite computation 
h-1 -n 
a i n~O w1(bp ). Finally we give a list of all rings for which whether 
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fig. l 5 
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we disproved the existence of a Euclidean ideal class in this way. 
EXAMPLE (9. I) . /), = -19; Np = I I, cf. fig. I 5. We have h(O) = I. Write 
!(I +l-19). We take 2Z• I I+ 7l· (2+w) and b = p 2 2Z·8+7l•y, w = p = 
with B = -I + Sw and y = 24 + w, cf. fig. IS. Let F be the parallelo-
gram with vertices o, 8' y and 8 + y. Then F is a fundamental domain 
for b. Figure 15 shows F together with discs contained in w1(b) and 
-I w1 (bp ) that partially cover it. However F is not completely covered 
by these discs. In particular F1 is not covered, where F1 is the 
parallelogram with vertices cS, £, 1; and £+1;-cS, with c5 = 15+2w, 
£ = 
for 
13 + w 
-l bp • 
and i; = 8 + 4w. The parallelogram F 1 is a fundamental domain 
A fundamental unit of A is given by 11 = -2 - w. We have 
110 = p and 
-I 
-I F 1 = c5 + 11 F. Let (j) be the affine map given by 4l(x) 
r r-1 0 + 11 x, then (j) maps w1(bp) bijectively onto w1(bp ) for all 
-I Because F1 = 4l(F) is not completely covered by w1(b) U w1 (bp ) r E 7ls0 . 
we may expect that for all n E 71: 20 the region (j)n(F) is not completely 
n -i 
covered by i~O w1(bp ). Let a be the fixed point of (j), i.e. a= 
I 00 
-n 
= 17(185 + 43w), then we may expect that a i n~O w1 (bp ) • By construction 
we have 11a = a mod b, hence to show that a= bA is not Euclidean we · 
h-1 -n only have to show that a i n~O w1(bp ) This is indeed 
the case and we will show below how this can be proven. 
For several other rings the reasoning proceeds in an analogous way. How-
ever, if h or Np is large we need more than one picture, as we will 
see in the next example. 
EXAMPLE (9. 2). /), = -39; Np = 11, cf. fig. 16. We have h(O) = 4. Write 
w = HI +l-39). We take p ?l •I I + 7l • (3+w). Consider the 0 - ideals 
b. 7l·Si+7l•yi' for 0 $ i s 3, with l_ 
Bo 20 - I 9w Yo 17 + 2w 
81 18 - Sw YI I 6 + 9w 
82 18 - Sw Y2 17 + 2w 
83 35 - 3w Y3 -I + 7w 
cf. fig. 16. Notice that [b. J = [p-i]. The parallelograms F. with 1 1 
o, Si' y. and 1\ +yi are fundamental domains for the ideals 1 vertices 
b., for 
1 
0 $ i s 3. These parallelograms F. are not completely contained 1 
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fig, 16
.o 
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YJ 
0 
fig. 16. J 
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fig. 16.2 
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0 
fig. \6.3 
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2 -n in n~O w1 (bip ) . In each F. we have chosen a parallelogram t\., which i_I 
is a fundamental domain of b.p 
1 
that is not completely covered by 
2 -n i n~O w1 (bip ) . The 6i are drawn as small parallelograms inside the 
in fig. 16. The parallelograms 6i have vertices Iii' Ei' t;i and 
Ei+t;i-oi' where 
00 14 - I Ow EO 22 - l lw 1;0 15 - 6w 
61 12 + 4w E 1 14 + w 1;1 20 + 3w 
62 8 - w E2 13 - 3w i;2 l l 
63 9 + 3w E3 19 - ul s3 12 + 4w 
F. 
l 
For 0 sis 3 let ~i be the affine map that maps O, Si' Yi to 6i-l' 
Ei-l' i:;i-l (in the same order), hence ~i maps Fi onto 6i-l' where 
i - I is regarded mod 4. Then ~- also maps b. bijectively onto 
-l l l 
b. 1p We have 1-
~o(x) 9 + 3w + 7+w 33 x 
~l (x) 14 - lOw 7+w + --22 
~2(x) 12 + 4w + 4-w 
-l-1 x 
4-w ~3 (x) = 8 - w + 22" x 
x, 
Let ~ be the combined map ~ 1 ~2~3~0 , 
-4 
then maps bijectively onto 
b0p and ~(F0 ) is contained in 60 . 
I -I 
= ill(2125 - 1007w) + n x, where n = 
The map is given by ~(x) 
83 + 241u is a fundamental unit of 
1 The fixed point a of ~ is given by a= 14452 (253670 - 12!378w). By 
A. 
construction we have na = a mod b0 . Also a E 60 , ~0a E 363 , ~3~0a E 62 
and ~2~3~0a E 61 , so there is a great chance3that a i n~O w1(b0p-n). 
Because we are able to show that indeed a i n~O w1(b0p-n), see below, 
conclude from (6.7) that A has no Euclidean ideal class. 
we 
For each of the 93 rings we are considering, we found in a similar way 
an element a with 
h -n 
a i n~O w1(bp ). 
na = a mod b for which it is very likely that 
Now we will show how we may decide by means of a finite 
b -n computation whether a E w1 ( p ) for a given n. Of course it suffices 
I -n I I to compute min{ a - SI 00 : S E bp } . This can be done by computing a - S 00 
for only 4 values of B E bp-n. 
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LEMMA (9.3). Let c. be an 0-ideal and let (a,b,c) be the reduced 
quadratic form corresponding 
such that /a/ 00 = aNc. and 
to it, cf. section (3.1). Let a, BE c. be 
b +Ill S = --za- a . Let x = ua + vS be an element 
of n; 
Then 
and let m, n E ll be such that m s u s m + I and n s v s n + I . 
mi n { Ix - y I 00 : Y E C.} = 
min{lx-ma-nSl 00 , lx-ma-(n+l)Bl 00 , lx-(m+l)a-nSl 00 , /x-(m+l)a-(n+l)Bl 00 }. 
PROOF. We may assume that m = n = 0. Let w·a be the orthogonal projec-
tion of x on the line 1R a. Then, since /bi s a and 0 s; u' 
have I 3 Hence 
-2 s w s 2· 
min { Ix - y I 00 : y E ll a} 
= min{jxj Ix-al } s (la+ v2 hl)Nc. 
oo' oo 4 4a 
In an analogous way we get 
Take y 
min{lx-yl 00 : y 
= min{jx-Sl 00 , 
ES+lla}= 
I I I 2 I LI I x - a - B ,,) s Cz;a + ( 1-v) .1.f/t)Nc. . 
ka + .ts E c.. If l < 0 then 
v s I 
Ix - y I 2'. (l - v) 2 hl Ne. 
oo 4a 
2 llll I zfil 
2'. (I +v) if/t Ne.> (4a + v 4a)Nc., 
because a2 < llll. If l > then 
This proves the lemma. 0 
we 
The 93 rings for which the method works are listed in table 17. This 
table is organized as follows. The first column •#• counts the number of 
rings in the table. The second column gives the discriminant LI of K. 
The third column gives the norm of p. In the fourth column 'h' we find 
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the order of [p] in Cl(O). In all rings in this list this is equal to 
the class number of O. Because in the next section we show that the re-
maining rings have a Euclidean ideal class this shows that all rings A, 
with h(A) = 2 and for which there is no Euclidean ideal class, were al-
ready considered in a previous chapter. 
damental unit n of A. For n we have 
In the fifth column we find a fun-
1 n I = Nph. This is the unit for 
"' 
which the method described above works. In the sixth column we find In - 11.,,. 
The seventh column gives a.in - 1 I.,, E 0. Here a. is such that no. = a. mod 0 
h-1 -n 
and a. i n~O w1{p ). Because for all rings in the list we have h(A) 
this suffices to prove that A has no Euclidean ideal class. The last 
column gives the least t E 1R such that h-1 -n a. i n~O Wt (p ) ; here t is 
rounded off to 4 decimals. For 
"' 
= -19 and Np = 5 or Np = 7 we have 
t = I. This shows that for these cases we need (6. 7) with t = I. These 
rings cannot be handled with the theorem of Barnes and Swinnerton-Dyer, cf. 
(5.2) and (6.5). 
REMARK (9.4). For each choice of 8 and Np in table 17 we considered 
only one prime p of this norm. The conjugate q of p gives rise to an 
isomorphic ring, hence it need not be considered. The prime p can be 
distinguished from its conjugate by the value of n, which is in p but 
not in q. 
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TABLE 17. Rings A{ } c ~(16) without Euclidean ideal class. We write p,oo 
w = !/6 if 6 is even and w = ~(I+ 16) if 6 is odd. 
# 
2 
3 
-19 
Np 
5 
7 
11 
h T] 
-w 
-1-w 
-2-w 
4 -23 139 3 -133+678w 
5 l 5 I 3 - I 72 I - I 7 4w 
6 179 3 -1783+818w 
7 277 3 -23+1884w 
8 31 l 3 -1961-1934w 
9 331 3 -6025+6w 
10 349 3 -3955-1812w 
II 397 3 7043+996w 
12 439 3 5405-3522w 
13 461 3 -3601+4076w 
14 491 3 -9631-1414w 
15 509 3 6227-4492w 
16 541 3 -3089+5244w 
17 577 3 -9101-3576w 
18 587 3 1883-5914w 
19 601 3 2909-6144w 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
647 3 !6001-3394w 
673 3 -15797-1992w 
739 3 17995-5442w 
761 3 -17975-3176w 
811 3 6485-9606w 
857 3 -18047+8776w 
lri-1 I 
7 
11 
17 
00 
2685208 
3446568 
5738088 
21252096 
30086088 
36276736 
42518272 
62555692 
84597232 
97975308 
118391448 
131864268 
158341356 
192121812 
202264152 
217082128 
270811416 
304854804 
403552872 
440750208 
533408368 
629450112 
1+3w 
4+6w 
2+8w 
t 
1.1765 
909044+984600w 1.0017 
1039620-1609644w 1.0021 
2723916-2386052w 1.0042 
1373592-9583656w 1.0203 
11607648+12369852w 1.0045 
12200844+13395986w 1.0123 
16664728-18629020w 1.0004 
8619734+30956882w 1.0032 
9440140+39107892w 1.0060 
15l09230+410134J4w 1.0002 
37633764-59ll5084w 1.0067 
62541768-63764354w 1.0070 
9064998+71803650w 1.0096 
2053182-91366458w 1 .0027 
98902296-82761930w 1.0071 
29989768+103054308w 1.0095 
8966310-ll2754906w I .0006 
43268922-128980320w 1.0001 
199755312+201382422w 1.0173 
144003264+180874440w 1.0074 
213467624+203782176w 1.0063 
31117960+310574216w 1.0101 
26 967 3 1951-12414w 904239576 5715492+450610470w 1.0040 
27 1013 3 25319+6308w 1039452252 208247874-457567008w 1.0094 
28 1061 3 10235-14356w 1194383868 590320812-595862510w 1.0087 
29 1087 3 -24991+12774w 1284402712 4906996+530433976w 1.0006 
30 1129 3 13403-15648w 1439058532 606793884+716876222w 1.0095 
31 1153 3 -15707+16008w 1532823984 7450944-765460!28w 1.0080 
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TABLE 17. Continued. 
# [::., Np h n I n-11 a[ n - 1 [ t 
00 00 
32 -23 1289 3 -19325-15632w 2141754852 423653106-920352444w 1.0070 
33 1381 3 -30785+l9524w 2633831388 585382986-1125070128w l .0099 
34 1409 3 -42407+16912w 2797328832 1!43007384+1096105805w l .0024 
35 1427 3 -54673+1934w 2905948896 657656268-12868113l8w I .0013 
36 -24 53 2 -47-!0w 2904 996+ l l 84w 1.0131 
37 -31 19 3 83-!0w 6704 1968+2508w 1.0925 
38 -35 3 2 -w 11 l+5w 1.0909 
39 -39 5 4 5-8w 624 92+284w 1.0064 
40 11 4 83+24w 14452 6590-7082w 1.1270 
41 -47 7 5 -125-6w 17064 5328-7740w 1.2581 
42 17 5 1085+104w 1417584 133752-635780w l .0733 
43 -51 11 2 -l-3w 127 32+57w 1.1575 
44 -55 7 4 43-8w 2324 1096+668w 1.0568 
45 13 4 -101+40w 28724 14048-13638w 1.1202 
46 17 4 -229+56w 83924 21342+35808w 1.1007 
47 -56 5 4 -l 1+6w 648 36-252w I .0463 
48 13 4 155+18w 28252 1918+13168w 1.2092 
49 -59 3 3 -3-w 35 15-17w l .0286 
50 5 3 11-w 105 48+52w 1.3048 
51 -68 3 4 8-w 66 5+29w 1.0758 
52 -71 5 7 277+4w 77568 21104-24680w 1.0061 
53 19 7 -8653+6990w 893882056 424830664-354490388w l .3313 
54 -79 5 5 -55+4w 3232 376+1272w l .1894 
55 -95 2 8 -8+3w 270 l8+99w l .1889 
56 3 8 -75+8w 6704 1224-3208w 1.2685 
57 -103 2 5 2+w 28 8+10w l .2143 
58 -104 5 6 -109-12w 15844 4404-6674w 1.2008 
59 7 6 307+30w 117036 22878+50538w 1.2916 
60 -1 l I 5 8 579-56w 389524 l37330+193078w I. 2240 
61 -116 3 6 2+5w 726 214-344w 1.3085 
62 -119 3 10 -87-40w 59264 27904-27240w l .0716 
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TABLE 17. Continued. 
# /', Np h n I n-1 I"' aln-11 00 t 
63 -119 5 10 2465+312w 9760384 4609352-4779432w I. 2000 
64 -127 2 5 -w 34 12+1 lw 1.2059 
65 -131 3 5 15-w 215 101+107w 1.4651 
66 -143 2 10 28-3w 972 360-360w 1.2099 
67 -151 2 7 10-w 110 I0-40w 1.4545 
68 -159 2 10 8-5w 1014 152+380w 1.1874 
69 -164 3 8 -40+1 lw 6642 3977+3659w I .3868 
70 -167 2 11 -2+7w 2046 736+758w I. 2473 
71 3 11 321-46w 176552 59008-82880w 1.1566 
72 -183 2 8 14+w 228 68-70w I .1140 
73 -191 2 13 80-7w 8040 1368+2478w 1.0276 
74 3 13 1245-46w 1591880 718468+770376w I .2486 
75 -199 2 9 -22+1JJ 556 238+213w I. 2752 
76 -215 2 14 58+15w 16254 2142-6090w l .0551 
77 3 14 -I 97l-l I 2w 4787024 328120+2318452w l. 3567 
78 -239 2 15 -I 16-l 7w 33018 3124+10199w I. 2357 
79 -263 2 13 -74+7w 8334 236-2672w 1.4130 
80 3 13 -1239-22w 1596824 233266+767774w I. 4652 
81 -271 2 11 44+w 1960 864+604w 1.0510 
82 -287 3 14 -179l-136w 4786688 926032-2260048w 1.1270 
83 -303 2 10 -20+3w 1062 144-330w 1.2015 
84 -311 2 19 686-31w 522948 48888-156806w I .0208 
85 3 19 33585+482w 1162193816 317231080-550275408w 1.4224 
86 -319 2 10 J6+3w 990 90+315w I .8636 
87 -327 2 12 -6-7w 4116 882+1323w l. 2398 
88 -335 2 18 236-51w 261724 59564+83363w I .2026 
89 -359 2 19 -178-73w 524718 97596+184114w 1 .1326 
90 3 19 -32517-914w 1162327416 564924540-579l90000w I .4427 
91 -383 2 17 352+7w 130362 ll586-45744w 1.0458 
92 -439 2 15 -162-7w 33100 6370-10387w 1.4672 
93 -447 2 14 -48-1 lw 16492 788+5078w 1.5049 
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§(9.2) Rings with a Euclidean ideal class 
In this section we describe a method to prove that a given A - ideal 
a is Euclidean. We will give several examples to show how this method 
works. 
Let Li be an 
to find n E ?l20 ' 
0 - ideal such 
such that a; = 
that a= bA. By (6.6)(b) it suffices 
.~0 w1(bp-i). Because b c bp-i for 
i E ?l20 
domain F 
it suffices to show that 
i n -i F c i~O w1(bp ) for some fundamental 
of b. In most cases this will be done by partitioning F into 
triangles that have vertices in bp-n. For each of these triangles we show 
n -i 
that they are contained in i~O w1(bp ). The next lemma is an important 
tool to do this. 
LEMMA (9.5). Let 
A2 and A3. For 
centre at Ai. If 
T be a triangular region in the plane with vertices A1 , 
i =I, 2, 3 let D. be an open disc in the plane with 
l_ 
D I n D 2 n D 3 ;' (il , then T c DI u D 2 u D 3 • 
M 
fig. 17 
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PROOF. Choose M E: D 1 n n2 n D3 . In the following we regard the indices 
mod 3. Because Din Di+I I 0 there exists Mi E: Din Di+l on the line 
AiAi+I' between Ai and Ai+I" Since Di is convex the triangles Ti 
with vertices Ai, M and Mi and 3 T£ with vertices Ai' M and Mi-I 
are contained in D. . Because Tc . U 1 (T. u T ! ) we have T c D 1 u D2 u D3 , i i= i i 
cf. fig. 17. 0 
EXAMPLE (9.6). 6 -84; Np= 2, cf. fig. 18. Write w = 1-21. We have 
p = 7l•2+7l·(w+I). We choose b 2Z·a + 7l•S, with a = 20 and S = 8 + 4w, 
cf. fig. 18. We have Nb = 80. The parallelogram F with vertices O, a, S 
3 -i and a+ S is a fundamental domain of b. We will show that F c i~O bp . 
Let G be the group generated by the reflection in the line through 0 
and a+ S and by the reflection in the line through a and 13. The par-
allelogram F is contained in the triangles Ti for i =I, 2, 3 and 
their images under G. Here T1 is the triangle with vertices 0, ~a and 
!{a+ S), the triangle T2 has vertices ! , Ha+ S) and !(a+ 13) and 
r 3 has vertices ~a, ! (a+ 13) and a. By using the symmetries of G we 
3 -i only have to show that T 1 u T 2 u T 3 is contained iJ i~O W 1 (bp ) . For this 
we use (9.5). As an example we show that r 2 c i~O w1(bp-i). We use (9.5) 
with A1 =!a, A2 = !Ca+S) and A3 = !Ca+S). The disc D1 has radius 
-2 
./ 120 and is contained in w1(bp ). The disc D2 has radius 10 and is 
contained in w1(bp-3) and the disc n3 has radius ./40 and is contained 
-1 in w1 (bp ) • To show that D1 n D2 n n3 I Ql we only have to show that an 
intersection point of the circle with radius ./10 and centre at A2 and 
the circle with radius 
an intersection point is 
./20 to A1 . 
140 and centre at A3 is contained in 
9 3-w 9 + 7w +n, which has distance Lf.162 
D 1. Such 
< 4.472 = 
EXAMPLE (9.7). 6 = -23; Np= 131, cf. fig. 19. Write w = !(l +l-23). 
We have p=2Z·l31+7l·(w+48). We choose b=2Z•a+7l·S, with a=22-5w 
and S=4+llw, cf. fig. 19, then Nb=262. 
-I 
We show that 
I!: c W 1 (b) u W 1 (bp ) • For this it suffices to show that -! F c w1(b) uW 1(bp ), 
where F is the parallelogram with vertices 0, a, S and a+ S. Write 
y = 14 +2w. We partition F into 8 regions. These are the triangle 
with vertices 0, a and y, the triangle with vertices a, y and y + 2, 
the triangle with vertices a, y + 2 and a + S, the polygonal region with 
vertices 0, y, y+w, y-2+w, y-2+2w and y-4+2w and the 4 re-
gions obtained by rotating these regions around ! (a+ S) over an angle 1T, 
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cf. fig. 19. We can use (9.5) to show that each of the triangular regions 
-l 
is contained in w1 (b) u w1 (bp ) . The polygonal regions can be divided into 
a collection of triangular regions by adding the diagonals from 0 and 
a + S. For each of these triangles we may use (9. 5) to show that it is 
-1 
contained in w1 (b) uw 1(bp ). As an illustration we show that the triangle 
-l 
with vertices a, y and y + 2 is contained in W 1 (b) u W 1 (bp ) . Take 
z = y + I - i, then z is on the edge of the discs with radius /2 and 
-I 
vertices at y and y + 2. These discs are contained in w1 (bp ) . To 
complete the proof it suffices to show that Jz-aJ 00 < 262. In fact: 
Jz-al 00 = 261.43 < 262. 
EXAMPLE (9.8). 
p = Zl•2 + Zl·w. 
/::, = -136; 
We choose 
Np = 2, cf. fig. 20. Write w = /-34. We have 
b = Zl ·a + Zl • S , with a = 80 and S = l 6 + I 6w, 
7 -i ~ = i~O W1(bp ). For this it suffices to 
where F is the parallelogram with vertices 
then Nb = 1280. We show that 
7 -i 
show that F c i~O w1(bp ), 
I 5 l 3 
y = 20 + I Ow -a + -S o = 26 + 6w = -a + -S and 
-5 8 8 ~6 4 8 O, a, S and a+ S. Write 7 3 
E = 38 + 3w = T6 a+ T6 S. Then y E bp ' 0 E bp and E E bp-7. We 
divide F into 7 regions, each of which may be divided into triangles 
such that (9.5) may be used. The first two regions are the polygonal 
regions with vertices O, !a, E, !a+!S, k(a+S), o and !S and its mirror 
image in !Ca+S). By adding the diagonals from !(a+S), resp. ~(a+S), we 
obtain the triangular regions for which (9.5) may be used. Next we have 
the region with vertices ka, E, !a + ! S and a and its mirror image in 
!(a+S). By adding the diagonal from !a to !a+!S, resp. from ~a+S 
to !a+ ls, we obtain 4 triangles for which (9.5) may be used. Next we 
have the triangle with vertices !S, y and S and its mirror image in 
!{a+S). For these triangles we may use (9.5). Finally we have a star 
shaped region with vertices S, y, !S, o, !(a+S), ia+!S, a, a+S-y, 
a+!s, a+S-o, i(a+S) and !a+!B. By adding the lines from !(a+S) 
to all vertices of this region we obtain the triangles for which (9.5) may 
be used. 
EXAMPLE (9.9). I'>= -79; Np= 2, cf. fig. 21. Write w =!(I +/-79). We 
have p = Zl•2+Zl•w. We choose b = Zl•a+Zl·S, with a= 32 and B = 8w, 
5 -i 
then Np= 256. We show that [ i~O w1(bp ). For this it suffices to 
5 -i 
show that F c i~O w1(bp ), where F is the parallelogram with vertices 
0, a, S and a + S . 
Y E bp-3 , 0 E bp-] 
Write 
and 
y = 1 2 + 4w, o = l 4 + 2w and E = 9 + 3w, then 
bp-5 • We partition F into 7 regions, E E 
each of which is contained in 
5 -i i~O W1 (bp ) , as we will show. 
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First we have the region with vertices 0, !a., £ + !a. and y. By adding 
the lines from o to the vertices of this region and to £ we obtain 
triangular regions for which (9.5) may be used. Similarly we may treat 
the mirror image of this region in the point ~(a+ S). Next we have the 
region with vertices !a, a, y +la and £+la. By adding the lines from 
o + la to the vertices of this region we obtain triangular regions for 
which (9.5) may be used. Similarly we may treat the mirror image of this 
region in the point ! (a+ S). Next we have the region with vertices y, 
£ + la, y + la and ~a+ (3 - £. By adding the diagonal from y to y + !a 
we obtain two triangular regions for which (9.5) may be used. Finally we 
are left with two triangular regions with vertices O, y and (3 resp. 
a, y + la and a + (3. They are mirror images of each other in the point 
! (a + S), hence we only have to treat the first of these regions. By 
adding the lines from y- la to the vertices of this region and to £ 
we obtain triangular regions for which (9.5) may be used, except for the 
region with vertices 0, y - la and (3. This triangle may be treated by 
observing that the intersection points of the line from 0 to (3 with 
the circle around y with radius /32 are strictly inside the circles 
around 0 and (3 respectively with radius /256. 
EXAMPLE (9.10). !:i = -23; Np= 233, cf. fig. 22. Write w = !(l +/-23). 
Wehave p=2Z•233+7l•(I03+w). We choose b=7l•a+2Z•(3, with a= 
= 32- l lw and (3 = 22 + 7w, cf. fig. 22. We have Nb= 466. We will show 
-I that !E=W1(b)uW1(bp ). Forthisitsufficestoshowthat Fe 
-1 
c w1 (b) u w1 (bp ) , where F is the parallelogram with vertices 0, a, (3 
and a+ (3. This example can be treated in a way that is easier than the 
previous examples. 
The discs with radii /466 and centres at O, a, (3 and a+ (3 cover 
almost all of F. These discs are part of w1(b). The strip S = 
= {x E !E : I Im(x + 2w) I < I} is completely contained in w1 (bp-I). We will 
show that the part of F that is not contained in w1(b) is completely 
contained in S. Using the symmetry obtained by reflecting in ~(a+ B) 
we only have to show that 
(a) I Im(z 1 + 2w) I < I, where is the intersection inside 
circles with radii /466 and centres at 0 and Cl.' 
' 
F of the 
(b) I Im(z 2 + 2w) I < l, where z 2 is the intersection inside F of the 
circles with radii /466 and centres at O and (3. 
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fig. 22 
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For (a) we have z 1 
= o. 74 < I. 
I I (-+-/-3)a 2 6 22.02 - 2.31w, hence /Im(z 1 +2w) I = 
For (b) we have 1-i z 2 = - 2-s = 22.05 - I .82w, hence I Im(z2 + 2w) I 0.44 < l. 
TABLE 18. Rings with a Euclidean ideal class. 
-19 
-23 
-24 
Np 
4 
2 
3 
13 
29 
31 
41 
47 
71 
73 
127 
131 
163 
193 
233 
239 
257 
353 
443 
487 
2 
b 
(1,1,5) 
(2,-1,3) 
(2,-l ,3) 
(2,-1,3) 
(2,-l ,3) 
(2,-1,3) 
(2,-l ,3) 
(2,-1,3) 
(2,-1,3) 
(2,-1,3) 
(2,-1,3) 
(2,-1,3) 
(2,-l ,3) 
(2,-1,3) 
(2,-1,3) 
(2,-1,3) 
(2,-1,3) 
(2,-1,3) 
(2,-l ,3) 
(2,-1,3) 
(1,0,6) 
5 (2,0,3) 
7 (2,0,3) 
29 (2,0,3) 
n 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
-31 
-35 
-39 
-40 
-47 
-55 
-56 
-68 
-71 
-79 
-84 
-87 
-111 
-136 
Np 
2 
5 
7 
4 
5 
7 
11 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
b 
(I , I , 8) 
(2,-l ,4) 
(2, 1,4) 
(3, l ,3) 
(3,l,3) 
(3,1,3) 
(3,l,3) 
(2,-1,5) 
(2,0,5) 
(3,-l ,4) 
(3,-l ,4) 
(2,-1,7) 
(3 ,2,5) 
(3,2,6) 
(2,1,9) 
(2,1,9) 
(4, 1,5) 
(5,4,5) 
(4,3,6) 
(3,3, 10) 
(5,2,7) 
Table 18 lists the 45 rings that have a Euclidean ideal class. It 
n 
2 
3 
2 
3 
5 
4 
2 
3 
8 
9 
5 
3 
l I 
6 
7 
n -i gives an ideal b and an integer n E ?l>O, such that ~ = i~O W1(bp ). 
For the ideal b only the reduced quadratic form is given, ,because the 
proof works for each b corresponding to this quadratic form. If there 
are two primes of 0 with the given norm, we always used that one for 
which the reduced quadratic form (a,b,c) has b ~ 0. If this does not 
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distinguish between the primes one of them is picked at random. In all 
cases pictures like figures 18-22 can be drawn and corresponding proofs 
can be given. However it may occur, e.g. if ~ = -23 and Np 353, 
that the relative sizes of the largest and the smallest circles differ too 
much. In these cases one may first draw the largest circles in the picture 
and enlarge several regions in which the smallest circles may be drawn. 
Only in a few cases we may speed up the argument by using an argument like 
(9.10). 
This finishes the proof of case (#2-) of (0.19) and (I.IQ). Only 
the class number bounds for the cases (#3) and (#4) remain to be proven. 
This will be done in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER JO CUBIC AND QUARTIC FIELDS 
In chapters 6 - 9 we completely determined all rings with a Euclidean 
ideal class in the case (#2-). In the present chapter we consider the 
cases (#3) and (#4). We do not obtain a complete determination of the 
rings with a Euclidean ideal class. This is mainly due to the fact that in 
these cases the upper bounds for the discriminants in (5.19) are prohibi-
tively large. 
In section (JO.I) we obtain restrictions on the class group of O(K) 
if there is a Euclidean ideal class. These restrictions are stronger than 
those proved in (2.5) and (2.9). As a diversion from our main topic we 
prove that all cyclotomic fields for which the ring of integers has a 
Euclidean ideal class are contained in a given set of 32 fields. 
In sections (10.2) and (10.3) we improve the discriminant bounds of 
(5.19) for quadratic extensions of quadratic fields. In sections (10.4) 
and (10.5) we apply these results to quartic fields that are Galois exten-
sions of ~. We find that for these fields we have h(K) ~ 2 if O(K) 
has a Euclidean ideal class. For the case that Gal(K/~) is cyclic we find 
that precisely two rings of integers have a Euclidean ideal class. 
Finally in section (10.6) we give a list of known rings in the cases 
(#3) and (#4) that have a Euclidean ideal class. 
§(10.l) Bounds on the class number 
Let A be the ring of integers of a number field K. Suppose that 
A has a Euclidean ideal class. We will prove that h(A) ~ 4 if K is a 
cubic field and that h(A) ~ 6 if K is a quartic field. If K is a 
quadratic extension of a number field K0 we will prove that 
Index[Cl(A) : iC1(0(K0))] ~ 2, where is the natural map 
1 : Cl (0 (K0 )) -+ Cl (A). This is a generalization of (2. 12) . For certain 
quartic fields this is an extra restriction on the class group. The same 
result can be used to show that we must have h(K) ~ 2 if K is a cyclo-
tomic field. 
THEOREM (JO.I). Let K/~ be a cubic extension. Suppose that A O(K) 
has a Euclidean ideal class, then 
(i) h(A) s 4 • 
' 
(ii) if all primes over 2 have norm 2, then we have h(A)l3; 
(iii) if there is no ideal of norm 3, then we have h(A) s 3. 
PROOF. We distinguish between the possible prime decompositions of 2A. 
Let [a] be a Euclidean ideal class of A. 
Suppose that 
[a] by (2.3), 
2A = pq!L, with Np = Nq = NfL = 2. 
hence [aJ 3 = [A] and h(A) 13. 
Then [p] [q] 
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(a) 
[Jt] 
(b) Suppose that 2A = pq, with Np 2 and Nq = 4. Then [p] = [a] 
by (2.3) and [q] -1 l [a] . From (2.9) we derive that [q] = [a] with 
I s l s 3, hence h(A)!l+I s 4. If there is no ideal of norm 3 we even 
have ls 2, hence h(A) s 3. 
(c) Finally suppose that 2A is prime. From (2.9) we derive that [2A] 
[a]l with s ls 4, hence h(A)jl s 4. If there is no ideal of norm 
3 we even have l s 3, hence h(A) s 3. D 
THEOREM (10.2). Suppose [K:~] = 4. If A= O(K) has a Euclidean ideal 
class we must have 
(i) h(A) s 6, and if h(A) 6 there is a prime of norm 7 
(ii) if aU primes over 2 have norm 2, then h(A)l4 
(iii) if aU primes over 2 have norm 4, then h(A) s 4 . 
' 
(iv) if K/~ is a Gqlois extension, then h(A) I 4 . 
REMARK (10.3). With different techniques we show in sections (10.4) and 
(10.5) that (iv) may be improved to h(A)j2. 
PROOF. Part (iv) follows directly from (2.11). To prove parts (i) - (iii) 
we distinguish between the possible prime decompositions of 2A and 3A. 
Let [a] be a Euclidean ideal class of A. 
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(a) Suppose that 2A = pqJr.J.i, with Np= Nq = Nn = N~ = 2. Then [p] 
= [q] = [n] =[~]=[a] by (2.3), hence [aJ 4 [A] and h(A)l4. 
(b) Suppose that 2A pqn, with Np = Nq = 2 and Nn = 4. Then [p] = 
[q] [a] by (2.3) and [n] = [aJ-2 . From (2.9) we derive that [nJ = 
= [a]l with s l s 3, hence h(A) s 5. 
(c) 
and 
Suppose that 
-I [qJ = [a] . 
2A = pq, with Np= 2 and Nq = 8. 
Using (2.l) repeatedly we derive that 
Then 
[q] 
[pJ = [a] 
[a]l with 
s l s 5, hence h(A) s 6. If there is no ideal of norm 7 we even have 
l s 4, hence h(A) s 5. 
(d) Suppose that 2A = pq, with Np= Nq = 4. From (2.9) we derive that 
[p] [a]m and [q] = [a]n with m, n E {l,2}, hence h(A)Jm+n s 4. 
(e) Suppose that 2A is prime and 3A = pqJr.J.i, with Np= Nq = Nn = N~ 
= 3. Then [p] = [q] = [nJ =[~]=[a] and h(A)J4. 
(f) Suppose that 2A is prime and 
Nn = 9. Then [p] = [q] = [a] and 
[n] = [a]l with l s l s 4, hence 
3A pqn, with Np = Nq = 3 and 
[n] = [aJ-2 . From (2.9) we derive that 
h(A) s 6. If there is no prime of norm 
7 we even have l s 3, hence h(A) s 5. 
(g) Suppose that 2A is prime and 3A = pq, with Np = 3 
then [p] =[a]. Using (2.1) repeatedly we find that [2A] 
and Nq = 27, 
[a]l with 
s ,('_ s 6, hence h (A) s 6. If there is no prime of norm 7 we even have 
l s 5, hence h(A) s 5. 
From (h) Suppose that 
(2.9) we derive that 
2A is prime and 
[p] = [a]m and 
3A = pq, with Np = Nq = 9. 
[q] = [a]n, with l s m, n $ 3, 
hence h (A) J m + n s 6. If there is no prime of norm 7 we even have 
m, n s 2, hence h(A) s 4. 
(i) Finally suppose that 2A and 3A are prime. Then we may use (2.9) 
to derive that h(A) s 5. D 
REMARK (10.4). Notice that the bounds of (JO.I) and (10.2) are better than 
those that may be derived directly from (2.9), which are 6 and JO re-
spectively. Also if we have information about the splitting of 2A, 3A, 
5A, 7A, llA and 13A we may get better bounds on h(A) 
the proofs of (JO.I) and (10.2). 
by inspecting 
The bounds on the class numbers in (1.10) (#3) and (#4) are implied 
by theorems (10.1) and (10.2). This finishes the proof of (I.JO). 
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PROPOSITION (10.5). Let 
l : Cl(0(K0)) ->- Cl(0(K)) 
K/K0 be a quar:l:Patic extension and let 
be the map given by t([a]) = [a0(K)J. If 0(K) 
has a Euclidean ideal class, then 
Index[Cl(O(K)) tC1(0(K0))] s 2. 
PROOF. Essentially this is the same proof as that of (2.12). Let a be 
the generator of Gal(K/K0). If a is an O(K) - ideal of least norm f I, 
then a is Euclidean by (2.3). Also aa is Euclidean, hence [a]= [aa]. 
2 This shows that [a] = [aaa] E tC1(0(K0)). Because Cl(O(K)) is generated 
by [a] we get Index[Cl(O(K)) Cl(0(K0))] 5 2. D 
As a corollary of (10.5) we get a finite list of cyclotomic fields, 
that contain all those fields that have a Euclidean ideal class. For the 
definition of sm see section (O.I). 
PROPOSITION (10.6). Let 
eye lo tomic field !11 ( s ) 
m 
and this occurs only for 
m E ?Z>O be such that m t. 2 mod 4. If the 
has a Euclidean ideal class then h(!Q(sm)) s 2, 
m I, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 
24, 25, 27, 28, 32, 33, 35, 36, 40, 44, 45, 48, 60, 84, 
for which h(!Q(sm)) =I, and for 
m = 39, 56, 
PROOF. Write K = !Q(sm) and K0 =Kn lR. Using (10.5) we find that 
h 5 2, where h- is defined by h(K) = h-·h(K0). Masley has shown that 
this implies that h(K0) = I, cf. [M2], Main theorem. In particular we 
have h(K) 5 2. The same theorem of Masley shows that h(K) = 2 if and 
only if m = 39 or m = 56. Together with Montgomery [MM] he proved that 
h(K) = I if and only if m is one of the other given values. D 
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In section (0.6) we have seen that for 13 values of m, i.e. 
m E {l,3,4,5,7,8,9,ll,12,15,16,20,24}, the ring of integers is Euclidean. 
Furthermore it can be shown that for m = 32 the ring of integers is not 
Euclidean, cf. [L6]. For the remaining 18 rings the existence of a Euclid-
ean ideal class remains undecided. 
§(10.2) Quadratic extensions of imaginary quadratic fields 
This section and the subsequent three are devoted to quartic fields that 
have a quadratic subfield. We begin by establishing the notation to be used. 
By K0 we denote a quadratic extension of ~ and by K a totally 
imaginary quadratic extension of K0 • The rings of integers of K0 and K 
are denoted by A0 and A respectively. The element and ideal norms of 
K0 with respect to S00 are denoted by N0 , those of K with respect to 
S00 by N, cf. (0.14) and (0.15). 
Let a be the generator of Gal(K/K0). For an element a of K0 
the relative norm N(a) is given by N~a) = a•aa E K0 . The relative ideal 
norm Na of an A - ideal is given by Na = a•aa n K0 . We have 
cf. [CF] eh.II app.A. The element norm, as defined by (1.7), 
N = NO o N, 
will be de-
noted by N for K and N0 for K0 respectively. We have N = N0 ° N. 
Notice that N = N because K is totally complex. 
The relative different V(K/K0 ) of K/K0 is the A - ideal defined by 
{x EK: Tr(xa) E A0 for all a EA}, 
where Tr : K -> K0 is the trace function. The relative discriminant 
~(K/K0 ) is defined to be N(V(K/K0)), cf. [W] 4-8-11. If ~ is the 
discriminant of K and ~O is the discriminant of K0 we have a product 
formula 
(I 0. 7) 
cf. [W] 4-8-1 2. 
In the rest of this section we take K0 to be an imaginary quadratic 
field. Let S = S00 be the set of archimedean primes of K, and 1·1 1 
and l·I the two normalized valuations in S, cf. (1.2) (c). When re-2 
stricted to K0 the two valuations l·/ 1 and 1·1 2 coincide with the 
archimedean valuation / • I 00 of K0 . The ring KS is isomorphic to U: x U:, 
cf. (3.13). As before we regard K as being embedded along the diagonal 
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in KS. The subfield K0 lies dense in the plane { (x,x) E IC x IC : x E IC}. 
As we have seen in section (3.6) every A-ideal is a lattice in KS. 
For every A- ideal c. we will construct x E KS/c., such that for each 
x E x we have N(x) ~ M•Nc. for some M E lR>O that tends to 00 with 
max{j60 j, N0 (6(K/K0))}. As in section (S.4) this will lead to an upperbound 
on 6 if A has a Euclidean ideal class. The new bound is better than 
that of Cassels, cf. (S.19) (#4), but for j60 J + 00 it approaches Cassels' 
bound. 
For the remainder of this section we take an A0 - ideal a fixed. 
For our applications the choice a = A0 will be sufficient. For x E IC 
we define 
(10.8) llxll = min{jx-al 00 : a Ea}. 
Notice that llxll ~ pN0a for all x E IC, where p is the covering radius 
of a, cf. (3.4). 
Let Tr : K --+ K0 be the trace function. We extend it to 
Tr: KS = IC x IC--+ IC by Tr((x 1 ,x2)) = x 1 +x2 for (x 1 ,x2) E IC x IC. 
For an A - ideal c. we define the po Zar c.A with respect to a by 
(10.9) c.A = {x E KS : Tr(xy) e: a for all y e: c.}. 
Notice the resemblance with 
§4-8 it can be shown that 
minants satisfy 
(10.10) 
c.i, cf. (3.17). Using the results of [W] 
-I -I 
c.A = ac. V(K/K0) • This shows that the deter-
cf. (3.18), (3.21), (3.22) and (10.7). 
PROPOSITION (I 0. 11). Let k E lR and let (a ) be a sequence in 
>I n ne:2'Z 
c.A satisfying (5.7) with k replaced by k2, i.e. 
(a) 
(b) for aiz n E 2'Z ; 
(c) 
n+oo n+-oo 
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(d) 
Then there exists x E Ks/Q such that for all x E x we have 
(I 0. 12) llTr(xa ) II 
n 
n E 7Z • 
PROOF. By the definition of QA we have Tr(yan) E a for all y E Q, 
Thus, because Tr is additive, the value of llTr(xa ) II does not depend n 
on the choice of X E x. Because KS/Q is compact it suffices to construct, 
for each pair ml' m2 E 7Z , an element X E KS such that (10.12) holds 
for all n E 7Z with ml :S n s m2• Shifting the indices we may suppose 
that m2 0 and ml = m :S o. Hence it suffices to prove, by induction 
on m E 7Z so ' that there exists xm E KS such that 
( 1O.13) 
Because Tr is surjective we can find x0 E KS' such that (10.13) 
holds for m = 0. Now suppose that m < O. From (3.4) we derive that there 
exists y E a:: such that IYl 00 s pN0a and llTr(xm+lam) +yll = pN0a. Take 
-1 
xm = xm+l + (y,O)am E KS. Then (10.13) holds for n = m by construction. 
If m < n :S 0 we have 
llTr(x a ) II =II Tr(x 1a ) + Tr((y,O)a a- 1) II :0: m n m+ n nm 
PROPOSITION (10.14). Let (an)n E 2Z be a sequence in QA such that the 
conditions of (10.11) hold and let x E KS/QA. be such that (10,12) holds. 
Then for all x E x we have 
16 J 
PROOF. Take x Ex. As in (5.13) we derive from (10.JJ)(c) and (d) and 
(IO.J2) that N(x) f O. Hence there exists n E 7l such that 
From (10.Jl)(b) we derive that 
Multiplying (10,JJ)(a) by (10.ll)(b) gives 
Hence, using (5.J4), we get 
Because 
II Tr(xa ) II 
n 
we get 
Combining this with (JO.JO), (3.21), (3.22) and (J0.7) gives 
N(x) 
0 
As in (5.19) we may derive an upper bound for N0 (6(K/K0)) if A 
has a Euclidean ideal class. This upper bound will be better if p is 
larger. The largest value of p is obtained by taking a = A0 • 
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THEOREM (10.15). Let K0 be an imaginary quadx>atic field of discriminant 
Li 0 , and K a quadx>atic extension of K0 with discriminant LI over ~­
Suppose that A = O(K) has a Euclidean ideal class. Then 
Li s K·r(Li0), 
with K 2302021 l 7. 8 and 
l ( 1Li0 1 )s if Lio is odd n:;;T+T r(Ll0) ( 1Li0 1 \4 jLi0 j+4) if Lio is even. 
PROOF. I -l We take a= A0 , then P = 16!Li0 jr(Li0) 4 • If c. is a Euclidean 
ideal of A we derive from (10.14) and (5.5)(b) that 
hence for k > 2 we have 
As a function of k, for k > 2, this has minimum near k = 1 ~~~b . For 
16567 k = 3000 we get 
Lis r(Li 0)·230202ll7.8 D 
REMARK (10.16). In (5.19) (#4) we found that LI s K. Since r(Li0) < 
our present bound is better. For even and odd Li 0 separately r(Li0) is 
monotonically increasing to 
COROLLARY (10.17). Let K0 be an imaginary quadx>atic field of discriminant 
Li0 and K a quadx>atic extension field of K0 of discriminant LI over 
~. If A = O(K) has a Euclidean ideal class, then 
LI s 229713301 
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if moreover A0 is even and at least one prime ramifies in K/K0 then 
A ::; 227897232 • 
PROOF. First suppose that K/K0 is unramified. Let L be the normal 
closure of K/~, then also L/K0 is unramified. Checking the various 
possibilities for Gal(L/~) and using that by Minkowski's theorem ([W] 
5-4-10) the inertia groups of the finite primes generate Gal(L/~) one 
finds that K = L, Gal(K/~) = v4 and that .at least one prime ramifies in 
K/K 1, where K1 is the other imaginary quadratic subfield of K. Hence 
we may replace K0 by K1• This shows that we may assume that at least 
one prime ramifies in K/K0• This implies that h(K0)ih(K), cf. [Wa] 
prop.4.11, hence h(K0)::; 6 by (10.2). From [Bu] we derive that for 
odd A0 we have IA0 1 ::; 3763 and for even A0 we have !A0 ! ::; 1588. By 
the monotonicity of r(A0), cf. (10.14), we get A::; K•r(-3763) = 
= 229713301.3 if A0 is odd and A::; K·r(-1588) = 227897233.7 if A0 is 
even. D 
Table 19 lists for all A0 > -JOO, except for A0 = -71 upper bounds 
for N0 (A(K/K0)) and A in the case that A has a Euclidean ideal class. 
TABLE 19. Upper bounds for the discriminant A of a quadratic extension of 
~(IA0 ), fo.r which the ring of integers has a Euclidean ideal class. 
Ao No (A (K/Ko)) ::; 
-3 2560684 
-4 899225 
-7 1614272 
-8 710492 
-11 948432 
-15 610504 
-19 423044 
-20 277532 
-23 309588 
-24 215724 
-31 185797 
-35 149969 
-39 123596 
-40 98249 
-43 103568 
23046156 
14387600 
79099328 
45471488 
114760272 
137363400 
152718884 
111012800 
163772052 
124257024 
178550917 
183712025 
187989516 
157198400 
191497232 
Ao No (A (K/Ko)) ::; 
-47 88056 
-51 75769 
-52 63293 
-55 65884 
-56 55696 
-59 57809 
-67 45533 
-68 39601 
-79 33349 
-83 30333 
-84 I 
-87 27756 
-88 24884 
-91 25469 
-95 23448 
194515704 
197075169 
171144272 
199299100 
174662656 
201233129 
204397637 
183115024 
208131109 
208964037 
7056 
210085164 
192701696 
210908789 
211618200 
These bounds are derived from (10.15) and (10.7). We have not included 
Ao= -71, because in this case we have h(K0) = 7, hence 7lh(K), which 
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implies that A has no Euclidean ideal class, cf. (I0.2)(i). The bounds 
keeping in mind that No(6(K/Ko)) -
p is an odd prime of K, cf. [Ma] 
that for 60 = -84 we have 
on N0 (6(K/K0)) are rounded downwards, 
= 0,1 mod 4 and vp(6(K/K0)) s 1 if 
app.II and [CF] Ch.I §5 thm.2. Notice 
N0 (6(K/K0)) s 1. This follows because if No (6 (K/Ko)) > 1 we have by class 
field theory that N: Cl(A) -->- Cl(A0) is surjective, but in this case 
Cl(A0) ~ v4 , which is not an image of a cyclic group of order s 6. 
§(10.3) Quadratic extensions of real quadratic fields 
In this section we use the notation established at the beginning of 
section (10.2). In contrast to section (10.2) we take K0 to be a real 
quadratic field, and we assume that K is a to·tally corrrplex quadratic 
extension of KO. Let s = s be the set of archimedean primes of K and 00 
let I • 11 and I· I 2 be the normalized valuations in s, cf. (1.2). The 
restrictions of I· I 1 and I · I 2 to KO give the squares of the normalized 
archimedean valuations of K0• As in chapter 3 we regard K as being em-
bedded along the diagonal in KS = a: x 0:. The subfield K0 lies dense in 
the plane lR x JR c a: x O:. 
The determinant of a lattice r in KS will be denoted by v(r), 
cf. (3. 18). We denote the determinant of a lattice r c]RxJR 
r 
with re-
spect to the usual measure by vr(rr) and that of a lattice r. c ilR x ilR 
l 
by Because is 4 times the usual measure on a: x a: we get 
( 1o.18) 
Let TT denote the orthogonal projection of a: r 
TT. denote the orthogonal projection of a: x a: l 
A - ideal a we write a a n (lR x lR) and 
r 
LEMMA (10.19). Let a be an 
in lR x JR and TT • a and a. 
A - ideal. Then 
are lattices in 
1 l 
v(a) = 4v (a )v.(TT.a) 
r r l l 
x a: onto lR x R and let 
onto ilR x ilR. For an 
a. a n 
l 
(ilR x iJR). 
TT a and 
r 
iJR x iJR. 
a are lattices 
r 
Moreover 
PROOF. Both TT a and a are A0 - ideals, hence they are lattices in r r 
lR x JR. Let d E KO be such that K = K0 (/d), then ld·a. and ld··rr .a l l 
are A0 - ideals, hence a. and TT .a are lattices in ilR x ilR. Let l l 
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F be a fundamental domain for a and F. one for 11.a. Then F x F. 
r r i i r i 
is a fundamental domain for a, hence v(a) = 4vr(ar)vi(11ia). Similarly 
we can show that v(a) = 4vi(ai)vr(rrra). D 
For a given A - ideal a we will construct an element X E KS such 
that N(x - a) is large for all a E a. This will be done by choosing 11/x) 
and 11i(x) far with respect to the norm from 11 a and 11.a respectively. r i 
To show that x is far from a we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA (10.20). Let x 1 , x2 , y 1 , y2, a, b E lR>O be such that 
Then 
hence 
<: a+ b + 2/ab = (la+ lb) 2• D 
LEMMA (I 0. 21). For any A - ideal a there exists x E KS 
that for each a E a we have 
IC x IC, such 
N(x - a) 
PROOF. Ennola ([E] thm.l) showed that there exists x E JR x 1R and 
r 
xi E iJR x i:JR such that for all Sr E 11r(a) and all Si E rri(a) we have 
[x. -s.[ 1[x. -s.1 2 i i i i 
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cf. (5.20). Take 
a c nr(a) x ni(a) 
N(x - a) 
D 
x E K5 , such that nrx = xr and nix 
it follows from (10.20) that for each 
x .• Because 
]_ 
a E a we have 
LEMMA (I O. 22). Let a be an A - ideal that is invar>iant under> Gal (K/K0). 
W1°ite 
K = 4(16 + 6/6). 
If a is a Euclidean A - ideal we have 
PROOF. Because a is invariant under Gal(K/K0) we have for all a E a 
that 
where Tr: K--+ K0 is the trace function. This shows that vr(nr(a)) 2 
2 !vr(ar). If a is Euclidean we derive from (10.21) and (10.19) that 
i.e. 
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PROPOSITION (10.23). If A has a Euclidean ideal that is invariant under 
Gal(K/K0), then 
6 s 14206929. 
PROOF. Let a be a Galois-invariant Euclidean A - ideal. From ( l O. 22) and 
the inequality of the means we get 
Hence 6 s K4/16 = 14206929.9 0 
The bound on 6, as given in (10.23), is more than a factor 16 better 
than the bound of (5.19) (#4). However, it only applies when there is a 
Euclidean ideal class that is invariant under Gal(K/K0). 
Now we investigate for which fields (10.23) may be applied. 
LEMMA (10.24). Suppose that the prime p of least norm in KO ramifies 
in K/K0 , a:nd that A has a Euc Zidean ideal class. Then this ideal class 
contains an ideal that is invariant under Gal(K/Ko). We have N0p s 4 
and 
6 s 14197824 if Nop 2 . 
' 
6 s 14197824 if Nop 3 . 
' 
6 s 14167696 if Nop 4 . 
PROOF. Let p be the prime ideal of A that lies over p. Then p is an 
integral A - ideal of least norm f I. If A has a Euclidean ideal class, 
then P must be Euclidean by (2.3). Also p is invariant under 
! 
Because NP= N0p we have q(P) = N0p2 • Let ~ be the A0 - ideal such 
that 6(K/K0) p·~. Then from (10.22) we derive that 
hence 
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Because N0 (2A0) = 4 we have N0p 5 4. If N0p = N0n = 2 we have 
60 5 1884 and 6 5 4•1884 2 = 14197824. If N0 p = 2 and N0n # 2; t~en 
N0 (n) 2 4 because p2 j6(K/K0), cf. [WJ 3-7-23, hence 6 5 K 4(2- 4 +2 4)-4 < 
< 14197824. If N0p = N0n = 3 we have 60 5 1256 and 6 5 9•1256 2 
14197824. If N0p = 3 and N0n # 3, then N0n 2 7, since N0pn -
- 0,1 mod 4 (cf. [Ma] app.II) hence 6 5 K 4 ((3/7)! + (7/3)!)-4 < 14197824. 
If N0p N0n = 4 we have 60 5 941 and 6 5 16•941 2 = 14167696. Finally 
if N0p 4 and N0n # 4; t~en N0n 2 16 because p2 j6(K/K0), cf. [W] 
3-7-23, hence 6 5 K4 (4- 4 + 4 4 )-4 < 14167696. 0 
LEMMA (10.25). Suppose that h(K) is odd. If A has a Euclidean ideal 
class [a], then there is an ideal c E [a] that is invariant under 
Gal (K/Ko). 
PROOF. Take c = (aoa)!(h(K)+l). 0 
In the next proposition we will see that the existence of a Galois-
invariant ideal in the Euclidean ideal class depends on the number of primes 
ramified in 
* and A0 . 
K/K0 , on the quotient h(K)/h(K0) and on the relation between 
We give a more precise result than needed here, with a view 
to an application in the next section. 
If G is the Galois group of K/K0 and M is a G - module we write 
MG = {x E M: ox = x for all a E G}. 
PROPOSITION (10.26). Let K0 be a real quadratic field and let K be a 
totally complex quadratic extension field of K0 • Denote by A0 and A 
the rings of integers of K0 and K respectively. Let W be the group 
* * of roots of unity of K and Q = Index[A : WA0 J. Let H be the group of 
ideal classes of K that contain an ideal that is invariant under the 
Galois group G of K/K0• Suppose that Cl(A)G = Cl(A) and that 
Index[Cl(A): tCl(A0)J 5 2, then we have the following 6 possibilities: 
(i) 
(ii) 
Index[ Cl (A) : H] h(A) h(A0) Q 
2 
#finite primes 
ramified in K/K0 
0 
Index[ Cl (A) : H] h(A) h(A0) 
(iii) 2 
(iv) 2 
(v) 2 
(vi) 2 2 
Q 
2 
#finite primes 
ramified in K/K0 
2 
0 
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Moreover if Index[Cl(A) : HJ 
totally positive. 
2 then A0 has a fundamental unit that is 
PROOF. Let I(A) be the ideal group of A and let P(A) be its sub~roup 
of principal A - ideals, Consider the exact sequence 
(10.27) 0---+ A*---+ K*---+ P(A) ---+ O. 
The cohomology with respect to G ([CF] eh.IV §8) gives the following 
exact sequence 
* * G I * 0 ---+Ao ---+ Ko ---+ P(A) ---+ H (A ) ---+ o. 
I * *(a-1) We have H (A ) = W/A ""'Q'll/2'll, where a denotes the generator of 
* * G r G. Because K0/A0 "" P(A0) and I(A) /I(A0) ""' ('ll/2'll) , where r is the 
number of ramifying primes in K/K0 , we have a diagram with exact rows and 
columns 
0 
! 
0 0 c 
! ! ! 
0 
- P(A0) I(A0) Cl(A0) -o 
! ! ! 
0 
- P(A)G I(A)G H -o 
! ! ! 
Q'll/2'll ('ll/2'll) r D 
l l ! 
0 0 0 
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r-1 for certain groups C and D. Using the snake lennna we get Q•2 = 
r 
-1 
= #('ll/2'll) /#(Q'll/2'll) = #n/#c = #H/h(Ao) = Index[Cl(A) : HJ ·h(A)/h(Ao). 
Because h(A0)/h(A), cf. [Wa] thm.4.16, lCl(A0) c H and 
Index[Cl(A): lCl(A0)J s 2 we have h(A)/h(A0) E {1,2}. To prove the pro-
position it remains to show that Q = 1 and A0 has a totally positive 
fundamental unit if Index[Cl(A) : H] = 2. 
Consider the exact sequence 
0 -> P (A) --+ I (A) ---+ C 1 (A) ---+ 0 
By taking the cohomology with respect to G we get the exact sequence 
Because Cl(A)G = Cl(A) by assumption we have Cl(A)/H"" H1(P(A)). By 
taking the cohomology of (10.27) we get H1(P(A))"" (A~ nNK*)/NA*. Hence 
* - * - * Index[Cl(A) : H] = 2 implies that A0 n NK ¥ NA • This only happens if A0 
has a totally positive fundamental unit and Q = 1. D 
Combining the results above we get the following theorem. 
THEOREM (10.28). Let K be a totally imaginary quadratic extension of a 
real quadratic field K0 • Let A be the ring of integers of K and let 
A0 be the ring of integers of K0. Let W be the group of roots of unity 
of K and let n be a fundamental unit of A0• If A has a Euclidean 
ideal class and the discriminant 6 of K is larger than 14206929, then 
the following conditions hold. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
6 s 230202117 ; 
h(A) E {2,4,6}; 
at most one finite prime ramifies in K/K0 and such a prime is 
not of minimal norm; 
Index[ Cl (A) : lCl (A0) J 2, where t : Cl (A0) ---+ Cl (A) is the 
natural map; moreover is injective if and only if exactly 
one finite prime ramifies in K/K0 ; 
1. 
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REMARK (10.29). Presumably there is no totally imaginary quartic field with 
discriminant > 14206929 for which the ring of integers has a Euclidean 
ideal class. 
PROOF OF (10.28). The upper bound in (a) is proven in (5.19) (#4), Part (b) 
follows from (10.2), (10.23) and (10.25). For (c) and (e) we may apply 
(10.24) and (10.26) since by (10.4) we have Index[Cl(A) : tCl(A0)J s 2. 
Finally for (d) we use (10.26) together with the fact that 1Cl(A0) c H. 
D 
§(10.4) Quartic cyclic extensions of ~ 
In this section we assume that K is a totally imaginary quartic 
cyclic extension of ~. The quadratic subfield Kn lR will be denoted by 
K0 . For the extension K/K0 we adopt the notation explained at the begin-
ning of section (10.2). Let a be a generator of Gal(K/~). 
We prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM (10.30). Let K be a totally imaginary quartic cyclic field. The 
ring of integers of K has a Euclidean ideal class if and only if K = 
= ~Cs5 ) or K is the quartic subfield of ~(s 13 ). Moreover in both cases 
the ring of integers itself is Euclidean. 
The proof of (10.30) occupies the whole section. First we prove the 
'only if' part in several stages. 
LEMMA (10.31). Suppose that A has a Euclidean ideal class [al, then 
there exists an ideal e E [a] that is invariant under Gal(K/~). 
PROOF. From (2.4) we derive that 
Because [a] = [aa] there exists 
[a] is invariant under Gal(K/~). 
* a E K such that aa = aa, hence 
Na= N(a)•Na. Because 
From Hilbert 90 ([CF] 
such that a = BaB-I. 
D 
K is totally complex we have N(a) = N(a) = I. 
Ch. V §2. 7) we conclude that there exists * B E K 
Then e =Ba E [a] is invariant under Gal(K/~). 
PROPOSITION (10.32). Suppose that A has a Euclidean ideal class. Then 
K is one of the 17 fields listed in table 20. 
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TABLE 20. Cyclic totally imaginary quartic fields that may have a Euclidean 
ideal class. The discriminant of K is denoted by 6, that of 
KO by 60. The conductor of K is denoted by f, that of KO 
by fo. In the case that h(K) 4 the field K is not deter-
mined uniquely by f and fo. In this case a characterization 
of a 4-th degree character corresponding to K is given. 
h(K) 
6 f 60 fo 
125 53 5 5 
2048 211 16 8 
2197 !33 13 13 
24389 293 29 29 
50653 37 3 37 37 
148877 53 3 53 53 
226981 61 3 61 61 
h(K) 2 
6 f 60 fo 
8000 26.53 40 5 
18432 21 l .32 48 8 
21125 53 .132 65 5 
36125 53.172 85 5 
51200 211. 52 80 8 
54925 52.133 65 13 
140608 26.133 104 13 
240737 72 .173 119 17 
h(K) 4 
/I, f 60 = fo x 
256000 211. 53 80 40 x (3) -I 
614125 53 • !73 85 85 x (3) -1 
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PROOF. From (2.5) and (2.11) we know that the class group Cl(A) is 
cyclic of order dividing 4. From (10.31) we know that we may use the 
bounds of (10.22) and that G acts trivially on Cl(A). Let H be the 
Hilbert class field of K. By class field theory we have Gal(H/K) ~ Cl(A) 
and also Gal(K/~) acts trivially on Gal(H/K). Hence Gal(H/~) ~ 
~ Gal (K/~) x Cl (A) "" 'O./ 4'0. x Cl (A) . 
Let X be the group of Dirichlet-characters corresponding to K, 
cf. [Wa] ch.3. It is generated by a character x of order 4 for which 
x(-1) = -1. Let f be the conductor of x and let f 0 be the conductor 
of x2 , then f is the conductor of K and f 0 is the conductor of K0 • 
By the conductor discriminant product formula, [Wa] thm.3.11, we have 
2 2 -1 6 f f 0 and 60 = f 0 , hence N0 (6(K/K0)) = f f 0 by (10.7). We write 
p?f Xp' where xp is a character of which the conductor is a power of 
p and the product is taken over the prime divisors p of f. Let X p 
x 
denote the group generated by xp' then the character group corresponding 
to H is equal to n x pjf p' cf. [Wa] ch.3. Because the ch.aracter group is 
dual, hence isomorphic, to the Galois group we find that at most two primes 
ramify in K/~. 
Write -I then has a Euclidean ideal g = ffo ' g E 'O.>O • Because A 
-I I 2 2 class we have by (I0.22) that f 0 (q(a) + q(a) g f 0) 5 K Below we often 
need a bound on fo for given g or a bound on g for given fo. An 
easy computation shows that 
( 10.33) 1 2-2 I 2 -1)2,. f 0 s 4q(a) g (-q(a) + lq(a) + 4gKq(a) 
Each A - ideal a invariant under Gal (K/K0) is of the form a0b, where 
a0 is an A0 - ideal and b is a product of different prfo1e ideals ramify-
ing in K/K0 • We have q(a) q(b) = li~b. 
For the remainder of the proof we consider the three possibilities 
for h(A) separately. 
(a) Suppose that h(A) = I, 
f. Because X (-1) = x(-1) p 
p = 2 we have f = 16, f 0 
then H = K and only one prime p divides 
-I we have p = 2 or p = 5 mod 8. If 
8 and 6 = 2048. This field is included in 
table 20. If p = 5 mod 8 we have f = f 0 = P and g = I. If A has a 
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Euclidean ideal class then A is itself Euclidean. We have q(A) l, 
hence by the first inequality of (10.33) we have 
l r.-c-;-- 2 p :0: 4(-I + v 1+4K) 112.196, 
i.e. p E {5,13,29,37,53,61,IOJ,109}. From the tables of Hasse [H2] and of 
Yoshino and Hirabayashi [YH], or by using the analytic class number formula 
([Wa] ch.4), we derive that h(A) = only if p E {5,13,29,37,53,61}. 
(b) Suppose that h(A) = 2, then exactly two primes p and q divide f, 
where the order of 
xP is equal to 4 and the order of xq is equal to 
2. By (I0.26) at most two primes ramify in K/K0 , hence q is inert in 
KO/!I). Because the order of xP is 4 we have p = 2 or p - I mod 4. We 
denote by p and q the primes of K lyinr; over p and q respectively. 
Let G and G be the inertia groups in Gal (H/())) of the primes p q 
over p and q respectively. By Minkowski's theorem ([W] 5-4-10) 
and G generate Gal(H/())), This shows that Gal(H/()))/G is cyclic q q 
that q is inert in H/K. Let H be the fixed field of G Then q q 
is a quadratic extension of O! in which only q ramifies. From the 
dratic reciprocity law we find that p is inert in 
need the extra information that x(-1) = -l). Hence 
H /()) (if q = 2 q 
p is inert in 
G p 
and 
H q 
qua-
we 
H/K. 
This shows that both p and q are non-principal A - ideals. Because they 
are invariant under Gal(K/())) we may take one of them for the Galois-in-
variant Euclidean ideal. 
If p = 2, then q 
-
±3 mod 8. The 
is up to taking the inverse determined by 
fo = 8, f = l6q 
second inequality 
i.e. q = 3 
cases h(A) 
If q 
X (-1) = -I p 
that f 0 = p, 
or 
2. 
2 
and 
f 
and 
of 
q 
then 
xq 
= 8p 
g = 2q. We take a 
(10.33) we derive that 
10.499, 
5. From the tables in 
p - 5 mod 8, because 
is the even character 
and g = 8. We take 
character xp of conductor 16 
X (-1) = -x (-1). We have p q 
p, then q(a) = 12. From the 
[Ha2] we find that in both 
2 is inert in KO/OJ. Hence 
of conductor 8. This shows 
a q, then q(a) = 2. From 
the first inequality of (10.33) we derive that 
I ~2 p :0: 64 (-2 + v4+16K) 28.049, 
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i.e. p = 5 or p = 13. From the tables of [Ha2] and [YH] we find that 
h(A) = 2 in both cases. 
If both p and q are odd we have f 0 = p, f = pq and g = q. We 
take a= p, then q(a) = Ip. From the second inequality of (10.33) we 
derive that 
-1 I 
q $ K'P 2 - p2. 
Since q?.'.3 wehave psi(-3+19+4K) 2 =93.742. Keepinginmindthat 
(E) -1 and x(-1) =-I we find the following possibilities for p and q: q 
q: 
p q $ q 
5 52.676 13, 17, 37 
13 30.450 5 
17 25.657 3, 7, I I , 23 
29 17.416 17 
37 14, 103 5, 13 
41 12. 773 3, 7' 11 
53 9.586 5 
61 7. 911 
73 5.827 
89 3.581 3 
From the tables in [Ha2] and [YH] and from the analytic class number formula, 
cf. [Wa] ch.4, we find that h(2) = 2 only if p = 5 and q = 13 or 17; 
p = 13 and q = 5· p = 17 and q = 7. 
' 
(c) Finally suppose that h(A) = 4. Then exactly two primes p and q 
divide f. Both characters xP and xq have order 4. For given p and 
q the characters 
xP and xq are determined up to taking inverse and thus 
there are two possibilities for x and for K. Because x x (-l) = -I we p q 
may assume that p = 2 and q - I mod 4 or p - 5 mod 8 and q - 1 mod 8. 
Let p be the A - ideal of norm p and let q be the A - ideal of 
norm q. Let a be a Euclidean A - ideal that is invariant under 
Gal(K/Ko), then a a0b, where ao is an A0 - ideal and b E {A, p, 
q, pq}. Then q (a) = q (b) = !Nb, hence q(a) E {I ' Ip, lq, /PclL 
First suppose that p = 2. Then f = 16q, fo = 8q and g = 2. The 
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character xp of conductor !6 is up to taking the inverse determined by 
x (-I) = -x (-1). We may take a= p, the ideal of minimal norm, and p q 
q(a) = 12. From the first inequality of (10.33) we derive that 
I ---2 q 5 64(-/2 + /2+4K/2) = 9.749, 
hence q = 5. From the table in [Ha2] we find that h(A) 
case that x(3) = -1. 
4 only in the 
Now suppose that p # 2. Then f = f 0 = pq 
hence (q(a)+q(a)- 11N0 (ll(K/K0))) E {l+vpq,lp+/q}. 
we have by (J0.22) that 
and N0 (ll(K/K0)) pq, 
Because Ip+ lq < I + ,!pq 
2 2 pq (/p + /q) 5 K , 
Because p 2 5 we have 
q 5 I( rs:m2 4 -15+ 5+-fs- 40.655, 
hence q l 7. This gives 
p 5 i(-111 +!11+-ff?f 14.228, 
hence p 5 or p = 13. From the tables in [Ha2] we find that h(A) 4 
only if p 5 and x (3) -1. D 
For the proof of (10.30) it only remains to consider the fields in table 20. 
We first deal with the rings that do not have a Euclidean ideal class. The 
following lemma is similar to (5.23). 
LEMMA (10.34). Let a be a Euclidean A-ideal that is invariant under 
Gal(K/~). Let n E 2Z be an integer that is a 4-th power of an integer 
mod an 2Z . Then there exists a E A such that N(a) = n mod an ?l and 
O 5 N(a) < Na. 
PROOF. Let ?l be such that 4 n mod a. Then there exists m E m - a E 
with a = m mod a and N(a) N(a) 
-
m mod a. Because a is invariant 
Gal(K/~) we have N(a) = m 4 n mod an 2Z. Also have N(a) ::: - we under 
D 
A 
0. 
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Because the Euclidean ideal class is uniquely determined by (2.3) we may 
check (10.34) for the rings of integers of the fields in table 20. For 
seven of these rings table 21 lists the ideals and n E 2Z for which there 
is no a as in (10.34). 
TABLE 21. ldeals a for which there is a 4-th power n mod an 2Z and 
for which there is no a E A with Na = n. 
f fo h Na an 2Z n 
29 29 29 29 2Z 20 
37 37 37 37 2Z 10 
53 53 53 53 2Z 10 
61 61 61 61 2Z 12 
65 13 2 13 13 2Z 3 
104 13 2 13 13 2Z 3 
119 17 2 17 17 2Z 13 
Eight other rings may be treated with (7.1), which also applies to 
our situation, as the reader may check. In table 22 one finds for a given 
field K, with ring of integers A, an integral ideal c.' the order k 
of the subgroup A * mod c. in (A/ c.)* and the number .e. of integral A-
ideals of norm < Ne. in the ideal class -I [a c.J. Here [a] is the ideal 
class that contains the integral ideals of minimal norm < I. Because 
kl < Na - I we find that [a] is not Euclidean. This finishes the proof 
of the 'only if' part of (10.30). 
TABLE 22. 
f 
16 
40 
48 
65 
85 
80 
80 
85 
Integral ideals c. for which the order k of 
(A/c.)* and the number l of integral ideals in 
* (A mod c.) 
-I [a c.J 
in 
of 
norm < Ne. satisfy kl < Ne. - l. Here [a] is the ideal class 
that contains the integral ideals of minimal norm > I . 
fo h 
8 I 
5 2 
8 2 
5 2 
5 2 
8 2 
40 4 
85 4 
Ne. 
4 
16 
4 
16 
16 
4 
9 
17 
k 
I 
3 
I 
3 
3 
l 
2 
4 
.e. 
2 
2 
I 
2 
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It remdins to prove that for the fields with conductors 5 and 13 
the ring of integers A has a Euclidean ideal class. In both cases 
h(A) = I, hence we have to prove that A is Euclidean. If f = 5, then 
K = ~(t; 5 ) and it is already known that A is Euclidean, cf. [K;O] and 
section (0.6). Hence we only have to show that the ring of integers A of 
the 4-th degree subfield K of ~(t 13 ) is Euclidean. This can be done 
with a method similar to Ojala's method for ~(1; 16 ) in [Oj]. Below we 
describe this method. 
The ring A is equal to LZS + Z".oS + 2Zo 7 S + tzo 3 (i, where S = 
Z:(-1 +/13+/-26+6/13) and o is a generator of Gal(K/~). Notice thd! 
3 9 B = t; + t; + ( , where z; is a primitive 13-th root of unity. The unit 
ri ~(3 + /13) is a fundamental unit of A. Multiplication by ri is given 
by 
-I 
) = ( -i 
-I 
4 
-2 
-I 
I 
-I 
2 
-2 
-I ) ( 
4 
This is needed in the computations described below. 
) . 
We regard K as being embedded in [ x [, with /13 > 0 on the first 
factor and /13 < 0 on the second. Let /·/ 1 be the valuation on the first 
coordinate and let /·/ be the valuation on the second coordinate. These 2 
valuations are given by 
(10.35) 
Hence 
(10.36) 
3 
aioiB/ I 
3 
aiois/2 I I + I I 
i=O i=O 
3 2 13 3 2 3 2 5· I a. - 3· I a.a. 2 I a. - ~c I ai) . i=O i ifj i J i=O i 2 i=O 
To prove thaL A 
3 i 
Y li=O aio S, 
a E A such that 
(10.37) 
is Euclidean it suffices to prove that for any 
I 
with ai E lR and I ai I <:: 2 there exists n E 2Z 
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and 
To prove this we divide the region with 
epipeds of the form 
ja.I <:: into 10000 parallel-
1 2 
3 
l 
i=O 
with r. E 2Z , 
1 
i 
a.a S 
]_ 
-5 <:: r. 
1 
r. 
1 
lo<:: 
<:: 4. 
r. +I 
1 
ai <:: -1-0-}' 
We only consider those parallelepipeds for 
which ro = max{ri'-ri-1 : 0 <:: i <:: 3}' because the others are obtained from 
these by action of Gal(L/CQ) and multiplication by -I• The following 
steps are processed for each parallelepiped P. 
Step I. If ro <:: I we find that (10.37) is satisfied for a = 0 and n = 0 
and all y E p since for any y E p we have by the inequality of the means 
hl 1 1Yl 2 "i<hl1 
2 ~ (..!2. 4 ._4_) 2 and (10.36) that + h I 2) <:: < 1. 4 2 100 
case we stop, otherwise we go to step 2. 
Step 2. Now we have r 0 E {2,3,4}. If max{ri,-ri-1 i # 0} = 0 
that (10.37) is satisfied for a = 0 and n = 0 and all y E P, 
P We have I I I I / I ( I I + I I ) 2 < I ( I 3 ( I + 3 ) ) 2 any Y E Y I Y 2 ~ 4 Y I Y 2 - 4 -z-• 4 100 
(10.36). In this case we stop, otherwise we go to step 3. 
In this 
we find 
since for 
< l by 
Step 3. Let µ = l~=O m.o 1 S be the centre of P, so m.=r.+~. Let T 1 1 ]_ 3 . 
be the set of a E A of the form l· o a.01S with la. -m. I = l for i= 1 1 1 2 
0 <:: i <:: 3. For the Cl E T we check whether lp-al 1 +1p-al 2 < 2 for all 
vertices p of P. If this is the case we know that (10.37) is satisfied 
for n = 0 and all y E p since for y E p we have 
<:: max{i(IP -al 1 + IP -al 2) 2 : p vertex of P} < l. 
In this case we stop. If the condition is not satisfied we go to step 4. 
Notice that steps I, 2 and 3 can be performed for up to 6 differ-
ent P at once, since the conditions are independent of the ordering of 
the r .• 
1 
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Step 4. Let T be as in step 3. For each o: E T we compute 
max{ IP - o: I I p vertex of P} ; 
v2 max{fp -o:[ 2 : p vertex of P}. 
By convexity we have fy - o:f I s; VI and f y - o:I 2 $ v2 for all y ' P. If 
v1v2 < 1 we find that (10.37) is satisfied for n 0 and all y c P. In 
this case we stop. If v1v 2 2 for all choices of 0: E T we go to step 
Step 5. Let µ be the centre of p and suppose that llP = Ii=o e.u 1 S. 1 l~=O Let T be the set of elements of A of the form a.u 1 S with l 
[a. - e. [ $ I. For each 0: E T we compute ]_ 1 
max{ IP - o: f 1 p vertex of nP} ; 
v2 max{ [P -o:/ 2 : p vertex of nPL 
If v1v2 < I we find that (10.37) is satisfied for all y E P and n = l. 
In this case we stop. If for all choices of 0: E T we perform 
a similar procedure with n replaced by 
tions are not satisfied we go to step 6. 
-I 
Tl If in this case the condi-
Step 6. We divide P into 16 smaller parallelepipeds by cutting each 
edge in two halves. For each of these parallelepipeds we return to step 4. 
Processing this algorithm on a computer one finds that it terminates. 
In fact after performing steps I, 2 and 3 one is left with 378 of the 
1800 parallelepipeds with r 0 = max{ri'-ri-1 i 0,1,2,3}. After step 4 
there remain 108 parallelepipeds and after step 5 one is left with 71 
parallelepipeds. Step 6 turns this into 1136 smaller parallelepipeds. 
After step 4 there are still 87 parallelepipeds left over and after step 
5 there remain 3 parallelepipeds. Step 6 turns this into 48 smaller 
parallelepipeds and after performing step 4 for the third time no parallel-
epiped is left over. 
This finishes the proof of (10.30). 
s. 
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§(10.5) Biquadratic bicyclic fields 
In this section we consider the case that Gal(K/<Q) ,,,, v4 • Let K = 0 
and K2 be the quadratic subfields of K, let A. be the l_ 
ring of integers and L'li the discriminant of Ki. We have L'l(K) 
= L'l 1·L'l 2 ·L'l 3 , cf. [Wa] thm.3.11. Let W be the group of roots of unity of 
K, From the analytic class number formula ([BS] Kap.V §I Satz 2) we derive 
that 
(I0.38) h(A) 
h(A) 
* * where Q = Index[A : WA0J. We know that A is Euclidean in the case that 
K = <Q(~ 8), cf. section (0.6). In the sequel we will not consider this 
field anymore, hence we may assume that the second equality of (10.38) is 
valid. 
In contrast to the cyclic case we do not get a complete determination 
of all Euclidean rings in this section. We will prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM (10.39). Let K be a totally imaginary field that is a Galois ex-
tension of <Q with group V 4• If A = O(K) has a Euclidean ideal class, 
then h(A) 12 and K is contained in a list of 124 fields all having 
discriminant L'l(K) ~ 9591409. 
The proof of (10.39) runs as follows. First we show that h(A) = 4 
cannot occur. Then we treat the rings A for which the Euclidean ideal 
class contains an ideal invariant under Gal(K/K0) and finally we treat the 
remaining rings. 
LEMMA (10.40). Suppose that h(A) = 4 and that A has a Euclidean ideal 
class. Then Q= I and h(Ai) = 2 for i 0,1,2. 
PROOF. From (10.4) we derive that 
can only be satisfied if h(A.) = 2 
1 
h (A.) 2: 2 
1 
for i 
for 
0,1,2 
i = 0,1,2. Hence 
and Q = 1. D 
(10.38) 
LEMMA (10.41). Suppose that h(A) = 4 and that A has a Euclidean ideal 
class. Then 2 is not totally ramified in K/<Q. 
PROOF. Let H be the Hilbert class field of K. Suppose that 2 is 
totally ramified in K/<Q, then, considering the inertia group of 2 in 
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Gal(H/~), we find that Gal(H/~) is a semidirect product of Gal(K/~)"" 
"" V 4 by Gal (H/K) "" Cl (A) "" 'ZZ./ 4'll.. Since the action of Gal (K/~) on Cl(A) 
is trivial we find that this semidirect product is in fact a direct product, 
hence H/~ is abelian. This gives a contradiction because Gal(H/~) would 
be an elementary abelian 2 - group if it were abelian, cf. [Wa] ch.3. D 
PROPOSITION (10.42). If A has a Euclidean ideal class then h(A) ~ 2. 
PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that h(A) 2 for i 
= 0,1,2 by (10.40). Because no prime is totally inert in K/~ there are 
ideals of norm 4, and 2A is the product of two of them. If these ideals 
have minimal norm then h(A) 12 by (2.3), a contradiction. This shows that 
we have Li f 5 mod 24 for i = 0,1,2. 
In [St] all imaginary quadratic fields with class number equal to 2 
are determined. Considering pairs of these fields and consulting a list of 
class numbers of real quadratic fields (e.g. [I]) we find that the restric-
tions of (10.40) and (10.41) are satisfied, with Lli f 5 mod 24 only for 
the following fields: 
LO L1 I L12 L (K) 
(I) 40 -15 -24 14400 
(2) 65 -20 -52 67600 
(3) 85 -15 -51 65025 
(4) 136 -24 -51 166464 
(5) 205 -15 -123 378225 
(6) 185 -20 -148 547600 
(7) 481 -52 -148 3701776 
(8) 712 -24 -267 4562496 
(9) 1513 -51 
-267 20602521 
(I 0) 3649 -123 -267 119836809 
The fields (9) and (10) belong to the case (iv) of (10.26) but their 
discriminants do not satisfy the bound of (10.23), hence A has no Euclid-
ean ideal class. 
a E A with N(a) 
For the fields (2), (4), (5) and (8) there is an element 
2 
= n , where n is the least integer > 1 that occurs as 
the norm of an integral A- ideal. This shows that (2.3) is not satisfied 
and that A has no Euclidean ideal class, 
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For the fields (6) and (7) there are two prime ideals p and q of 
norm 2 and there is no ideal of norm 3. Because A* acts trivially on 
A/pq we conclude that A has no Euclidean ideal class by (7.1), which 
also applies to this situation. 
For the field (I) there are 2 primes p2 and q2 of norm 2 and 
two primes p3 
ates Cl(A). 
and of norm 3, 
The two ideals of norm 
all in the same ideal class that gener-
5 are in the inverse ideal class. 
This enables us to show that there is no element in A of norm < 32 that 
3 2 is - 2 mod p2 and = 1 mod q2• This last observation shows that the ideal 
3 2 p2q2 of norm 32, which is in the ideal class of is not Euclidean 
and A has no Euclidean ideal class. 
> I 
order 
2 [p ]. 
Finally we consider the field (3). The integral ideals of minimal norm 
are two ideals p and q of norm 3. The action of A* on A/p2 has 
2. There are only 12 ideals of norm < 27 = Np3 in the ideal class 
By (7.l), which also applies to this situation, we find that A has 
no Euclidean ideal class. D 
PROPOSITION (10.43). Suppose that A has a Euclidean ideal class that 
contains an ideal that is invariant under Gal(K/K0), then K is contained 
in a list of 93 fields all having discriminant 6(K) 5 9591409. 
PROOF. By (10.42) we know that h(A) 5 2 and by (10.23) we know that 
6(K) 5 14206929. We are in one of the cases (i), (ii), (iii) or (iv) of 
(10.26). All fields with h(A) 5 2 and 6(K) 5 14206929 are listed in 
[BP] and [BWW]. For these fields we checked the discriminant bound (10.22) 
and whether they are in one of the cases (i), (ii), (iii) or (iv) of (10.26). 
There remained 93 fields all having 6(K) 5 9591409. D 
PROPOSITION (10.44). Suppose that A has a Euclidean ideal class that 
does not contain an ideal that is invariant under Gal(K/K0), then K is 
contained in a list of 31 fields, all having discriminant 6(K) s 
5 7958041. 
PROOF. We are in one of the cases (v) or (vi) of (I0.26). Hence Q =I 
1 
and h(A) zh(A0)·h(A1)·h(A2). Also we have h(A) = 2 by (10.25) and 
(10.42). By (I0.29)(a) we have 6(K) 5 230202117. The fields with h(A) = 2 
that satisfy this bound are all listed in [BWW]. For these fields we checked 
whether they are in one of the cases (v) or (vi) of (10.26) and whether the 
fundamental unit of K0 is totally positive, cf. (10.26). Also we checked 
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whether an integral A - ideal of minimal norm > I is invariant under 
Gal(K/K0), since such an ideal must be Euclidean by (2.3). There remained 
31 fields all having ~(K) ~ 79S8041. D 
The proof of (10.39) now follows by combining (10.42), (10.43) and 
(10.44). 
§(10.6) Examples 
In this section we list all known examples of rings with a Euclidean 
ideal class in the cases (#3) and (#4). Most of these examples have 
h(O) = l, i.e. the ring itself is Euclidean. Except the quartic cyclic 
field of conductor 13 all examples with h(O) = I appeared already in the 
literature. For each of the cases (#3) and (#4) we have an example with 
h(O) = 2. In the case (#3) this is a new example. In the case (#4) the 
example is due to Lenstra [LS]. 
In table 23 the examples in case (#3) are listed. Also h = h(O) 
is given. All fields are determined by their discriminants. The examples 
with ~ ~ -IS2 are due to Godwin [Go], the other examples, except the 
one with ~ = -283, are due to Taylor [T]. The field with ~ = -283 has 
class number 2. Below we show that its ring of integers has a Euclidean 
ideal class. 
TABLE 23. Rings with a Euclidean ideal class in the case (#3). 
~ h ~ 
-23 -204 
-31 -21 l 
-44 -212 
-S9 -216 
-76 -231 
-83 
-239 
-87 
-243 
-104 
-244 
-107 
-247 
-108 
-2SS 
-116 
-268 
-l3S 
-283 
-139 
-300 
-140 
-324 
-lS2 
-3S6 
-172 
-379 
-I 7S 
-411 
-200 
-419 
h 
I 
2 
-424 
-431 
-440 
-4Sl 
-460 
-472 
-484 
-492 
-499 
-S03 
-SIS 
-Sl6 
-Sl9 
-S43 
-628 
-6S2 
-687 
h 
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In table 24 the examples in case (#4) are listed. Of these fields 
are given the discriminant ti, the class number h, the discriminants !:i. 
]_ 
of all quadratic subfields and the Galois group G of the normal closure 
of the field over ~. In this list n4 denotes the dihedral group of order 
8 and s4 denotes the synnnetric group on 4 elements. Notice that we 
have not found an example for which this Galois group is equal to the alter-
nating group A4 . The cyclotomic fields ~(r, 5 ), ~(r, 12 ) and ~(r, 8 ) are 
the fields with l:i 125, 144 and 256 respectively. In section (0.6) we 
saw that they have a Euclidean ring of integers. The other fields, except 
those with l:i = 229, 1372, 1521, 2048 and 2197 are due to Lakein [Lk]. 
He used a method that resembles Perron's method for the real quadratic case, 
cf. [P]. Cioffari [Ci] has shown that the ring of integers of ~( 41-2) and 
~(41-7), with discriminants 2048 and 1372, are Euclidean. He also 
proved that ~(4 1-3), of discriminant 432, has a Euclidean ring of inte-
gers, but that field also occurs in Lakein's list. The examples with 
!:; = 229 and 1521 are due to Lenstra [L3;L5]. For the latter, with 
h(O) = 2, he used Lakein's method. The field with !:; = 2197 is the field 
with conductor 13. In section (10.5) we proved that its ring of integers is 
Euclidean. 
TABLE 24. Rings with a Euclidean ideal class in the case (#4). 
!:; h !:i. G !:; h !:i. G 
]_ ]_ 
117 -3 D4 576 -3, -24, 8 V4 
125 5 'Ll/ 4'!1. 656 -4 D4 
144 -3, -4, 12 V4 657 -3 D4 
189 -3 D4 784 -4, -7, 28 v4 
225 -3, -15, 5 V4 832 -4 D4 
229 s4 837 -3 D4 
256 -4, -8, 8 v4 873 -3 D4 
272 -4 D4 981 -3 D4 
320 -4 D4 1008 -3 D4 
333 -3 D4 1008 -3 D4 
392 -7 D4 1089 -3, -l l' 33 v4 
400 -4, -20, 5 v4 1161 -3 D4 
432 -3 D4 1197 1 -3 D4 
441 -3, 
-7' 21 V4 1197 1 -3 D4 
512 -4 D4 1372 1 -7 D4 
513 -3 D4 1521 2 -3' -39, 13 v4 
549 -3 D4 2048 -8 D4 
576 -3, -8, 24 v4 2197 13 'll./4'Ll 
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To close this section we show that the ring of integers A of the 
cubic field K with discriminant -283 has a Euclidean ideal class. We 
have h(A) = 2. The ring A is given by A = Zl + 7l9 t Zl9 2 , with 
e3 + 49 +I = 0. The ideal p of norm 2 is non-principal and it is given 
by p=Zl·2+7l(e+I)+Zl(e2 +1). 
As usual we embed K in KS = 1R x IC, where S = S00 • The R- coor-
dinate of an element a E KS will be denoted by ar' the IC - coordinate by 
a • We have e = -0.24626617 and 
v 
v 
c r 
The orthogonal projection of 
be the plane in spanned by 
in a lattice r v, spanned by 
= 0.12313309 + ix2.01133917. 
onto will be denoted by 'lf. Let 
and e. The ideal p intersects 
2 and I+ e. The projection 
is a lattice of IC and the fundamental hexagon of 'lff will be denoted by 
H, cf. (3.4). The measure µ(H) is equal to 4jim·e I = 8.04535668, 
c 
where 
µ is the measure on IC defined by (3.12)(a), i.e. twice the usual measure. 
in V. Consider the set B = H' + Let H' be the inverse image of H 
+ { (x,O) E 1R x IC: lxJ ~ c}, with c = 1283•µ(H)-I = 2.09097055. We have 
B + r = V + { (x,O) E 1R x IC: Jxl ~ c}. Because µS(B) = 21283 the set B 
is a fundamental domain of p. 
Figure 23 shows the sets B and H. It is a central projection of 
1R x IC from the point M = ( 13, 2. 8 - I Si) onto a plane perpendicular to 
the line OM. Figure 23 also gives the basis points 2, e + I and e 2 + I of 
p and their projections onto IC and onto the real axis of IC. The cylinder 
depicted irt figure 23 will be discussed below. 
We will show that B is contained in v2 + p = {x E KS: 3 a E p 
such that N(x-a) < 2}. This proves that p is Euclidean. For each a E p 
let T 
a 
be the largest open cylinder in of which the axis passes 
through a 
contained in 
and is parallel to the R- axis, and such that 
Figure 23 shows how such a cylinder T 
a 
like. It will be enough to show that B c U T . Let C 
aEp a a 
T n (B+V) is 
a 
should look 
be the disc 
that is the intersection of T with the IC - plane. We have B c U 
a alp T a 
if and only if H c U C • 
aEp a In figure 24 we see that we already have 
H c a~T Ca' where T consists of the JI elements of p listed in table 
25 and their negatives. We conclude that p is Euclidean. 
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TABLE 25. Elements and circles in figure 24. 
element real complex radius 
0 0 0 0.8445 
al 3 + e2 3.0606 -1.0303 + 0.4953 i 0.5514 
a2 5 + e 2 5.0606 0.9697 + 0.4953 i 0.5514 
a3 s + 2e 2 8.1213 -0.0606 + 0.9906 i 0.4335 
a4 9 - e + 2e 2 9.3676 0.8162 - 1.0207 i 0.4335 
as 12-8+382 12.4282 -0.2141 -0.5254 i 0.3680 
a6 24 - 28 + 68 2 24.8564 -0.4282 - 1.0507 i 0.2709 
a7 25-8+68 2 25.6101 0.6949 +0.9606 i 0.2709 
as 29 - 28 + 792 29.9171 0.5415 -0.5554 i 0.2523 
a9 40-28+1082 41. 0990 -0.5495 + 0.9306 i 0.2133 
alO 93 - 68 + 2392 95.8725 -0.4362 - 0.6756 i 0.1426 
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